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Donations hinge on 'yes' vote 
By JEFF NAGEL  
You either love it or  hate It. A 
SECOND SHEET organizers ay they will raise full page of letters, plus the 
$750,000 over the next two years. 
But how can they demonstrate that before Sat -~ mayor's opinion, on Page AS. 
urday's vote and calm skeptics? Advance Voting was heavy. That 
Organizer Brian Downie admits it would go - story on Page A 12. 
along way towards easing fears, but says it's not 
He alsonoted that potential major backers 
also want to know whether the community sup- 
ports the project before they'll go public. 
"You can't answer that until there's a 
referendum," Downie said. 
"We strongly believe there is at least one 
donor if not more that will be contributing in the 
$100,000 range," said Warren Garten, a Rick 
and Paul King Foundation organizer. 
Garten says corporate fundraising is being 
broken up into major corporations, transports- 
pess~le. 
A number of sizable corporate donations are 
said to be waiting in the wings ~ including one 
of at least $100,000. 
BUt Downie says the political nature of the 
debate prevents those cards f~om being placed 
on the table prior to the Nov. 18 referendum. 
"They may not want to become involved in a 
political campaign," he said of  the businesses 
and corporations. "They may not want to be 
perceived as trying to influence public 
opinion." 
tion/heavy equipment, construction and sub- 
trades, retail, and professional. 
Donations will include supplies and labour, in 
addition to straight cash. 
Public fund-raising and service club fund- 
raising are in addition to the corporate side. 
So far. theone-night Skate '97 auction that 
raised $28,000 is the beat example of the orga- 
nizaiion's ability to raise money. 
"The Rick and Paul King Foundation had 
fairly intensive del~erations of just esactly 
what they could raise for that project," Downie 
said. 
"The foundation is committed to raising 
$750,000 and we think we'll raise more than 
thaL" 
City councillor Rich McDaniel said debate 
over operating costs of the new arena have 
nothing to do with whether to build it or not. 
Cont'd Page A12 
: ,  ? : .  
THE PROJECT 
• $2.82 million for e 34,000 square foot struc- 
ture that houses a regulntlon size 200 x 85-foot 
Ice surfsce plus a 50 x 85.foot leisure shseL It 
would be built adjacent to the existing arena. 
[] Seating for 200, and four dressing rooms of 
360 square feet each located between the two 
buildings. 
• Project backers point to non.Ice uses such 
as the sbillty to seat large banquet audiences, 
to stage concerts and to stage other events 
such as trade shows as other benefits. 
• Cost Is tagged at $2.87 million. Taxpayers 
are being asked to borrow up to $2.12 million. 
That figure could be cut should a provincial 
grant be received. The Rick and Paul King 
Foundation is committed to raising $750,000 
over the next two years. 
. . 
. : [  
I I  The clock ticks down 
IT WILL BE like watching the final minutes of game 7 in a crucial playoff series for local skaters and second 
sheet organizers when voters go to the polls to cast their ballots either for or against a second sheet of ice 
on Saturday. Our coverage on Page A12 in(~ludes details of who can vote, and where and when to do that. 
Mills to cut jobs 
to cure its deficit 
THREE JOBS will be cut and there'll be The last round of contracts resulted in an 
fewer hours for casual workers as part of agreement between the provincial govern- 
Mills Memorial Hospital's plan to cut its ment and health unions that reduced the 
deficit. , , work week but didn't affect wages 
- The mes~ttre8 were addpted lasfweeieby'"~': There were"als0"expensive'job':'Securitv ..... . . . . .  
• ' the Terrace Regio~ ml } Iealflt Care Society,. provisions to protect ,workers-wh0: ~.¢e~t • ~ 
which runs the ;hospital, in response to a layoffs. 
health ministry deadline that it come up Those three workers who will be cut as a 
with a solution to a defcit of approximately 
$500,000. 
• These steps, and others, should be suffi- 
cient to reduce the hospital's deficit to the 
$130,000 range over the next 12 mouths, 
sodety chief executive officer Michael 
Leisinger said last week. 
" I f  we can keep the occupancy rate to the 
70 per cent level, if all the elements are put 
in place and if the ministry accepts our 
plan, that's where we want to be," he said. 
Leisinger added that the projected 
$130,000 deficit amounts to plus or minus 
I per cent of the hospital's budget. 
Also part of the plan are renovations to 
the hospital's top floor to bring the 
medical-su~ical wards, pediatrics and ICU 
services closer together. 
That'll result in more efficiencies and 
more cost savings, said Leisinger. 
All of this can't be accomplished without 
the health ministry's help. The hospital will 
ask the ministry for money to pay for the 
top floor renovations. 
And a key part of the hospital's deficit 
reduction plan is receiving up to $200,000 a
year from the ministry. 
That's money to replace other monies lost 
when the provincial medical services plan 
cut back on procedures it would pay for. 
"Whether we'll receive all of that for this 
year or whether it'll be pro-rated we don't 
know, but it will definitely help," said 
Leisinger. 
He expects this money will be added to 
the hospital's base operating budget. 
But Leisinger warned that the hospital 
still faces considerable financial challenges. 
It's already been told, as have other hos- 
pitals, that there won't be budget increases 
for its next fiscal year. 
"That means our best ease scenario is 
zero. It's at least something we know," 
said Letsinger. 
One big unknown are labour contracts 
which come up for renewal next spring. 
result of the deficit reduction plan can, f f  
they want, bump other workers, They will 
also be able t0 takel advantage of  retraining 
provisions under current labour contracts. 
Dr. James Dunfield, the. chief of  medical 
staff atMills, said the plans to centralize 
services on the top floor will make nursing! 
duties more efficient. 
Settlement 
expens,ve 
Going green could have high price tag 
ACASH SETTLEMENT paid to a former 
registered nurse at Mills Memorial Hospital 
is partially responsible for its budget woes. 
The settlement, amounting to nearly 
$60,000, was paid to David Smith after he 
was dismissed earlier this year. ~ • , 
That works out to approximately 10 per 
cent of the budget deficit now hnndcufl~g 
the facility. - . , 
The. settlement was worked out alter the 
B.C, Nurses' Union filed algrievan~e:but 
before the matter went to arbitration.% 
In itself, not going to a fa l l  ~ arbitration 
saved the hospital fiom paying: thousands 
of dollars in legal and other fees.~i ' ' , : i i i , '  
• The case lnvolv[ngSmi~,wh0 worked in 
the hospital's psychiatric Unit, dates back to 
1992 when the Registered Nurses Associa- 
tion of B.C. suspended his licence for.'18 
months after finding him guilty of unethical 
conduct. 
Smith, who was also required to  take a 
medical ethics course, was scheduled to 
return to hisjob last year . . . .  
But that caused a protest, resulting in n 
letter writing campaign to ~the Terrace 
Regional Health Care Society, which man- 
ages Mills, and other public'and medical 
officials. 
Smith did return to work, ~ was put on 
leave and eventually ~rminated by Mills, 
resulting in the grievance by his union. ~ 
sultant "a'pretty clear directive" on town, and if so;how to protect hem," possible. " 
council's idea of what areas to protect Trawln noted "That's what It comes "Yo'" ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " lock, who along wlthDavldHuil and Ed 
. , . . . . .  , ,, • . • ~, wum gel role just wast tier- Gta d0nsfi 0 . . . . .  " " and what areas to develop. • -,- d - , - , , ,  . ..... • ..__, ,, . . . . .  y pp rtedthemove~. . . .  . . . . .  . _ . . . .  . o . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  :- - . v .  s suggesting, ,he said. , ~ a . . . . . .  .... " . . . .  • ' " 
. Hemd hewas initially alarmed bythe .  But Gordon Hull wasn't appeased, .../ Hull' ~ ld  the clh,'s idea of  A..,z.L~ _ .~ ~d°n:.sa.y.she.h°pe~. the study can 
m~. .~m ~typ!a~e r David Trswin , ex. predict ing freebie from the' ;consultant's. i: . . . . . . .  men~l, proration . . . . .  "~a8 S0 r, f i r  ,~i~n~:e] . . . .  ~t~eoFa.m~!pan¢ w'°rx aan~'a!rea~?vxor un.aenVaYme :~ Hewer° d~e!.creex 
pecxmg a consultant s bill for'such work '.' study. ' . . . . .  eate/'lng-to- the whims o i '  Howe Creek g~eenb~|tareJ~.~/~'~-~ ,~. ~./: ~i ~ : :/' 
IF WE ASK what parts of the city are 
environmentally sensitive we may not 
like the answer we gel  
Councillor Gordon Hull tears hiring a 
consultant o identify environmentally 
sensitive areas will lead to tighter estric- 
tions on development in town and great 
expenses to the city. 
Council is budgeting $12,000 in 1996 
to hire a consultant to define high, me- 
dium, and low-sensitivity areas, and 
draw up a plan for protecting them. 
"What if he comes back and says 
'Lanfear Hill ~ you shouldn't touch 
it'?" Hull demanded. 
The city expects to have to rebuild the 
mad up Lanfesr Hill at a cost of at least 
$2 million. Erosion of the bank there 
may threaten parts of Howe Creek. 
"We don't have to accept he recom- 
mendations," replied councillor Val 
*George. "But I still think it's pretty dam 
good information to have," 
He admitted to sharing some of Hull's 
concerns, however. 
George sugeested the city give the con- 
tO be at least $50,000. 
"This whole environmental consulting 
industry has gotten totally out of con- 
trol," he said. 
But he and other councillors aid they 
were relieved to see an estimated cost of 
around $11,000. 
"Council has~ to make a derision 
whether it wants to know whether 'there 
are environmentally sensitive areas in 
area residents who want to contr01"wbat' 
" I 'm concented about the longer-term happens beyond their Own ProPertylines. 
effect of all these so-called environmen- "This council wouldn't ssy .'YouJmve 
tally sensitive areas," he added, no say over it.'" he satd~ . . . . . . . .  
"Pretty soon there's going to be n list He said defining envlr0mnentally 
twice as long as your arm. I'd hate to be sensitive areas won't mean ~ anything 
creating a problem that could some day anyway if council is easily swayed by 
come up and shoot us in the fooL" pressure groups ..... ' ~: 
City engineering director Stew ,"This is exactly the~kind o f  heated 
Christensen said troublesome recom- argument we're going to be facing Some 
mendatlons from such a Study are quite day inn  courtroom," added Ruth Hal- 
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Local SAAN not 
STOP Press 
/ . ? 
BLOWING WIND and snow on Friday knocked 
down this huge fir tree on the 2400 block of Molitor. 
Two cars were squashed by the tree which missed 
the house by only a few feet Home owners Eli and 
Feli Valdez fortunately weren't hurt. 
Snowfall wreaks havoc 
THAT SNOWFALL over the weekend may have 
seemed like an overwhelming amount for a mid- 
November storm, but it wasn't a record-breaking amount. 
"It was spread out just enough to be below record 
parameters," said Andy Schmiedel from 'the Terrace 
weather office. 
The total snowfall recorded from Friday night to 
Monday morning was 63.2 cm The greatest accumula- 
tion was during Saturday morning to afternoon. 
The bad weather made for dangerous driving condi- 
tions, but despite this, there were no serious accidents. 
The Terrace RCMP recorded eight aceidents over the 
long weekend - two in town and six outside of town, on 
the highways andin rural areas. However there were 
many moreminor fender benders with damage Under 
$1,000 which were not reported. None of the accidents 
resulted in any serious injUries.- 
TerracEs public works c]epartment also managed to 
keep ,ahead of the storm. 
"It went quite well for the first snowfall," reported 
Stew Chris,orison, director of engineering for the city 
At ~my time over the weekend the city had five to 
seven people out working graders, ploughs, sanders and 
sidewalk ploughs. Much of that heavy equipment was 
operated by contractors. 
"Conditions were not very good because of the huge 
amount of snow, be we were able to keep all the main 
streets and sidewalks cleared," said Christensen. 
Smelter worker dies 
' , UKr'~,K aleU'Over me weeKena t 
toe cgmpan3, sl~umat ~torks alurmnum smeller.., 
',.'~7:;9 ": . : , I ' , :}  ""~ .~'~ , ~" " : , i ,  2. ',,) ; , " , . : .  
' Dead t~ 65:year:old HelmiJt K6ttke, an Operator m 
the smelter's scrubbing operations department. 
Kottke was found in the area of the smelter's gas 
scrubbing system for potline No. 5. 
Efforts to resuscitate the man at the plant and in 
ambulance en route to Kitimat General Hospital were not 
successful. 
A full investigation by Allan security, the coroner's 
office, the WCB and RCMP is underway. 
Feast cancelled 
A PLANNED FEAST Nov. 12 to thank the volun- 
teers involved in the search for Lana Derrick was called 
off. 
That's because there was a funeral resulting from a 
death late last week in Gitwinksihlkw, tlie village in the 
Nass Valley that's been spearheading the search effort. 
Derrick, 19, is a college student in Houston and went 
missing here in the early morning hours of Oct. 7. She 
was last seen in downtown Terrace and is believed to 
have been heading to her parents house east of here on 
H wy 16. 
tied to boycott 
A UNION protest against he new SAAN store in Kitimat 
doesn't involve the company's Terrace store. 
Carpenters' Union local 1081 in Kitimat last week dis- 
tributed a notice to residents that attacked the use of non- 
union workers. 
"We ask you to search your conscience before patroniz- 
ing this store," the notice says. 
The campaign does not involve Terrace workers and is 
not aimed at the new Terrace SAAN store, according to 
Fred Glover, coordinator here for the B.C. Yukon Building 
Trades Council. 
The Terrace store was built by non.union general con- 
tzactor Progressive Ventures. 
But Glover says the general contractor and the owners 
kept their promise to give some work to local unionized 
firms - -  including Terrace Paving, Telkwa Roof'mg, Altex 
Drywall, and Len's Excavating. 
r"We did the best we could," (}lover said. "At least lo- 
cal people went to work." 
Glover said the owners opted for general contractor 
Progressive Ventures, run by Terrace's Dave MeKcown 
after unions here lobbied for local jobs. 
"At first they were going to use Alberta contractors to 
do everything," he said. " I  think we were quite successful 
getting the local jobs that we did." 
He says carpenters employed on the project were paid 
$22.57 an hour. 
"It 's not the nnion rate but I know an awful lot of  people 
who would love to make that kind of money." 
Glover said the Kitimat carpenters local didn't consult 
other northwest unions, although they named other groups 
in their petition. 
" I t  was quite a surprise to me ~ in fact it was a shock." 
Glover also noted SAAN is only a tenant of property de- 
veloper Rick's Holdings. 
Progressive Ventures' representative Lad McKcown 
noted Terrace and KJtimat workers supplied 93 per cent of 
the hours of labour that went into the Kitimat and Terrace 
Saan stores. 
g (.lll|Y|l. 
ll'II)l l l'lll| 
Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking your assis- 
tance in solving a theft over $1,000.00 which 
occurred between September 23rd and October 
02, 1995 at the Terrace Co-operative Association 
located at 4617 Greig Ave., Terrace, BC. 
The investigation revealed that a set of keys 
was lost or stolen from an employee of the Co-op 
store in late September 1995. The key ring had a 
blue letter F, which is about 2 inches tall. 
Shortly after the disappearance of the keys 
thefts from a locked display case began. The fol- 
lowing cameorders are still missing: 
1. Make: SANYO 2. Make: HITACHI 
Model: VM-E577 Model: VM-E58A 
Serial #: 96002073 Serial #: 50235381 
Value: $1,100.00 Value: $1,400.00 
If you know the identity of the person(s) 
responsible for the theft or the location of the 
camcorder, Crime Stoppers would like to hear 
from you. 
Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of up to 
$1000 dollars for the Information leading to an 
arrest and charges laid against any individual in 
this or any unsolved crime. If you have any 
information, call crimestoppers at 635.TIPS, 
that's 635-8477. Callers will not be required to 
reveal their identity or testify In court. 
Call 63S-T IPS  
INTERNATIONAL SKYLINE GOLD CORPORATION 
INVITES RESIDENTS OF THE TERRACE AREA TO ATTEND AN 
OPEN HOUSE 
FOR THE PUI~POSES OF OUTLINING THE DEVELOPMENT AND 
RECEIVING YOUR OPINION ON THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT OF 
THE BRONSON SLOPE MINE 
Wednesday, November  29th, 1995 - 
Open House: 2 pm to 7 pm 
Presentation: 7 pm to 9 pm ~ 
Terrace Inn, Terrace, BC " , '  : 
An application for a project approval certificate under the Environmental'Assessment 
Acl: has been submitted for government review. A copy of the applicationLis aVailabie as 
of November 20th for your review at the Terrace Public Library,:4610.:pai'kStreet; 
Terrace, B.C. (847-3043). Copies are also available for review at: . . . .  ~ 
• Environmental Assessment Office Registry, 1st Floor, .... 
836 Yates Street, Victoria, B.C. 356-7:t41 
• Stewart Public Library, 9th Avenue, Stewart, B.C. 636-2380 
• Dease Lake Reading Center, Northern Lights College, ~ .:: 
Dease Lake, B.C. :i :.::~: 771=3636 
• Smithers Public Library at 3187 Alfred Stree~ . . . .  7-3043 
Representatives of Inl~emational Skyline Gold at the Open 
Houses to answer questions. Information on the British Columbia environmental 
assessment process will be provided at the Open Houses. - 
Your comments and expressions of interest in the project are welcome. 
Information brochures will be available. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  o<'.'~'~"~'v~+-"~",'e.-'~ . '+'-.+'--' .o: ~.:"~``..:^~<~;~q.4~`9~::..;~J~"~;*.vaz.;4;...`.;`.::~<;2:.~q?~P:~'::4.7~f~$~:~?:~.g~ 
Nov. 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
~ EgP.B SUN 
6.5 -0.1 10.0 0.0 
6.1 1,0 26.2 0.0 
5.2 -1.4 TR 4.3 
4,6 -2.0 3.6 
3.1 0.1 1.3 
0,1 -3,1 4.2 0.1 
-2.4 -7,5 0.8 1.4 
tASTYEAR 
~ ~ SUN 
1.9 -0.6 18.8 0.0 
2.6 O.0 27.8 0.0 
1.9 -0.7 4.8 0.0 
1.7 -1,2 4.4 0.0 
4.0 0.4 5,2 1.4 
3.4 1.2 6.4 0.0 
5.3 -0.2 4.3 
ROAD MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS 
With the Autumn rainy season upon us and Winter approaching, be on the look out I 
for various road conditions. Watch for slush and snow in high elevations; frost on I I  
bridge decks; and black ice overnight, especially In the mornings. Please watch for I!  
and obey traffic control signing. To report road hazards, Call 638.8383 during office 1 
hours. After hours, please call 1-800-66S-5051, " :' * : .... 
MAX. YEAR BIB, 
13.1 1986 -7.8 
9.7 1980 -10.0 
13.4 1980 -9.4 
9.6 1980 -7.8 
10.0 1955 -9.4 
8.9 1959 -10.0 
11.3 1987 -11.1 
YEAR 
1973 
1961 
1973 
1973 
1973 
1973 
1973 
PREClP. YEAR 
72.4 1956 
28.2 1954 
07.0 1980 
42.4 1978 
54.1 1955 
29.6 1981 
21.0 1991 
BROUGHT TO YOU BY:  
N E C H ~  
~ . ~  NORTHCOAST 
CONSTRUCTION ~ r.. ¢o , / I  ~ ~" ~', 
Y~ur Ro/ad Maintenance Contractor 
We'll take 
There's an aging second fridge chomp1 
in the basement. Or perhaps you're thi] 
buying a new fridge but you're not sur~ 
do with the old one. In either case, B.C 
can help. 
Free pick-up of your old 
energy.guzzler. 
We'll pick up your fridge as long as 
it's in working condition and between 
10-24 cubic feet.* And using environ- 
mentally sound methods, we'll safely 
recycle the ozone depleting CFC 
refrigerant and all the metal. 
Preserving resources. Creating id;s. 
shoulders. 
'M save energy and the environment. 
lges can use up to twice as muCh dec- 
ty as today's energy-efficient models. 
By turning in your old, operating 
fridge, you can reduce your Hydro 
bill and the energy ou save takes a 
~d off the environment. 
To arrange for free pick-up, call 
Refrigerator Recovery Hotline at 
663-2274 through- 
:. or 683-2274 in 
' Lower Mainland. Saves More 
Than Money 
BChgdro 
• Maa inmm two per cttltonler, II. C, Hrdro re.u.rl'es the tight 
I11 ( 'h l l l l g l , / i t  I ' l tt l l '¢[ Ihf offer tit l i t ,  ' l i t  * 'ilh i ¢ fir/or i io/ /c¢, 
)fft'r avaihthh, to II.Cll. ~lro ¢'1 h nlers onlv. 
Send Us Your Best Recipe 
It will soon be time to start thinking about the 
Christmas Season and all the festivities that go along. 
The Terrace Standard would like to ask your help in 
publishing a special "Taste of Christmas" feature. 
Please send us your favourite holiday recipe. Selected 
recipes will be published in a special feture on 
December 6. The deadline for submissions is Friday, 
November 17. Enter any one or all three categories. 
• APPETIZERS, ENTREES. DESSERTS, 
First Prize* Second Prize* Third Prize* 
*100 sg0 *25 
* from a random draw 
STANDA[ 
4647 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B,C. V8G 1S8 (604) 638-7283 Fax~ 
• ,d'  
VEHICLE INSPECTION BLITZ 
MASS INSPECTIONS of private and commercial vehicles were carried out here 
last week. Above, a man watches as his car, deemed unsafe, is towed away. At 
left, a trucker watches asa  motor vehicle inspector writes up a list of defects. 
Trucks, cars hauled off road 
CURSES FLEW, traff ic s lowed, and tot,d, about 83 of which were for major defects. 
unsafe vehicles were hauled off the road last Faults included major frame cracks, failed 
week. steering, brakes and suspension. 
By the end of  the f ive-day inspection Logging trucks that were found to be over 
blitz, some 228 vehicles were deemed efec- weight were offloaded on the spot - at the 
expense of the contractor. 
tive, w i thsome of them condemned and the ' A number of trucks did not have their log 
rest awaiting expenswe repmrs, books in order. 
Several failed to conduct pre-trip mechanical 
inspections. 
"There was just over 95 
per cent compliance. Which 
is excellent. I want to com- 
mend everybody on how 
well their vehicles are 
maintained." 
members. 
"I don't think so," he said. "If they, have eve- 
rything up to date, they can be out of therein 
about 30 seconds." 
He said he's convincedmost truckers are 
careful and safe. 
?'But there are some just bad actors sneaking 
around out there," he said. "And I can't think of 
any other way these guys can catch them." 
One Hazelton area logging truck driver didn't 
take his failed vehicle inspection easily. 
Pollock said the truck was condemned at the 
weigh scales and ordered to undergo full inspec- 
tion in town, where it again failed to pass the test. 
The driver jumpf.dback in his truck and ran. 
Pollock said RCMP were forced to set up a road- 
block to catch them man. 
Pollock said charges are pending against he 
truckdriver. 
And a 73-year-old Terrace man could only 
watch and shake his head as inspectors peeled the 
licence plate off his ancient Mazda and towed the 
car away. 
Inspectors predicted it would be condemned. 
A disconnected left front brake, exhaust system 
hanging bywires and failed Suspension were just  
It Was the biggest campaign of its type 
here in four years, 
RCMPofficers from the northwest and as far 
away as Prince George and Quesnel joined motgr 
vehicle inspectors, conservation officers and dan- 
gerous goods inspectors for the e'vent. 
Even radio licence inspectors and forest ser- 
vice timber cruisers were present.. 
They checked 5,436 vehicles, both private 
and commercial. 
Out of the 228 found defective, 81 required 
repairs before they were allowed to move, and 11 
of them were towed. 
More than half of the defective vehicles were 
commercial trucks, 54 of which required imme- 
diate repairs. 
Roughly five per cent of the private and com- 
mercial vehicles checked were defective. 
Some had no insurance. And six were 
charged for illegally hauling dangerous goods -
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News In Brie:: 
Reformers eye hopefuls 
PROVINCIAL REFORMERS have two men, both from 
Terrace, interested in running for the party in the Skeena 
riding in the next election. 
Constituency president Ron Town said last week a 
nominating committee is checking out personal and f'man- 
cial information submitted by the two as required by the 
Reform party. Included in the process is a criminal records 
check. 
A Kitimat resident has also taken out papers but, as of 
last week, hadn't returned them, said Town. 
Potential candidates have until Nov. 24, one week prior 
to the constituency association's nomination meeting, to 
file their papers. "It takes at least a week for the com- 
mittee to do the checks," said Town. 
More than 400 members are eligible to vote at the Dec. 1 
nomination meeting. Members who joined after a 30-day 
clock began ticking down to the nomination date aren't al- 
lowed to vote. 
Town did say that all members are now being polled by 
the party four times a year so it can get a better idea on de- 
veloping Reform policy. 
Postal outlet abandoned 
CANADA POST has cancelled for now plans to add an- 
other outlet in the area. 
Canada Post official Lutz Budde said it has tried without 
success to find a business in Thomhill that would start up a 
commercial outlet in that area. 
"We're staying as we are. I'm not prepared to do any- 
thing right now but if somebody does come up with the 
right place, we'd definitely look atit," he said• 
The area lost one of its two commercial outlets earlier 
this year. That leaves just the main Canada Post office 
downtown and the commercial outlet at the Terrace Co-op. 
Photo radar a bit behind 
PLANS TO introduce photo radar units are a bit behind 
schedule, says one of the RCMP officers working on the 
provincial government project. 
Sgt. Alex Campbell says the delays aren't major and 
won't affect the overall plan to buy 30 of the units. The 
units take photos of vehicle licence plates after being trlg.~ 
gored when those vehicles exceed the speed limit. 
Campbell said two o f  the units are to be based in Prince 
George and used throughout he north. Potential locations 
are being sought and they will be evaluated to determine if 
it is worthwhile to position a unit there regularly. 
Bank helps UNBC 
THE ROYAL BANK is establishing a $150,000 endow- 
ment to help buy books and other material for the Univer, 
sity of Northern British Columbia's library. 
"The endowment will ensure that the collection stays 
current and can meet the needs of all of our users m Stu, 
dents, faculty and the general publ ic--  in the future," said 
university librarian Pat Appavoe. 
"There was just over 95 per cent com- dynamite in one case. ~ thestartofalonglistofdefectsthey'didentifiedl 
pliance" said Cpl. James Pollock. "Which is r,~ . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  a . . . .  ;.,a,,, ,,;,.,, . . . .  i Asked what he would do for transoortation, The Royal Bank's contr~ution i~. the largest to date. 
• . . .  .. . . .  ~ ~,. ~ ,, ,~ ,, ,,,, ......... , . . . . . .  v,., . . . . . . . . . .  : ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  .,. -~,,  ....... . ; - . .  ,,,, . . . . .  ,~. ::~,~ . Other contributions have come fromthe B.C. Professional 
exceU~nt. I want to commend everybody onhow ..~-. dent t ield Salleiiback~said~h~" didfii 'think the"  the old man smd~: Ive  got another vehtcle .lust • ' '~ • • . . : ,, -' "'~ ' . w- , ,. ,,,:, , . . . . . .  ~ .... ~.,- . . . .  . .  ~.:~  .., :~:... :: . . . .  Foresters Association and the Provincial Chapter of the 
well thetr vehm!esare mam!.amed.~.:, ././:;., ,~, ~,.  ..... operation.was causing amajor-s~.~wdown for~Ms:z,:~.~-abgutput togemer . . ,  ~ - : . , ,~ . . : .  . • : : . . ~  ~ * . . . . .  - "  • ' : ' . . . .  " . . . .  " • . ' ,  ', Impenel Order of, Daughters ,of the Empire. Nearly:.~ 
Enforcement officers~ laid340' charges"in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " .................... ~'  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  '":- ........ ~" ........... " . . . . .  " : ............. $220,000 has been raised todate for library pur- c~ s2 : ' 
Hands_ In Hatanony 
Christmas Arts & Crafts Show 
I 
m 
$ 
! 
Are you wondering where you can  
find 
Well look no further, and 
for a fun 'lled weekend. 
one of a kind Christmas gifts? • 
rT t.' 
::November 16 
ber 
j :- 
"~v~,~ ~ 
Unique Arts & Crafts / 
and regional artist: 
at  the 
=,?, 
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.=ded 
IT'S HARD nowadays to find people who'll act 
on faith alone. But that's what the backers of the 
second arena have done for the past several 
years. And now they want that faith to be 
adopted by taxpayers this Saturday. 
Despite the general anti-tax feeling out there 
nowadays, despite the delicate task of piecing to- 
gether a borrowing proposal that'll need the co- 
operation of city and rural residents, despite a 
suspicious attitude on the part of those who don't 
like large-scale public works projects and despite 
those who would rather see scarce tax monies 
spent elsewhere, the second arena backers have 
boldly put forward their plan. 
For all of those above reasons, it's not surpris- 
ing that the project comes down to do cold, hard 
cash .  
First, there's the question of getting a sizable 
grant fxom the provincial government. 
If a B.C. 21 grant for close to a third of the pro- 
ject cost say $800,000 or $900,000 - -  comes 
in, the second sheet could become very affor- 
dable and an exceptional value for taxpayers. 
Local politicians who lobbied cabinet ministers 
in Vancouver this fall admit that getting a grant 
of that magnitude is unlikely. 
Secondly, the Rick and Paul King Foundation 
has made a commitment o raise $750,000 for 
the project. That's a staggering sum and although 
there are hints that large corporate entities may 
drop some big cash, it's not unrealistic for 
people to be a bit wary. 
After all, it took more than three years for a 
diverse collection of volunteers and service clubs 
to raise $610,000 to buy a CT scaimer for Mills 
Memorial Hospital. And that' was with consider- 
able support from outside of the imnlediate area. 
Right now taxpayers are being asked to vote 
'Yes' to something that at best could cost them 
$1.2 million provided the much-desired B.C. 21 
grant arrives. The downside is much more ex- 
pensive if the grant isn't the size that's expected 
and if there's a shortfall to the donation 
campaign. 
Those uneasy with the project might feel more 
comfortable had there been a city declaration 
that a go ahead on construction depended upon 
getting a B.C. 21 grant of a certain size. And 
they would feel even more comfortable if project 
backers committed themselves to reaching a 
preliminary donations target before starting con- 
struction. Attention then would have con- 
centrated on the merits of the project itself. 
It now boils down to faith. That and taking a 
deep breath in the voting booth on Saturday be- 
fore marking the indelible 'X' on the ballot. 
Doing OK 
HEY, WHO says the NDP is flushing itself 
away? Last week's public opinion poll ranked 
the government high in protecting the environ- 
ment, enhancing the forest base and safeguarding 
the social safety net. 
Add all that together and it seems that people 
are fairly happy with the three key elements 
necessary for the province's well-being. 
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Welfare change is o ,erdue 
VICTORIA - -  British 
Columbia's welfare reforms 
were overdue. This province 
has long been a favourite 
destination for welfare 
recipients in other provinces, a
trend that had been reinforced 
by the NDP's fairly liberal so- 
cial assistance policies. 
When Ralph Klein in Alberta 
and Mike Harris in Ontario 
slashed social programs to the 
bare bones, the flood of  people 
coming to British Columbia to 
collect welfare increased fur- 
flier. 
In the end, even the NDP, 
whose ideology makes cuts in 
social program virtually un- 
thinkable, had to do some- 
thing. 
Starting Dee. 1 ,  welfare 
recipients"froin outsideBritish 
Columbia will not be eligible 
for  bmiefits until they have':' 
lived here for at least three 
months. The same goes for im- 
migrants from other countries. 
Also effective Dec. 1, the 
Ministry of Social Services 
will no longer replace stolen 
cash or endorsed welfare che- 
ques, and funds for work clo- 
thing and work transportation 
will only be provided to in- 
come assistance recipients who 
have confh'med employment. 
My contacts tell me that min- 
istry staff have been advocat- 
ing these changes for a long 
time. They tell me that it was 
no unusual for some welfare 
HUBERT BEYER 
,; recipients to claim, not once 
but repeatedly, that they had 
lost their cheques or cash, to 
happy about the new policies. 
Mumbling something about 
being deeply disappointed that 
British Columbia is proceeding 
unilaterally with welfare 
reforms, he accused the B.C. 
government of acting in viola- 
tion of the Constitution, which 
guaranteed mobility for Cana- 
dians. 
The man has some gall. It 
was his government which, 
since 1990/has cut $1.8 billion 
in Ixausfer payments to British 
Columbia for social program 
funding. And it is his govern- 
ment which will cost B.C. tax- 
payers another $1.3 billion in 
federal funding cuts for health, 
social services and post- 
portant rights of Canadians -
the right to equal treatment 
across the country. 
She's wrong. These new 
measures are not an attack on 
the poor. Unlike Ontario, Brit- 
ish Columbia isn't reducing 
welfare rates. It isn't slashing 
social programs left, right and 
centre. And unlike Ralph 
Klein, Premier Harcourt has 
never offered welfare 
recipients one-way" tickets to 
another province. 
The very concept that one 
should be able to move to an- 
other province and start col- 
lecting welfare from day one is 
wrong, albeit understandable. 
When one provinces slashes 
J 
get another 
hough the 
5r; rid. 
They tell me that in one case, 
a'~"~elfare r cipieitt asked for 
and received a new suit be- 
cause he said he had to go to a 
funeral. He spent he money all 
right, but never bought he suit 
and never went to a funeral. 
Social services minister Joy 
MacPhail says the new 
measures will save more than 
$30 million a year. I can well 
believe that, considering that 
during the first nine months of 
this year, more than 2,200 
people a month came to British 
Columbia to go on welfare. 
MacPhail's federal counter- 
part, human resources minister 
Lloyd Axworthy, wasn't very 
cheque, even secondary education in the welfare rates to below what , 
staff s~spect.~ n, ext:threeyears~,,.~ ....... . : .... many people consider the ,  
.. On the on~ ,.ha nd~Ottawa ~i~ !; J poverty,level;, it,is tempting, for- ,  
cutting fund'mg for provinces ...... incomeassistance recipients to- 
in every sector to reduce its go where the rates are higher. 
deficit; on the other hand, it 
complains when British 
Columbia tries to keep its 
finances under control by 
tightening welfare eligibility 
requirements. Seems a bit 
hypocritical to me. 
The three-monthWaiting pc- 
r im was also denounced by 
anti-poverty groups. Michelle 
Des Lauriers of End Legislated 
Poverty said it was sad that the 
NDP, which had always 
ehampion'ed the cause of the 
poor, would bring in such a 
draconian measure, which 
shredded one of the most ira- 
The three-month residency 
requirement is a self-defence 
measure. The real problem is 
the lack of uniformity of social i : 
programs. Welfare rates should ::  
be equal across Canada, with 
differences in the cost of living 
factored in. 
The NDP's welfare reforms 
may sound harsh to some ' 
people, but they were neees- ' " 
sary. They are not inhuman. 
And they are certainly not as != 
reprehensible as Mike Harris's 
wild attack on social programs 
in Ontario. 
Thinking of an o(:cupation? 
p ~ 
A 
DO CALEDONIA'S Journal- 
ism 12 students suspect 
producing a weekly school 
newspaper could result in a 
lifelong writing addiction'/I 've 
seen it happen. 
In the 1940s when I was one 
of 12 students making up the 
high school half of  a two-room 
country school, we talked our- 
selves into writing a monthly 
newspaper. It wasn't part of 
any journalism or language 
curriculum. The paper was 
mainly an extracurricular pro- 
ject to flex our language mus- 
cles. 
Computers and photocopiers 
had yet to be invented. We 
made copies one by one on a 
yellow gelatin pad from a 
master copy typed with a spe- 
cial purple r~bon. 
One grade eleven student 
typed all the copy on her 
manual Royal portable set on a 
shaky card table in her frilly 
upstairs bedroom. She typed in 
the evenings, after school, or 
Soon ~00S~S!)  
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI  
on weekends. 
Bill, our in-house artist, drew 
seasonal illustrations 
Santa's, valentines - -  and an 
original hockey comic with 
special pencils in three maln 
colors of red, green, or purple. 
Because expenses had to be 
minimal, we made one copy 
per family, no extras. Four 
sheets of 8 1/2 X 11 inch bond 
folded in half made up the 
eight-page publication, On the 
/ 
I 
last Friday of each month, after 
each copy had been stapled to- 
gether, we read our publication 
from cover to cover, sharing 
copies. Typographical errors 
pained me, then as now. 
Besides Bill's hockey comic, 
every issue had a book review, 
a recipe for a delectable, 
household hints a la Heloise, 
an original crossword puzzle, 
riddles, and sometimes filler 
jokes with more whiskers than 
a kiwi. Each item was allotted 
space. Shaping the book 
review to lit its half page was 
agony. 
Like every school of the 
time, ours had half a dozen 
gelatin pads teachers used to 
make multiple copies of ex- 
ercises, tests, and art activities 
for grades one and two. 
To prepare a gelatin pad, you 
wiped a damp sponge over its 
surface, then applied the pat- 
tern upside down on the gelatin 
and left it there several minutes 
until the ink transferred into 
the gelatin. 
Each sheet of paper had to be 
laid on straight, without 
wrinkles. Properly done, a gel- 
atin would give 20 or-30 
copies before the ink faded,. 
blurred and became llleg$1e. : '."~ i 
Brief as the issnes were, they . . - .  
gave excellent training in .:~i-. ~ 
teamwork, meethtg deadlines, ' !ii:~ 
and thinking up original ideas i. : .: 
to write about. Shy students : . .  
benefited from having our './- 
work seen by the public, we  
learned to accept praise and ...'. 
withstand criticism, r' ':'~'' 
The modest experience ~ I:.,'!L 
launched at least two of us,into; :~ :~ i;: 
a lifetime of creative: ' i,: 
endeavour. Bill Brownridge;i~ i/~:: 
creator of the hockey comic/ : .  ii 
recently published a children's !i : :  
book, "The Moccasin ~/.. iUi 
Goalie , which he both wrote i:.:/i:- 
and illustrated. ;. ;.,. 
How many of  C.aledonta'S ~."~:-, 
journalism students might g0 ~ ... .  
on to win Governor-Gefieral " ..:. 
awards? , L. .-: 
I~ 714ETC, T0UGFI A~D "FRU51"y 
r" "~e- ," ," ~~..~-..~" " 
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,ak out . . . .  
", Let's get the facts stra:ght' . . . . . . .  . . . .  .,~ ,~ Dear Sir: " " ~ . . . . . . . .  ~. . . . , ,  ~~::3 
: Weneed another arena for all ihe i~kis ~ We are faced:withthe rhetoric of a dedicated ~Hii~rity 
~listriet, not just the ones that can so obvi0usl}affordit. !:,~.: -i ~ who assumethat they can convince us, Teri-ace-hiis::to I~ave 
, Let's not t'orget he familieS-that can least afford organ- another arena. Weare presented wiih S0me"faeif;~nd~fig. 
' . . . . . . .  - 1 ures and given seine intei:pretaiiot~ of them:~hie~:suit~ the
[zed sports. They have the k!ds that probably most need . self interest of theproponents:6fthearenh:":'i!i!~ f: ~". '" 
[he social interaction: and guidance organized sports offers. , The Second Sheet Sodii~ty:saysthat theg~~n~ s~eei Of 
• Our operating costs are too high, I agree. 1 1  ice is affordable beCatise rthe Cost ~nly am0unts-t00~i:Up 
; To help offset the arena operating costs in 1995, Terrace j 
Minor Hoekey rates went up la per cent and will go up l8 on secon  O °fc°ffeeeverytw°weel~soracerits;dddY~~:?~!:;"'"~-::" 
~r cent again in 1996 and probably the year after that. If 10 per cent of  the c0mnmnityilwereiusetS ~ that i~,'ould 
cost them a cup of coffee a day,. Surely theyc0uld afford 
: However, the best cure for the arena operating deficit is that. After all, people are expeeted, to: p:ay~:f0t iheir own 
to insist that the city recreation department actively prom- coffee, not to mention pavement/./i : ii i ~,i~'~ " :;~:!i~..: .~'- ~ 
,~te the arena in the off season, much like Kitimat does . .  " . . . .  If there are enough pe0ple interested inuSihg anew are. 
: Most people of Terrace will consider $4 to $6 per , na let them pay for it. Of Coufseas.the pe'reenthgeiof users 
month a cheap investment for our children. " ' ' goes down, then the cost wi l lgohpJ f ihere:aren6t  enough 
ena benefits went directgly to my children, as an arena does• least Self funding¢it should not'bebuilt.:~:: ~ ?:". :~:"  i... • ~. : Just as we cannot abandon subsidizing our senior citi- The Strong protestsagainst User :feeitlcr~ases.f0r the 
~ens, we shouldn't neglect a minimum increase for the 
/tevelopment of our children• existing arena indicate a lack of commitment to pay their 
', Ms. Julseth, private arenas will not come to small towns fair share. _ _ : 
hnd if'you had chosen to attend more of the meetings that Why should the rest of us pay for a second arena when 
you were. invited, to, you would know this. they donor want to pay any more thanthey are ]oWards .  . . the 
one they do have? " • . . -  :~:.,~-. :: ~@.~., . : , :  : Remember that about 15 tO 18 per cent of all of Terrace" - , 
Is associated with the arena facility, not three per cent as CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD we remember the days when we-were~alib,,k, ed.t0 roller 
[;ome would like us to believe, skate in the arena. We were told thestaffing costtoo much, 
If we can not afford to run the arena we have toits full 
: Terrace has a real waiting list of at least 300 kids. We The Mail Bag p°tential'h°wcanweju'stifyasec0nd0ne?/: : '~  " 
~ill easily fill the second sheet of ice. " TheSecond Sheet of Ice Society didanlaclmirable job in 
The kids that get up at 5:00 a.m. will continue to get up raising $28,000in a single night f0rltheirl.cause, h sh0ws 
. at 5:00 a.m. even with the second sheet, only there will be they could raise the money.without 0urtax dollars: 
: tw.iee as many doing it. We can go back to registering five- Take heart, other organiza!i0ns have, done it. The 
. year-oids as most other communities are doing °~ 
;.: : :~ . I consider my children s development an investment, Dear Sir: ommunity spirit? Terrace Peaks Gymnastics Club have done very.well on 
~ /nora  cost. Please vote yes on Nov. 18. The ice rink is an important part of our Come out on a weekend and watch a their own, the Second Sheet of Ice can too.-,-:,,:.~ 
VaneeHadley community, and just because you don't per- game. See the people who come' to:the Another arena is a luxury, lt is:a want herin-need. We 
Terrace, B.C. serially use it, you shouldn't hink it doesn't games. Before you give a blanket statement are a sports family and supportall sports..(-~:.i'i:.."' " , 
• *** benefit you. The arena is a place where the of 'No '  to a second sheet of ice, seewho it If we want to build something'for:ourchi ldren:let s 
Dear Sir: community gathers to support each other, affects besides yourself. - . . . .  build a rec. centre that all can enjoy, a! I year round.: - 
cheering on local athletes, a.rallying point K. Newman There are so many beneficial projects that need our 
I am writing to you in regards to the second sheet of ice for the communit. Have you ever heard of Terrace B.C, " ;.. t~unding: An improved water system¢ 911 service, decent 
project. Come on peopl.e! This is by far the biggest no . " " :irpavementl he hospital, repairingLant~ear Hillion and on. 
brother I have ever seen. **** _ ~' . 
,This is a project that should have been completed at Dear Sir: able of handling the Let's net let,the pessim- In these times of deficit,'rediiCiibn and,belt tightening 
. should we not begl n to learn that we should earn the.things 
least five years ago. Now that the opportunity is here, we - I cannot believe the poor demand for ice time. istic attitudhs of a few:hard- "~;ewant aft' ' ' :~" .... 0" .... : :  . . . .  ,~ . . . .  
need to go forward and complete our goal; that being a attitude these 'No'  people There are waiting lists brains ru inthe Chance f6i It is nol 
second sheet of ice; have toward what would be for children and adults to something beneficial for the ~ "NO" on N 
i • Th is i s  not about middle aged people and how many an excellent addition to our join hockey..Even if they Terrace arena -now andqn 
i ho les 'we have on our golf course. This isabout  giving recreational facilities, could it includes practises " the t'uture. Vote yes on . 
, : opportunity to both young and the young at heart. Out ice Our present arena has for eight and nine-year-olds November 18. 
i i i.Situation is at its worst in years, waiting I sts, games start- served us well over the at 5:3() a.m. and men's MalcolmSimons 
' • ' Dear Si i : :  ~mg at 1 am, practices tarting at 5 am. The demand is there years but is no longer cap- games tarting at 10:30 p.m. Terrace, B.C. 
: and  the building is within our grasp. Asa  ta~ 
• The second sheet of ice is not only about opportunity. It for the 'N 
i tageandadream, Our ch ildren need the Mayor weighs in ly like their heroes. To dream for that hour My reas _ , 
. . . . .  ' ~1~. ' Cost,DebCFinanei~ig(all figures 0btain6d fi-bmqhe 
)i at practice, hattheyare'TrevorLinden'or, fo  th  'Yes  [de  . . . .  ent ree  leaguers, need that:Jee'time to relive -<: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " 
their own' dreams and keep alivetheir friendships and their .~.r~,;;,r $2~120,000,P, rincipaI.Amount to be.B0rro,~/eG .~t :' ' - '  
love of the game. " ~ " $2,0114,000 Interest Costover 10 years .  - : - .  ,: .  ' r e s .$750,000 Donations . . . .  . :  :~: Through the love of my family and the support of ~'~ $910,000Operaiing.Eoss overi!O~ea~s(at:$91~ooo]~yr) - 
minor hockey, I have had a chance to live and chase that " Total: $5'794,000 To"~e::paid!b'~:!'iihe::qa:xph'y6rs of 
dream. Although my dream has ended, don't end theirs AS THE DATE for the Second Sheet of rate on the swimming pool and arena =s" Terrace.This hould be paid by the UsefSofih:e 'faei!!ty.. : 
-: : ibef0re itlcan start. . Ice referendum approaches, I would like to about 56 per cent. If you wish it to be high- (Editor's note: Thec i tyhas  revised, the$91,000 a year 
: ' " "" Shone Maitland clarify some issues for our taxpayers that er, then your instructions to council should-'  operatingloss estimateto a,range of$26,000to$60,O00,) 
Spokane, Wash, have been raised in the press, be to that effect and council will raise the ; 2. Use. Currently 3,5 % 0f thep0pulationi(hoekey play- 
= • There are more than sufficient users cost recovery rate to what taxpayers, and ers and skaters) usest'he xisting sheet:of~ice•~iThe Sec0nd 
note: Shone Maitland l ived in Terrace for to Warrant an expansion of ice facilities, users deem acceptable. To be consistent, Sheet0fleeSoeiety would like to see the.tax-burden o  the 
more:than 19 years. He played on the 1991 Spokane Our communities are growing !n population once an acceptable recovery rate is deter- backs of the other 95-97% of the pophiatioh;:who-never~ 
: :Ch ie fsWHLchampionsh ip team.  and our young people.need additionai space mined, it should be used throughout he have and never willuse the ice.- .' , ~:-.:~.~.,.~ : :~i ::/ . 
!:~: i- ***" . for recreational development. Terrace and community, for the library; parks, recrea- 3. Donations: TheSecond Sheet 0f~lc'eplans'io.raise $ 
Dear Sir: ~ =. Thornhill are accomplishing that in an tion, swimming pool, soccer fields, perhaps 750,000 through fundraisers anddonatiohsfr0m'the C0m- 
: If we used councillor Gordon Hull's scenario Of users orderly and financially responsible fashion. even roads and othe'r user pay endeavours, munity.There is only s0mtlch m6ffey~'6iif there f0r.'dona- 
pay the full shot we would not have an arena or a pool or a First, the swimming pool was expanded, • Private enterprise cannot build and- tions; if it is going to th¢S6eona She'ei :of ice ,Society 
• library or forthat matter, schools or a hospital, paid for by all taxpayers including ice operate this faci l ity0na break-even basis at where ddes that leave'all !lie'6thergrou~0s'in:i6~n:(~ports 
Can you imagine the people in the hospital at any one users. Secondly, the library was expanded, the presentt ime. Our population Simply team; seh0ol groups,  youth g[0ups~"Ci~b Sc~ii i~;Gir l  
time paying the total cost of running the hospital? How paid for by all taxpayers, including ice isn't large enough. Perhaps 20 years from - Scouts of Canada;"Heart':Ftmd:,:(~adcerS0~i~ty,"eteT ~ 
about while your kids are in school-you pay all the teach- users. Then parkland was purchased and now, when our population may have don-. . • - '  .' "• ~ . . . . . . . . . .  - • .... " ~ ~ ....... ~ ~.' • ~ "," 
These groups count on the.commumty for  the=r donated 
er.s wages, upkeep, and costs of the school? What about some of it  developed, paidfor  by 'all tax- bled, can we do what has been done in the. dollarsi Should they suffer beea~se:3-5%o~ftl-t~i~opuiatibn 
charging every time you took a book out of the Library? payers, including ice users. Now it is the lower mainland with private facilities. In dictates to the rest? 
We provide these amenities for the betterment of all. As turn of ice users for the meantime, an entire 4. The Real Needs of the Community.. I f .we ,had $ 
a society, we have decided that we all will pay a little now their facilities to be generation of our youth 5,794;000 of taxpayer dollars we Should be-'Jo0king~at 
to have these amenities available when we need them, or expanded, and to will have passed uS bY- things like: highe~ " 
wish to use them. It is no different with the arena, remain consistent, Ask the "private upgrading (i.e, Sk 
Think about what would happen if we did not have the hopefully paid for by entrepreneurs of Drug & AlcOhol P~ 
arena or we price the use of it out of the reach of  many, all taxpayers, including Shames Ski Mountain ty), roads, Lanfear 
it will the cost be to Terrace? ice users, pool users, how they are doing Can we afford il 
~am glad that Mr. Hull can, and would be willing to library users, and financially, whether afford one cup o fo  
the full cost of using the arena. But many cannot, nature trail and park- they will ever see their 
_. Myanswer is "1 
': ' We provide~the pool and arena so that'we know where land users, investment again. •Ask feeaweek  and the 
outChildren are andwhat hey are doing. Can you imagine In Terrace and the owner of-"Mount coffee and vote NO 
i " :the.vandalism that would occur if we turned loose the 500 Thornhill the principle Layton Hotsprings 
-oluschildren using the arena on thetown? has always been to where his investment 
we need more for kids to do to keep off the share and grow togeth- money is today. Given 
an't know of a better way, I 'd rather have my er and that principle those experienees~.ask DearSir :  
~; kidsat the arena than hanging around the mall or worse, should not stop now to if any entrepreneur To lead Terrace 
• • Terry C. Prinz suddenly exclude a wants to own recrea- need politicians lik~ 
Terrace, B.C, portion of  our tional facilities in our 
,**', community, area at the present ime. They have sho~ 
• .: . being especiallyin • The cost of this m our commumty we . '- ~ . . . . .  ~.. 
; ,  ..... •..~ ,,: - ' ,  Somecounc lors want to use up all the'eredtt~allowai~ e nave: Io  poOl ' .  , our  : . , ~ . . .  . . • , , . ,  - ,~ , . .~- , ;>r . ,  ; , , ,  , , e a second sheet of ice so we project is not going to Mayor J ack  Ta ls t ra  - ..... ' : :. . '- ....', ' to us in terrace out have mey aclua ly~satdoWn~.~nd deter-, 
people can figure skate and get any cheaper in the resources to " provtae .- , . ..... - , ,~,. .~..  ...... ,..., ::~.,~.~.~v:~ ..... ; 
, . .':, --, ' . . . . .  mined the interest payment due $ 2 l  mt hon?~:~,~', , ", .... ]er people, too. future. The Second amenmes: mr  our peo- - . ,  ' r ' :.:...::.:~: . - ,  ,:.~. ~..:,:.~-:,,,.~.::~qf",'~~"--~, -.:: . 
,. ~r we oorrow malamount or money at:the prime rate., et up at 5:30 in the morning Sheet committee has 
I have more ice time. worked over four years on the design, Iota- ~ air of us. : today, we Will be paying $162,750 pei:yedr in interest; One 
" Nathan Park tion and financial costs of the building. ' : [] This buildir doesn't have rethink too far toreailze~'iial~th~it.am0unt of 
i Terrace, B.C. They are competent people, volunteers all sheet of ice. In the summer, rand the'arena i money.ca, n pe.rchase ~ . . . . .  ~i:!.~].:i!i::]~iiii,i.i.::'~i~i, 7 
.~. . . . .  • , - ' . ~' : ....... ~.-'. . . . .  " . . . . . . .  " ~ ~r we nao ross spec al interest gf0u'ps taki/ig~h¢ agenda 
and ought to be commended for theft excel- wdl functmn as a trades or convent,on ten- : of tit" counei ~ the: eoune [0rS::eou]ci~'2ei:~~ ~ i  
DearSir :  , lentefforts. . . .  " , ~ :" " tre.•.There will be appr6ximfitel~/;7(700:.:: im ro~ethe:~t ~ :i':-. •:: :..!,..~ :./~.v:?::.;:~:'a'! k-:and - 
Cap~ta costs should not be confused sqare feet of mezzanine or second floor , ,  _ . . ~ -.¢ ,.: .: , "~ . . . .  C0tincill0r Gordon Hull s willingness to pay for  Ms ' " . .... ~ . . . .  ~ : - p c y or tnemaj0rnyor~tsresments.~-3~,.:; ~ 
" . . . .  , . . . . .  : . .- • . - • . . . . .  Mayor:to stra ano tt s council naveto tnetr cretllt many " family would set an unenviable precedent for all facility with.operating costs. The capttal cost to the space for other ~ictwttieS; Ateen centre, a : , ,  :, . . . - .  .......... ;~,  ;, ; .:., ;. - :~--, . ~ . .  
, • , ' - . . • : . . . . . . .  ' wonaerturtml~ roVements:a~readyHet s thim ano counc ~ ,users. I am sure it is not his intent to create elitist facilities, taxpayer ~s $2.2 mdhon dollars or $51.80- coffee, house, a vtdeo game area, or cost-'  . . . .  . ....~;.:.,... ~ .-'~....., :.  - .. 
ve been su get on wHn ~m toi'aures~ents; 
. . . . . .  g - '  : .  - , . . . .  per taxpayer per year for 10years. recovery type entrepfises have been : : :  .- :":. : :~.~v:::~': iii!i-:- 
:butthatThereiSisWhatno communityW°Uld happen.in B.C. where user groups are The operating Cost is a c0uncil-of, the. ?ges[ed/Th is  a'rea may b~ aS':el0se as  we : ~ ' , - : - '~  !~,~: i .  i! ' ~i~.~: 
,asked' to pay. 100 per cent of operating costs, day decision. You as iaxpayers have the  eVergei to a you'th: Commantiyeenire,. Th'~"s:,:,:~~" ................. .  :  -= ~:,:~!ii..~ :"~:~'~L{~:'=~! B~'6 ii 
, E ' . ability to elect councill0rs WhO wi l l  imp le - !~ i  builditig is deSiffned-:for':multi ....... " " . . . . .  r~";"'~~i::~:i~'~ • ven with the second sheet, the substdy of the com . . . . . . . . . .  pie:.Usesl ~of .... : .~:~4,~:~-~ . ,  'i;!::~:~ ~ ,.~: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ;, ::,/irg:~.~:~.~; ,, ,,, 
• ~: Dear Sir: bined facility will be  less than the extent owhiCh taxpay, ment your philosophy of user pay, be:i it !00  i /b6nefi i  to everyone in otir:i~0mmunity ~i~' ~i~:~i~;?~ -, ~ ..~:~, 
damndeal ieedqi:secohd ers subsidize either the parks or the pool. per cent._ returni 50 per cent i : ,eturni .  ~0r no : i  per3ohaijf~r h0pe yi3Uffill vote '.Yes" fi3r: ~ i!!~| ami~u~i~P ~'~ :'-~"~:~*:" ~
This facility will have to be built some time, The cosl :th, bui above shi~ei'oi' J6~i/i ' i~;~,~,L! z , ' - ' ' '  
bf construction Is only going to go up. This is a prudenl tO Vote: It i~iis6~;~An'd 
business:investment a d needM recreational investmeniir 
i s  
oUtcome, my: " [i~i~iii~es. ~;'
our kids. 1 amgoing to vote 'Yes' on November 18th .... rid irnplerrieat. [~J'~ai b:fisi: 
:~: : "~ " ~ ~-; That's ~what:i ~ ~i~!~!~:esl 
I 
! 
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New waste plan big worry 
Dear Sir:. 
This is in response to my reading of the Stage 
1 and 2 overview of the solid waste manage- 
ment plan of the regional district. 
What has concerned me in the closing nf the 
Terrace landfill is the added waste stream from 
Terrace being diverted to the present Thornhill " 
hndflfl site. 
In the final report of stage 2 under residuals 
management it says, "the regional district will 
maximize conformance to the guiding principles 
ensuring that all individuals and businesses 
have access to information which will assist in 
making appropriate waste management deci- 
sions." 
If this is the ease, why were property owners 
dose to the dump site not given written otices 
to the dates and times of mcetings amending the 
lnndfill permit o allow Terrace's waste to be 
dumped at Th0mhJll? 
Information of the buffer zone guideline 
wasn't given, not were residents even asked to 
voice eoncems on the regional district's waste 
management plan concerning Thomhili's im- 
pending involvement. 
CORRESPONDENCE 
FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The 
Mai l  Bag 
There are numerous pitfails',to this site and 
added waste to this site will make matters 
worse .  
The prelhninary leachate assessment..of the 
Thorn.hill andfill by Gartner-Lee states "the 
site is located on moderate to steep rolling ter- 
rain. The south end is a-ridge of sand and gravel 
fluvial sedhnents which overlay extensive 
marine silt and day on the north end of the 
site." 
This would indicate a poor site for any landfUl 
as you would be piling waste on a clay hill. Sur- 
face water contamination will be a major prob- 
lem to water sSed areas below the planned land- 
fill site. 
I have found and photographed one spring and 
some leachate areas out of the refuse site run- 
ning towards Thomhill Creek marshland and 
sUeam site. 
I have lived near Thornhill Creek for eight 
years. During this time I have noticed water 
quality and creek ascetics deteriorating aswell 
as the fish habitat. What was once a creek for 
boys to catch pan size trout from now yields 
only stunted minnows. 
I would like a thorough ydro-geological as- 
sessment with results publicized in terms that all 
can understand as well as logical reasons why 
the amendment to the Thornhili landfill permit 
would be even feasible as a waste management 
plan for the future of Thrornhill and Terrace, 
this should be done before stage 3 is even 
brought out. 
Randy Rodger, 
Terrace, B.C. 
)u mp costs rise 
I)ear Sir:. 
Your Oct. 25 issue contained some Incomplete (and 
therefore misleading) information which I'd like to 
help slzaighten out. 
The artidc entitled "Trash Costs Spook City" ex- 
pressed alarm about "vast costs" to close the Terrace 
landfill. 
In actual fact, caflier this year a consulting engineer. 
ing finn thoroughly researched the matter, and reported 
that improvements needed to keep the Terrace landfill 
operating safely would cost more money than closing 
it, due to lcachate danger to the adjacent Kalum River. 
Unfortunately your newspaper article neglected to 
mention this crucial fact. 
Curiously enough, at the same time city officials ex- 
press concern ("This scarea the hell out of me...We 
don't have that kind of dollars") about spending ap- 
proximately $1 million to protect public and environ- 
mental health, your newspaper also gives notice the 
city proposes to spend (at least) $2,120,000 of taxpayer 
money for constructing a second sheet of ice and 
leisure sheet. 
In addition to closing the dangerous Terrace landfill, I 
may I suggest that our present hierarchy of municipal 
priorities be 'dumped'? 
Jerry Reitmnn, 
Terrace, B.C. 
More about Tom 
Dear Sir:. 
I haven't wanted to honour Tom Brophy's Oct. 25 letter 
of abnse with any kind of reply. 
What drives him to react to one picture with such a 
tirade-lesbians, dogs, feminists and his wife's abortion? 
But the letter in question is a frightening example of hate 
literature. It generates hatted toward a general category 
(i.e. lesbians) and in our small town, toward a thinly dis- 
guised ("rural esbians") group of individuals. 
Before Tom Brophy and The, Standard ecide to publish 
his private thoughts again, they should look beyond the 
delights of the resulting eonlroveray, and consider the pain 
they cause. 
- Mary  Steeves, 
Terrace, B.C. 
*****  
I)earSir:. .- , . .  
Chadynn Toews,' of the taxpayer fended Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre in a Nov. 8 letter to the editor, 
says the "lesbian members" are feeling slandered, hurt 
and full of rage from Tom Brophy's Oct. 25 letter. 
The publidy funded feminists are upset because some- 
one expressed a differing opinion. They call that "hate 
mongering". They want the person "restrained" because 
"this kind of hate hurts all women." 
'~ The  women's centre does not speak for me or for the ma- 
jority ef women in the conununity. The only women I
know who are wallowing in imagined hurt and victimhood 
are the feminists. The rest of us are able to withstand a va- 
dety of opinions. 
!::'.Y;~~i'.',',.,~,;,~.i'Lyd!a Piper, 
-= Term~-B.C  
it's a dinosaur 
Dear sir:. 
Re'. the Nov. 1 'City denies cable TV plea' story. 
I have lwed in a rural area for the last 20 years, and I 
would like to endorse B.C. Tel to the Canadian Radio- 
television and Teleconununications Commission (CRTC), 
to provide television, on-dcmand video and intemet signals 
through their phone lines. 
Personally I could not care less if B.C. Tel is 50.1 per 
cent foreign owned or even if it was 100 per cent. At least 
they have serviced me well at this time and that is more 
than I can ssy about Skeena Broadcasters, who is most 
likely 100 peg cent Canadian owned. 
I t  will certainly be interesting to see the CRTC ruling on 
• government owned telephone systems uch as Manitoba, 
Saskatchewan, Alberta and Prince Rupert City Telephones. 
In my opinion the CRTC is a dinosaur whose time has 
come and gone in this new information age. 
Gordon O. Lee, 
Terrace, B.C. 
JOY 
,~,.,- Baby,s Name: 
Brennden Arcin Baker 
Date & Time of Birth: 
October 7, 1995 at 6:25 pro. 
Weight: 7 lbs 15 Ciz Sex: Male 
Parents: Niccile & Arik Baker • 
t 
Baby's Name: 
Courtney Shercin Costain 
Date & Time of Birth: 
October 5, 1995 at 3:18 pro, 
- Baby's Name: 
Brooke-Lyn Rose Ooddard 
Date & Time CifBirth: 
October 12,1995 at 4:33 pro. 
Weight: 7 Ibs 2oz Sex: Female 
Parents: Shanon & Kent Goddard 
Big Brci Kaylor 
Baby's Name: 
Clayton Jack William Howard 
Date & Time CifBirth: 
October 22,1995 at 10:54 am 
~ bs 8'/., Ciz Sex: Female Weight: 8 Ibs I0 oz.. Sex: Male 
ebecca & Bob Ccistain Parents: Rayna Ooodreau & 
Richard Howard 
Baby brother for Brooklyn 
Baby's Name: . & Larissa . 
Jordon Bran Andrea 
Date & Time of BIrlh: • • 
September 20,1995 at 3:08 Pm Baby's Name: 
Weight: 6% Ibs Sex: Male Lcah Niecile Forsdick 
Parents: Sally 8¢ Jose Andrea Date & Time of Birth: 
' October 13,1995 at 11:51 am 
Weight: 7 lbsl3 oz Sex: Female 
Parents: Kim & Dout~ Forsdiek 
Injuries Stop Here. 
Adjust Your 
~ Head Rest and 
Buckle Up. 
. , . J  
• . . .  " p . ' "  : 7  '~"  " 
.... , . • . ', : . - f  , ,+. :." . . ,  • 
nThursday, No)ember:16 
IOverwa ,tea  iz j 
The acc identa l  ac tor  
SOME VOLUNTEERS are so 
key to an organization that it's 
hard to imagine what they'd be 
like without that person. Yet 
often those volunteers end up 
there by accident. That's the case 
with Terrace Little Theatre and 
its president Gordon 0ates. 
"'About eight years ago I took 
my son to a casting for a play 
called The Wiz," said antes. 
Although Oates had no intention 
of trying out for a part; "'they 
conscripted me to play .the part 
years he has been president, and 
now he is co-producing the 
theatre's first telethon a huge 
production planned for iV]arch. 
The process was gradual. 
antes acted in a few plays, 
worked behind the scenes and 
tried his hand at directing a few 
times his hiost recent success 
being ]'ast year's dinner theatre 
play Windfall. 
Oates says he enjoys acting, 
but finds directing more 
rewarding. 
of Uncle Henry.? He  also was  quickly lured 
From that moment  Oates was onto, the, executive, first as 
drawn into the community treasurer, then aspresident , 
theatre gronp. For the past three When he:. joined TLT, the ~...'~ ~- . ,-.... 
This space is provided as a weekly 
community service by 
OVERWAITEA FOODS - 
TERRACE and THE TERRACE 
STANDARD to salute people in 
Your Community who make it a 
better place to live. 
society was basically breaking 
even each year. Now increased 
membership, more shows and o_ 
greater community support . ~ .~  
resulted in a profit of $25,000 i: 
last year. Attendance is also' Up, ;~  
from 500 a year to 3,200. .: 
Timing couldn't be better to .: __ 
start raising money for TLT's . .!\.~ 
proposed new building, antes ::= .z..~ 
hopes that the upcoming 
telethon will also be well l'i ~_i.... 
supported by the community. " : "i: k 
Putting together the telethon 
has turned,into a part-time job 
for antes ,  but he isn't.~,k,,::i !~!~io 
complaining, ~:.] -. 
' ' " : :  :* ' : "  GO'RDON C)ATES On" ' , Fo'rService 
• # you ' ,  Cor .o  
v , . . , , ,  Back  For .  
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "138 ', ............... HoneyNut 
am= i::ii~:i!!i~! . . . . . . . . .  am= s~ ram= ~ ,= ' 
:==:====.o==:=:-o 
' :~~iN~ ~ ~'~""='~='" ' - ' " " ' " " ' "  ~ ~ ~ : i  ~o~.--'-"'~'-.-"="----.,,.,.,... , 
Lunchables 
" |l 
Oscar Mayer- i i . . . i  I 
B / FourVarlatloatochooseftom Each I , : :,;:: :::::::.< . . . . . . . .  ~,,..~,~ 
,.i I 111 ~ '~= i 
!;: ]]i):~!;!;i)~;] Fil) i;i!!i ; !~5{~;!?i;i!i ! i i; ; ] !:i ~ ;:: | mde~n~ p~' ram~d~y Coupon v lhd ontV ~ Ovwfw=l~ama fm~n Su~y to • 
I I ~  ]i Ti![i~]]ii:.]:i:i ";~i il]i:]]i[]i<iii[~[~::i~ .il burdw'~;~tmgL I I 41MI~I t i lZ l t . i - I# I ,  I 
'.~:::Ji:!:!: :K:::: :~" : :i:i:~i::: ?i: :;~!i[!~il;;;::ii 
/ /  
m ............... ;-' ; . . . . . . . . .  "]  
Campbell's  Ah,, 
Soup 1#, 
~ ]  ~ ~ ~  Cream of Mushroom i i n I 
~< • i 
~ ]  ~:~.L~::~9"~g "~ ~!:.:,):i:~.~.~:~'j~L] mdeemedl~famny.CouponvalldonlyetOvermdleafTo~nSur<layto 
i R I  ~•..,  i:;';:~ "~'<".~,~',]',:~;:[.~ S=tufd~/,November12tola.ll~f~l~l.ls~lllal~14,14t.l÷llm f 
................. : i ~ I 
............. " ....... " i n  . " ' " "  . . . . . . . . .  nnn' ...... Cinnamon ,' 1Buns ." 
l i l k ~ ] l i ~ ] 5 ~ { |  O C Grown ~ I I - - ! ~)~:~. ,~:~$;  .'. ~,:~j:.~]~;~: | rresn t.,'ven uua W I / 
. . . .  , ':~; • ~:'~':" ::;" "('g .:::~¢~::.'.~ NAME 
I :i~ • ~ ~U~ESS I ' :(:~ :~i:~;~:~ " ~I~U~I 
~: : ;  ~ 50  i ;  : CIW PHONE I "~ :~:~!" : '  . . . . . . .  :"6@! : CITyADOREaS ' ~ ;; 
RECENT COMPLIMENT CARD RECIPIENTS: 
. . . .  • 'i ". :~::. i::::.iN:: : : 
ANDY VANDYK CRAIG SOUTAR MICHAEL  CARTER ~HAi~ON MOLESKI 
General Clerk General Clerk Service Clerk Cashier 
ENTER TO WIN $1000 WORTH OF OVERWAITEA GIFT CERTIFIcATESl 
1 
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""Net firm sells pages on local web site 
THE WORLD Wide Web" has come to * 
• town, and in Terrace it's called ~ ,, 
: kermode.net. ' : ~ ,:~ "~!_ ~ ::::::;:?.~-- , • ,; ~,~,,g ~'  ' , ,,.':.l 
The local web site has been created by /: ;: h!~!,!~)i . , ,~ '  
]Rainer Giannella, whose new firm ::i;~(::.i;!;~i:,~ / RC~q Im~rnet Services will be sellmg :,;..:, ~,,~i~¢:~,:~;~, " " : '  :;-" 
• ..; . : ,  ,... ~,~.~ '; ~ ' ~  
hopes to launch his full In- ~ :  ~ , , * : "  J~7'*--.r 
temet dial-up service by today and have ~ ~ ~  ~'' ~'z'~ "' '-- 
a full bank of more than a dozen lines in ]1~1 1 ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~  ,. 
It's the second such Internet service ~ i i~  ~ t ~ ~ ~  
provider to base in Terrace. W ~(:'::~ i i~~/~~2"  ,)'. 
.o, ,., y.. r "  : 
and got started over Christmas. , ' ~ ~ S ( ; '  
Intemet services are an uncertain busi- 
nesa, he said, because they have to com- 
pete with the government. 
"Any teacher, any government em- 
ployee has access, courtesy of the 
government and the taxpayer," he said. 
"So a large portion of the market is not 
available to the private sector." 
Giannelia's web page service will be 
primarily aimed at northwest businesses. 
~" ~" 
RAINER GIANNEUA displays his Internet creation, kermode.net - -  a local 
site on the World Wide Web where he hopes to sell business advertising. 
He says the web is an entirely new and 
interactive advertising medium. 
"It's the only completely customer- 
dflven marketing to01 where the viewer 
has control over what they look at, when 
they look at it, and when they want to 
communicate their intention." 
A business web page typically looks 
like an electronic brochure. 
But it's one that can be callf.d up from 
anywhere inthe werld. 
For example, a German fisherman 
planning his vacation getaway does an 
Intemet search for 'Skeena' and 'fishing' 
and pops up a list of the area's fishing 
lodges and guides that have web pages. 
A click of  the mouse and a web page 
pops up on the screen - -  a colder photo 
of a ledge, basic text information, and an 
email ink. 
A click of the email ink starts an email 
message back to the fishing lodge,~ in 
which the fisherman can ask questions, 
or make bookings. The lodge can then 
reply with more information beamed 
directly back to Germany. 
To Giannelia, that's what makes web 
pages e much different from brochures 
they provide a mechanism for instant 
£eedback, like a convenient electronic 
postage paid envelope stuffed inside. 
Other links on the page allow visitors 
to click to other elated web sites - -  per- 
haps local retailers, the environment 
ministry for fishing regulations, bed and 
breakfasts, and other areas of the region. 
Kermode.net consists of a regional 
directory of northwestern web sites, sort 
of like the Yellow Pages. 
Incidentally, RGS Intemet Services is 
so far the only authorized reseller of Yel- 
low Pages' web services in northem B.C. 
Giannelia expects a slow start to the 
web page sales, but anticipates it will 
grow and become vital to business. 
Surfing the web, he agrees, can be- 
come a major time-waster for employ- 
ees. Accordingly, he advises employers 
not to install web-browsing software in 
the workplace• 
But be does encourage businesses to 
get a web site and an email address to 
collect he responses to it. 
Giannelia says he stumbled into the 
business almost by accident. 
He said he realized this spring he will 
increasingly need Intemet access for his 
computer job training business.~ 
Rather than just buy access from an- 
other provider, he decided to become a
provider himself. 
He designed Alcan's site that later 
evolved into sno.net in Kitimat. 
And he's got several large customers in
the works. 
Out & About 
Pollution order shuts shop 
A SPECIALTY auto body shop here has dosed in the 
face of an environment ministry pollution abatement order. 
Traffic Jams Custom Auto Refinishing, located on 
Kilby Rd., was served with the order over the summer, re- 
quiring it to install an improved filtration and ventilation 
system for paint fumes. 
Environment ministry officials said they investigated 
after a complaint about fumes from a neighbour. 
Owner Fogi Danshaw said he was willing to do the work 
at a cost of about $12,000 ~ but the ministry would not 
give him assurances that he matter would then be settled. 
Westmin doing well 
RESOURCES, the company that owns the 
Premier gold mine and mill near Stewart, reports three 
consecutive quarters of profit. 
Income was $90.452 million for the first nine months of 
-i 1995 compared to $17.505million i 1994. 
~ PibfiiS ~'ere $10.774 miliion C~mpared to losses of 
i $18.395 million over the same two periods. 
The vast majority of the company's 1994 losses came 
fi'am a long strike at its Myra Falls copper and zinc mind 
on Vancouver Island. 
• ,~.~ 
staff today, they will help • 
you understand the 
advantages of our ~a[ i l k~ ~ . 
GOLDEN PACKAGE ACCOUNT, [ : "~ , j  "~ 
It was designed especially | t,.  ~ , "~J L 
for seniors. 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
4650 Laze l leAve . ,  Ter race ,  BC ph .  635-7282 " 
We belong to yo~" 
J I @ Sen/lag Members & Their Fam~es 
the credit union advantage: we are a profit sharing, member owned institution 
...we belong to you. 
PC 
The challenge of running a small business: you have to be 
an expert at everything.., from payroll to profits, inven- 
tory to exports, cash flow to promotion. 
Fact is, you can't be an instant expert in everything, and 
that's where CASE can help. 
CASE is a serv ce offered, for a lee, only by BDC. It 
stands for Counse ng Assistance to Small Enterprises and 
it can be the secret of your success : 
i CASE provides hands-on counse ing by successful people 
wh0 a re know edgeable in you r type o1: business. 
i A'CASE co'unsellar Can he p you stari up, or improve, 
your  business operation, quickly. 
Call your CASE coerdinator LAURA CAUTLE? at:. 
(604) 635-4951 
3233 Emerson Street 
' Terrace, British Columbia 
'~ V8O 51.2 
"GROWING BUSINESSES, IT'S WHAT WE DO BEST" 
Business Development Banque f6d6rale 
Bank of Canada de d6veloppement 
IE~ ~ad~ 
i i 
, 
1996 Calendar 
Scenes from Terrace, B.C. A great gift for 
family and friends in or out of Terrace. 
Avai lable at: " * . . . . .  
,10 • Cemma's • Northern Drugs • Northern Light Studio 
' Northern Motor Inn 
• Jan's Photographics & Gallery 
4736 Lakelse Ave. 635-5288 
Self Clean Range* 
Uft lop & electronic dock  
If We Sold For 
Less - Santa 
Would Be 
Bringing Them 
- ONLY 
s699" 
'Limited to instore stock 
Totemrs Countrywide 
FURNITURE & APPLIANCES 
4501 Lakelse 
3o fall in love...  EALL SHAPE UP ! 
Nowthrough Holiday 
November 22 ,~'~'-~'qJ  Splendor 
~~m,~. , , , ° , ,~ua ,~, .  Get A ~ . =. - -  ~ Beautiful dresses andco- 
~J  ~_~td0rpeded ~s~t~t ((~ ,~  ~ ordinates for your holiday FRE  
~~~*~~'~°~ Crow.Wax.rag r0~__.~_ / . n  onditioning" Wl th~AnyPerm L seli~cti°n ncluding p lusseas°n '  n exCeUent~,~es, 
fe~ures you'll fall in love with! 
 abrie l auti¢u The Head Shed \Le~/~.r~¢ 'TourStyleStore]':635.41~50 
Ka m SI,'~.I. Tetra,x.., C ,~,638-1335_ 4615 Lakelse 638"8880 ~. .~)  ~ 462°A Lakedase:venue' 
'De luxe  
Pack Chair 
Great for: 
, Camping. Fishing, 
, Spor ts ,  The Beach .  
*79" 
,~  All S~sons  =~ 
~urco, For s~,~ 
4555 Lakelse Ave. 635-2982 
GIFTWARE 
~.z~ FROM CORNELL 
HANDICRAFT8 
~,=,~, ,~,  TRADING 
r.,~qOJE I~ INOE 
~Someth ing  
SpeciaL. .  :~'i: 
Looking for a party dress ora 
romantic evening g,,o~i we hve~ 
what you ne~ r0r abeautiful season, 
ARmVINO D~LY. 
Glass S~?per ~ 
Bridal B ° u ti~ ue # i~. 
Ladies Fashion- I I /  
Accessories , 
4605 Lazerle Ave. 
CALENDAR 
SCENES FROM 
TERRACE, BC 
*10oo 
Jons Photographics 
& Gallery - 
4736 Lakelse Ave. 
635-5288 
All esthetic services - including electrolysis plus 
: ' tanning - all available every weekday 
Friendly services by professiona/s who Care 
because atIMAGE8 by Karlene 
Your IMAGE is our concern. 
~) 4652 Lazelle 
:~35 4997 
e I I I i  :l't-'hIH :kl, [e] 'd 'J IKfl[ei:l~ I I :i ~ , ' l  II'~l[n 
Kath e 
. . . .  : i s  
' " :: LADYKATES. 
fleece logging tops and bofioms: 
Buy 1 at regular price and get the 2nd at 
1/2 PRICE! 
A8 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, November 15, 1995 
n Giant cut down 
A TREE that dominates the land,Jcape near 
Queensway and Mark Ave. was cut down last 
weekby B,C. Hydro crews. The 160-foot tall giant 
had been dropping rotten limbs. It was 28 feet 
around at its base. 
School 
board 
shops 
for land 
THE EDUCATION min- 
istry will give the school 
district $120,000 to buy 
land for a new school to 
replace Skeena Junior 
Secondary. 
However,  despite the 
approval to go ahead with 
a land purchase,  school 
district treasurer Barry 
Piersdorff claims there 
are no immediate plans 
afoot to build a new 
school. 
'That could be another 
25 years down the road 
yet," he said. 
An architectural survey 
completed in 1986 
recommended that 
Skeena Junior Secondary 
should be replaced, rather 
than renovated. 
The school was built in 
1953 and since then has 
had numerous additions. 
Piersdorff  would not 
disc:lose the location of 
the land for the proposed 
new school, saying only 
that  negotiations are still 
underway. 
Buying land in advance 
of approval for a new 
school is not  an un- 
common practice. The 
school district also owns 
28 acres on th~ bench 
near the college. This 
land is earmarked for a 
I new elementary school. 
Miners want go ahead 
for lskut development 
A MINING COMPANY that's spent $5 
million this year exploring a property near 
Islmt has now asked the provincial govern- 
ment for approval to develop a mine there. 
American Bullion says there's enough 
copper and gold ore on its Red Chris prop- 
erty to develop, an open pitmine potentially 
employing 300 people. 
!"And that's from figures to the end of 
1994. We're now in the pre-feas~ility stage 
from our work this year and we expect hat 
to be ready next February," American Bul- 
lion's Wayne Roberts aid last week. 
The company has 80 per cent of the prop- 
erty and Teck Corporation the rest. 
Teck retains the right to increase its inter- 
est to 55 per cent should it finance the pro- 
ject from final feasibility into production. 
The property's located 17kin southeast of 
Iskut which is on Hwy37 north of 
Kitwanga. 
Since it's close to a main road, develop- 
ment costs are lower than would be the case 
if the property was in a more inaccess~le 
location, said Roberts. 
"Right now we have a combination of a 
good general road for 8km and then what 
we call a tote road, good for 4X4s for about 
8km," he said. 
Most of the work done this summer was 
to expand the ore reserves outlined in pre- 
vious years. 
Preliminary feasibility work suggests the 
ore body now known can support a mill 
consuming 50#00 tonnes a day. 
"The size of the plant being talked about 
would make it B.C.'s second largest mining 
operation after Highland Valley," said 
Roberts of a copper mine near Ashcroft. 
That kind of mill would generate up to 
1,000 tonnes a day of concentrate which 
would be trucked out to a port for shipment 
to a smelter overseas. 
"Obviously Stewart would be the closest 
port to where we are now ~ approximately 
3001an by road," Roberts said. 
Projected development costs mn to $380 
million. 
The feasibility study is geared to copper 
being worth $1 a pound and gold at $375 
CLI.S.) an ounce. 
One of the environmental issues now un- 
der consideration is safeguarding a herd of  
goats near the ore body. 
"The local people and the regulatory 
bodies want that herd protected and we'll 
be working on measures to do that," said 
Roberts. 
He added that American Bullion 
anticipates establishing a working rela- 
tionship with the Tahltan Nation Develop- 
ment Corporation and with local bands. 
"It 's best to operate as much as possible 
with local employment. They deserve that 
and it works for us," said Roberts. 
Should a mine be established, a camp will 
be set up on site for rotating shifts. 
American Bullion's plans are to be 
reviewed by the provincial government. 
Public meetings are planned in several 
communities around the northwest later this 
year to discuss the project. 
Roberts said the February 1996 date for 
receiving its feasibility study will also be 
important to determine other outstanding is- 
sues that may occur. 
Box 22, 
IMPROVINQ Terra~e, B,C. Major Credit Cards. 
YOUR Accepted 
ODDS V8G 4A2 
AGAINST Marjorie Park Your donation is 
~Nu~ CANADA'S !638'1167 tax deductible 
#1 KILLER 
i . 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute, Please send - r . . . .  
,our on.o tot ea0 ,  s. ow ao.0wi, t ,na   
and address and the name and address of the next-of- 
kin, for an ackn0wledgement card. 
Credit Union Automatic 
" Teller Machines a re" -~ ~ 
avallahle 24 hours a day at q 
More locations in Terrace. --,--f" 
J 
3026 Hiehwoy 16. ~a~l~ T . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 24  HOUR ATM LOCATIONSf.. 
~o,~,;~ co,, ~,, s~,~, ~o~ Me=Me I - Terrace Credit Union, Lazeil( 
II - Overwaitea- Skeena Mall i 
speed Absolutely Loadedl " .I I - Copperside II - Th0rnhill 
19e3 MAZDA B2eoo 4X4 CAB PLUS, 4 I I = 
cyl inder. ,  5 speed.  1 I n " " 
~e~o FO~D XL I/, TO. SUPER CAM I I Terrace & Dlelrlcl ere[ rnlon - 
Long Box, Ak, Cruise, Tilt, Power I I 4650 Lazelle Ave. 635.7282 
Steering, Low Km's, Reduced to;ll 
I. ~ We belong toyou; ' 
Lecse & I'leel Manoger 635"7286~ Se~ng Meml0em &Their Farniliesl 
GLOBALWARMING AFS STYLE 
Bring the world home by hosting an AFS 
high school exchange student from one 
of3Ocountries. Byhostingasludentfor Call • ~AFS 
afullyear'y°urfamilywillhelpmakelhis 1.800.361-7248 "~/  #,,.~,:,,=~ 
world a warmer place to live. 
136,"/ 
!L~ 
' "  I ] 
differentia,transfer case ~d tt,,u~smi.',sion o C, 
i ~peclion: li~. air filler, c~l:m',, hoses,',vittd~ 
belt. batten', lights and indicat0t~ • MI done b! 
adve~sed ~e~iceb are incldde0 i11 ' 1' 
DOHE IX LESS THAN 29 i lH 
OR TH[ HEXT OHE'S FREE 
'149" 
ALL APPROVED 
PARTS AHD LABOUR 
ARE GUARAHTEED 
FOR 12 MOHTHS. 
LidoS: • Rel)lace front pads 0r mtr 
with genuine AC Dolce brake 
linings • Resurface rotors or drums 
• hlspect: hardware (lubricate %~llem 
necessary), m;Lster cylinder, calipers and 
brake lines • Road t~t • \Xhile you 
wait seP,'ice. 
• ~11,r~.#b I-ll~N 4;Xl ¢.tr~ ad h~)hhlh ln~,k, I~ r Id (,,~Tt~tra 
'129" 16S " '179" 
LABOUR COME WITH A 12 MONTH 
WARPAHTY WITH IHSTALLATIOH. 
Includes: •On board iagnostic sptem check (i[.'tpplicable) 
• ,Make xternal engine :tdjustmeuts. Check and cle;m 
hatterv connections • Ro:td test • Install quality AC spark 
plugs, air filter, fual filter (if required)and PCV valve 
• htspect: hoses. F'.GR and conister filter, fuel tank, fltel cap, 
fuel hoses and pipes, fuel rails, injection :~emblies 
(if st)equipped), distributor cap, rotor, wires and boots. 
engine VilCLILIIn harness ; While you wait service * Road leSt. 
• q~l]KILk ~IIf) ~ t,M ~ i~ "uH It~tt d.h Ill Kk~ '~llm~O.d l~{ IUJ~ It~ tit.I t.ub 13~hll~,phhl.on ilr~ 
'129"* 
MUFFLER 
GUARAt4TEED 
FOR AS LOHG AS YOU 
OWH YOUR VEHICLE. 
Includes:, lyearguar eef) l 
all other parts and labour 
• Complete replacemem of intermediate 
pipe muffler tail pipe and chmps 
• While you wait senice 
• All makes available. 
lal~ lien ~I [~,t I,~ ~l, 11 v'd ~1.,. 41HklltJl*b~,~ b f lhe¢ 
,,i ¸ !~:;~!);i!i 
  'Go0dwrench 
Service,.Od,.  
EXPERT SERVICE' HONEST PRICES 
Jim McEwan Motors Ltd. 
Hvw/16 West 
635-4941 
. . - .  ; ' .  
ONLY AT 
TOTEM'S 
 COUNTRYWIDE / 
I NHERE YOU PAY  CJ? 
i Self Clean N LESS THAN - 
Range*  ~'  ' 4501 Lakelse 
Washer &Dryer Ll.top& Fridge* I OU THINK! - 'Terrj;~3Bl'C58 
Model #3OOOSW eleclronlc clock 15 ft. ,~ ~ " cu.  " " -  - - "  638.1 I 58  
Large Capacity Pair COU HTRYWIDIE s699 $699 s699 
''.r"'cANsOH*~X'C~t~,"~'~.tE~ted Owned and Operated by Totem Furniture & Appliance Ltd. 
Gas plant math 
getting tricky 
WHETHER OR not the proposed bil- 
lion dollar Pac-Rim LNG liquid natural 
gas plant becomes a reality hangs on 
stability in a complex equation of fac- 
tors. 
.,,:It's a high risk, it's a very high 
risk/' admits Pat-Rim vice president 
-.~ : Wayne Stanley. " 
• i' Stanley and other eompamny officials 
. were in the northwest last week to ans- 
wer questions on the proposed project 
through open houses and public meet- 
ings. 
The project would involve building a 
$365 million to $460 million gas 
pipeline and $870 million processing 
facility to produce 3.5 million tonnes of 
liquifled natural gas per year of LANG. 
Stanley agreed it is a massive project 
both in size andthe scale of financing. 
It was-also sensitive to prices of natural 
gas and petroleum, the ability to secure 
long term supplies of gas, to the value 
of the Canadian dollar and the political 
risks that go with trying to earn en- 
vironmental cceptance. 
"Any One of those things can trip us 
up, but we're assuming astable indus- 
try in Canada, and maintenance of the 
exp~t~i price forecast," Stanley said. 
He'added that Canada isn't a tradi- 
tional LNG supplier and customers on 
the market still remember the failed 
Dome LNG project of the early 1980s. 
Pa~'Rim, however, had spent 
hundreds of thousands of dollars to date 
developing the project, analyzing the 
risks, and he maintained the project was 
possible within normal ranges of fluc- 
tuation in the industry. 
"All those factors are elements that 
are part of the equation. We're familiar 
with them, the buyers are familiar with 
them, suppliers are familiar with them 
and there is a sort of coming together o f  
positions that there is real merit in this 
project," Stanley said. 
The company had a prospective buyer 
in South Korea and had started negotia- 
tions to form a joint venture company 
to develop the project. It's also working 
on getting long term supplies of natural 
gas, 
On the financial side, Stanley hoped 
current .negotiations with oil and gas 
companies would result in an equity 
agreement being nailed down by the 
end of this month. 
As for the environmental issues, Pae- 
Rim's plan is to manage the project o 
the maximum !standard so it remains 
"defensible". The visit was part of 
meeting the first stage of requirements 
under the B.C. Environmental Assess- 
ment Act. 
Stanley said the company's final site 
selection between Kitimat and Prince 
Rupert depend~ first on finding an en- 
vironmentally acceptable route for a 
dedicated natural gas pipeline, 
He also noted the ultimate buyer had 
a say in the location since they are 
responsible for shipping and Kitimat 
adds almost 20 hours in the round trip 
tomarket. 
(Story courtesy The Northern Sentine 0 
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Make Your Choice From a wide 
rtety of Baked Goods, Soups, 
III, Sandwiches and More...Made 
~ : ~ U ~  Fresh Daily. Enjoy Your Choice with 
Our Famous Coffee. 
I Two Locat ions  to Serve you Better I 
OPEN ~1. HOURS A DAY 
635- 2662 SKEENA MALt 
FOOD COURT 
4658 LAKELSE, TERRACE MALL HOURS 
You've Always Got Time For Tim Hortons ® 
Chinese Food And Canadian Cuisine ~ 
Combination Plates to Choose From .~~ 
~ INCLUDING DINNER #4: I 
"~ Bar.B.Q Fried Rice ONLY [ 
Chicken Chow Mein .~g~ ~I~ I ' 
Deep Filed Prawns Y~oUU [ 1 
~P~ TAKE OUT 635-6184' 
~e.t= OIDERS 
toda91 
~, LICENSED PP£MISES.AIR CONDITIO~D OR 
WEEKDAYS: 11:00AM-  11:00 PM TAKEOUT 
~ FRL-SAT.: 11:00 AM - MIDNIGHT 4606 Grelg Ave, ~ ,~ SUNDAY: 4:00 PM - 10:00 PM Terrace, BC 
ALWAYS FRESH 
wO ITS WEIGH Paul  J ohnston ,  i ~ ~* ' ~' '~,~  :~ ,-,'~, ~ i . . . . :  "- ~:~ 
IN GOLD. . . . .  
I 
Labour 
Brew . 
A FORMER 
• organizer here 
named a vice cl 
the B.C Labour Relations 
Board. 
Paul Johnston, 44, starts 
his new job Feb. 1, 1996 for 
a three-year term. 
He'll be one of 11 full 
time vice chairmen, earning 
a salary of more than 
$90,000 ayear. 
It's the job of the board, a 
creation of the provincial 
government, o hear and 
mediate disputes between 
employers and organized 
employees within the pro- 
vince. 
Originally from Ontario, 
Johnston moved to the 
northwest in 1974. 
He became a journeyman 
carpenter and, in 1987, be- 
gan working for the car- 
penters union as a business 
agent stationed inTerrace. 
In 1989, Johnston moved 
everything" obviously 
pproaching rapidly in 
Accent riumphed in its first year, 
winning Motoring 95's "Economy Car Of 
The Year" award. Putting Neon and 
Cavalier's nose masks a little out of joint. 
Now Accent has done it again. 
Carguide Magazine has just crowned 
Accent as the "Best Value". The 
Competition (Neon, Cavalier, Golf, Sentra 
and Escort) is still in shock. 
But it's not surprising to us, because 
Accent was designed and built to have 
more interior oom than the 6eo Metro or 
the Nissan Sentra, one of the most 
powerful engines':and the longest list 
of standard featUresin tts class. 
south to become the legal ' i, ~ff  
and defence coordinator for : :~: " ......... 
the provincial ~pe~iters: - :"  : " 
He left that position ' last 
year to become astaffrepre-" 
sentative for th~ COllege-: 
Institute Educa~rs Associa- 
tion 0f B.C. in Vancouver. 
Long time' friend and car- 
penters union associate John 
Jensen described Johnston 
as extremely capable. 
"He do~ his research and 
never shobts from the hip. 
I'm coiwinced he'll do a 
good job.'? 
Jensen said Johnson was"  
heavily, l/ivoived in union, 
environniental nd political 
issues during his time In the s Y|AR/IO0,OOO KM WARRANTY, 
northwest. 24 HOUR ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE' 
One of those issues con-  Inch,des: • ft,t, ldclivet~ , c ,v ,cc  • fiat lire 
clhlVtgill~ • Itlck,tltll ~crvicc * IowiI'~I: ~;t'l','lCt' earned the fight by 
orgaiflzed labour here to , s~,~. .l,,. F,,~ .~,,~,~ 
convince the provincial 
government tokeep open an 
extehd~d ' care facility 
threatened with closure. 
That facility, called -. 
Skeenavi'ew, was closed 
Lodge .  , 
Accent comes wi th  
engine, 5-speed manua l  
f ront  an  
I one-piec( 
anti-subl 
from slid 
When y0~ 
brakes and d 
leading 5ye~ 
and 24 hour 
you've got a 
in gold. 
So whether you buy a)96 Ai~Cent 
because of how much it come~ 
or how little it goes for, yol 
CARGUIDE MAGAZINE guaranteed towin 
. ' r .  i" 
1996 ACCENT. A TOUGH CAR TO BEAT. HYURC)f : I I I  . . . . .  erel'he,~marl M~ G~: .  = :. 
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mooseiast weel~. Two were hit by vehicles on Old 
Lakelse Lake Dn that night within a 15 minute 
time span. That% conservation officer Ken Fujino, 
15,1995 
Don, t  
change 
water 
MARK DOWN councillor 
Ruth Halleck as opposed to 
any change in water fluo- 
fldatton here. 
The idea of eliminating 
fluoridation of the city's 
water supply came up brief- 
ly at a conunittee meeting 
lsst week as a way of saving 
$27,200 ayear. 
Engineering director Stew 
Clu-istensen said any change 
in fluoridation requires the 
approval of voters in a 
referendum ~ a question 
that could be posed; if coun- 
cil was serious about it, in 
the next election. 
Halleck quickly attacked 
the issue, predicting a messy 
and unproductive public 
outcry if council tries to end 
fluoridation. 
"We'll have nothing but a 
dog's dinner," she said. 
City hall would be beset 
by all the dentists and young 
mothers of the world, she 
added. 
"I 'd like to sec where 
we're going to spend it in- 
John Trewhitt ~md Rob Seaton hoisting one stead," Hallocksaid. 
There's no indication 
moose, into the brck, of a track, issue.C°uncil plans to pursue the 
BenCh parents make 
new school pitch 
PRESSURE'S GRQWING to build a new new students, excluding s~lings of current 
• elementary school @ the bench as a result ones. 
of an Uplands Elementary parents ad- Other options presented were the setting 
visory meeting lsst n aonth, up of new boundaries, the additionof more 
The school is pra :fically bunting at the portables, converting the multipurpose 
seams, says princi] al Dawn Martin and room to a classroom, or another addition. 
one new fandly h; s already been tume Sending students now being bussed to 
away. , Uplands to other schools, shifting the 
"According to the class size contract, we school's entire Grade 7 populationto other 
can fudge the limit by 10 per cent,', said schools or:sending all kindergarten stu- 
Merlin. That meam for every child over dents elsewhere were other options. But 
.the limit, the schooi must add one hour of they met with criticism from parents. 
teacher assistant tb ae for that class per "People bought within a few blocks of 
day. But oncethc l~per cent maximum is the school, and now we're suggesting 
reached, the dass is ~idered  fu l l . ,  bussing their children to a new school? ~t 
The education mi~istry:isn,t expected to docsn,t make sense,", said Tracy Tinkess, 
a~swer the request ~or a new school until chair of the Uplands parent council. 
next May. Even if the answer is yes, Some parents at the meeting objected to 
Uplands will still ~aee nrollment prob- bussing their children to other schools 
lems while the new ~ne is being built, without enrollment problems because they 
Uplands parents, t ; a recent meeting, put felt those schools were of a lower quality 
forth a variety o f  ptions for the school than Uplands. 
beard to consider. However Tinkess tressed those opinions 
The population pn 0blem is so bad now were of individual parenls, and should not 
that even during c)nstruction of a new be considered as representative of the 
school, parents wa it Uplands closed to parents advisory council. 
~--  i, i ii 
SPEED, ns 
KILLIN¢_-" mj$. 
sRoad [~ ense  
Part of the Provincial Road Safety Program. 
4 ~, '  Naturopathic 
!,, ~ ,,~ Phys lcmn 
',('~Ti~ . ~';; Dr' Kathy Graham, N.D. 
"~!  ~2"  ,. ,,....~ to ..o.oo. ,h. 
-",&,:" opening of her prn~tloe 
Speclellzlng In Homeopathy Nutritional Conauitatlon 
Using effect ve natural substances and treatments o 
enhance the body's own heating abilities as a 
complete whole on all levels: 
physically, emotionally and mentally 
For appointments call 847-O1 44 - Smithers 
n: 
 oo. 
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FROM THE GROUND UP HOME IMPROVEMENT GUIDE 
)liers Help You With Your~Home Work! Let These Professionals And Discount SupF _._.....JL. 
~ 1  Terrace @pet Centre Ltd. 
3202 Munroe Street 1 
atHwy 16W 
52 wks. o $9.46/wk 
/ foyer enllrged by open staircase, flowsinto =" - - "~ i  :OVrRro 
ll,,ng roolh and adjoining dining room. t~% ,,,,o I (~  I 
breakfastnook and family room. !~ '~ ~"~, ,~ l  ,,,0. ,,,, 
~" family roo~m includes a corner fireplace and I~ ,~ rAUtLY ~ i . ~ .___ ,  
sllding doors openlng onto a large covered  ~,~,~oou,  ~ L--~ ,,-, ~;~'~-13wks. o$14.34/w 
i ' i ,01k-r~ patio. .... : ........ , ,,, ~ 
elegantl~ur.pleceensultalncludlnga : : : :_.// '~t . r~  ~ V v1~; ALL ADS BILLED QUAR" 
sos~,.gt~b. '~111 ~'o"~E:F ~" - - -  ~ ~ ~ = = = = = = =  
e a " ~ ; :  ' nuv ,,, spaclousloftlsideallorastudy, mdl : 17 :1 '  ~ ~ F "[OROOM I~ COZY CORNE I center orltud,o, i / ~ ~ ~ ,0.,,r i 
M ~: : ; :  FOYER I ._"-... I ~ ~  
• i UV~HO 
• I n = ROOM | ? ~  I .... =(~"~ I , " , , , ,  [SPECIALTIES | 
i t  ~2 
::::~ ~'~ ~'"' " r' TOTAL: 2114S, Q. FT (1963M') i { I ',~,'A[",~'~; I 
l ' I WIDTH: 46,O,,(14.0M) I I II ..... I 
DEPTH: 620 (18.9M) I [ ~ ~ ............... ~ I 
' ,~  ~ - ~ ~ ~ _ _ ~  I~ TERRAC 
,  CARPETDO =~..~, | , ~~~~r__~- -~- - -~ niI-~,MAIN FLOOR PLAN 
..~. ~, ,~,  ¢~17., ~ , ~ . . . .  ~ ~  
13,28/wk 
TERLY 
Terrace, B.C. ~ ~ 
YOUR DECOR 
. ®®®-®®®® 
~l~k Out oltown customers call 
1-800-665-1657 
Custom 
F loors  
E:  Marble & Tile Finishing ~U~.H~.R~-~nO"~ES~O~ 
Gas & Wood Fireplaces F~t - - -F~ E~IF=I I .  
• 12 Styles Of  Custom ~ 635-4770,635-7158 
Made Mantels n FAX 635-6156 
~.= 5239 Kei~, 
635-6477 I =  ter,o:o 
3 7 ~  ~ 1-800-566-7158 
~' J~ Let~NO,X, 
I ~ I ~ '  - Your Independenl 
~ l  LENNOX DeOlll~l/ll~~ 
D CTOR , TERRACE HELPING HANDS HOME CARE 
t II ' ~ Minor Home 
. ~ 2  i31'i'ii8 i GreatPr lce. . ,  ~ _ _  • CleaningRen°vati°nSGutters Friendly Advice"   ~o, ,,o~ 
4818 Highway 16 West m[~:~\ \  
Terrace, B,C. U \\\\\ J FREE ESTIMATES 
064] ,r i ~ ~ ~[638"8677 WEINMASTER HOME DESIGN IPLANN°'9OS'J J 3738 River Dc Terrace, B.( 
Plans Available Through 
Terrace 
~ ~'~" ' ' "~~'~"  .... ~" 3207 . 
635!6273 
i 
I 
REFRIGERATION 
MAYI 'AG 
635.2188 
Specializing inmajor 
appllance repairs 
and warranty service 
for most makes and 
models, 
4637 Lazelle Avenue 
WE A I IR  l rH I  [ ~ I# 'OF  YOUR HOME \ , , -  
4423 Railway Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V0G 1 L9 
Ph: (604) 635.2801 
Fax: (604) 635-3612 
Bob & Alfreda 
Wl~mmm ===~. 
KITCHENS 
C[~IHI.SiGKARIR[o(AHA¢ CA~IH~ 
........ ~.~.~=.._ i i~i~ . . . . .  
EAL 
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FEATURE 
HOME 
"Pr ide  of Ownersh ip"  
This beautiful gape god home is an excellent buy and priced 
well below replacement at only $t 79,500.00, 
In a prime Horseshoe location, this attractive 1734 sq. fl. 
home features 4 bedrooms, spacious Euro-style kitchen with 
built-in dishwasher, breakfast nook and adjacent family room, 
Upstairs there are 4 bedrooms including the large master 
bedroom featuring a bay window, large walk-in closet, plus a 3 
pce. ensuite bath. 
To protect your investment here is included a professional 
security system. ,. 
"Pride of ownership" is evident throughout this lovely 3-1/2 
year old home, If you are serious about quality and value for 
your next home this is a "must see". 
~.'.~':~,:. 
• i :'g:" / 
' - ', ,' "~,'~r~5: 
;{"C . :a .  ~ ~,  
;£~': 5 < "Y" , 
For immediate viewing please call Christel at 
Terrace Realty Ltd. 638-0371 or 635-5397. MLS 
m 
F EATU : 
~ulfiple 
Sclerosm 
SOCIETY OF CANADA 
Campaign  
~upport th/~l 
ChristmasSeal / 
I ~br more  i n fo rmat ion  ~n h .m,  ;d¢~o,,.,o., ~.  
Canada has one of the 
highest rates of multipie 
sclerosis in the world, 
The management .of TERRACE REALTY LTD. - ROYAL LEPAG 
ABN recognizes LISA GODLINSKI as the outstanding salesmx 
of the month of OCTOBER, 1995. We value her excellen 
performance and service to the public in the field of Real Estate 
Lisa's determination and motivation have awarded he 
"SALESMAN OF THE MONTH". CONGRATULATIONSI 
,A home loan you can live with... 
:~- I I~ i I~~ ~henyouborrowtobuy 
=] ,~t I f f i l l : i d~: '~  ~ a new home you of course 
= l [ [ !~t l ! :~] l~; ]~!~'~wan,  thebes, rateyouca. 
" , ,~~~~! i~ l i i  ~t i: 
is to see that you get a home toan you ban live ~ith:: :', 
l Y{ n'ace & District Credili 1Jnion, 
We ~ . . . .  
4650 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, BC ph.  635..7282 
belong to your the eredlt  untonadvantc~e:  we are a profit sharing, member 
' " owned institution,,, 
Sewing Members & Their Families we belong to you. 
~'~% • 
/ I SOUTHSIDE. $92,900 MLS 
: - . "~:  - :  ~:~;:i:~ : . . . .  =! . i i .~  ::'~; ......... ' , -~a .  . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ _ _ _  
i M ' ~  ~-  = ~ ~ ~ . .  ' ~ ,~,~! ]~~IP f ,~]  ~~. : . -~:~ ,: .~ ~ " " .... &ggtl~ 
~::~,iii~:~:~: t , . . . . . . . . . .  , . , ,~ .~ , :~  
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From f ront  
Heavy rink vote turnout predicted 
ADVANCE VOTING suggests a heavy turnout for Satur- 
day's Second Sheet of Ice referendum. 
The first advance poll last Wednesday dosed with 69 
votes east in Terrace and another 12 votes cast in the outly- 
ing areas. 
" I  think this is quite high," returning officer Elaine 
Johnson said. "My girls were quite impressed, too. 
They've been to some of these and died of boredom be- 
fore, but it wasn't oo bad." 
But she said we'll have to wait to see whether the good 
advance vote translates into a major turnout on referendum 
day. 
"It certainly sounds like people are interested," she said. 
Voter turnout is often dismal when a referendum is held 
by itself ~ without an accompanying municipal election. 
A second advance poll runs today from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
Donations key on vote 
the money they've committed to. 
Second sheet organizer Roger Harris says 
there are ways of generating more money 
from the new building. 
Rooms in it, plus the leisure sheet area, 
could give the city a new, larger banquet 
room. 
And 8,500 square feet of space above the 
change rooms ~Io  be left undeveloped for 
now - -  could eventually be used, says 
Downie. 
It could be a youth centre, meeting rooms, 
or a revenue-generator like a lounge or 
restaurant, he said. 
Alternative uses of the arena for bade 
shows, roller hockey and indoor soccer are 
also possible money makers, the 
proponentasay. 
"Weneed to think where this community 
is going to be in five years or 10 years time 
on its recreational f ciltiea," Downie said. 
"What we need is some vision and plan- 
ning for the long-term," added Harris. " I  
don't think we should pit these issues 
against each other, with the end result that 
we'll have nothing." 
"Procrastination has been the death of a 
lot of communities." 
"It 's a false fear," he said. "Whether 
people want it or don't want it - -  that's the 
question." 
"Any time a complex becomes a burden 
on the citizens of Terrace the fees will be 
raised and that can be done in one meet- 
ing," he said. "There's no question that 
would be done and it would be done in- 
stantly.',' 
McDaniel also targeted Peggy Julseth, a 
critic of the project who made comments 
last week. 
"Peggy ignored us and deliberately didn't 
attend any meetings. She's now out con- 
demning itwith unfactual material." 
McDaniel said the project is a design- 
build project hat will be built for $2.8 mil- 
lion. 
The cost to taxpayers, he said, will be 
$2.12 million inborrowed money. That 
could be reduced should the project receive 
grants from the province." 
McDaniel said a tremendous amount of 
volunteer work has been poured into the 
project so far. 
"Total soul-searching blood, sweat, and 
tears went into this," says McDaniel, ad- 
ding he has no doubt organizers will raise 
at city hall. 
On Saturday, polls open at 8 a.m. and close at 8 p.m. 
Clarence Michicl Elementary School; at 3430 Sparks St., 
is the polling place for residents of Terrace, Kalum Lake 
Dr. and north Terrace, New Remo and Braun's Island. 
Thornhili, Jackpine Flats, Copperside, Kleanza, Gossen 
Creek, Usk and Old Rcmo voters go to Thornhill 
Elementary School. 
Residents of Lakelse Lake vote at Mt. Layton Hot 
Springs. 
To be eligible to vote, you have to be at least 18 years 
old, a Canadian citizen, a resident of B.C. for the last six 
vote tomorrow." 
If you're not on the voters list, says Johnson, you can" 
register at the poll. 
Anyone in hospital will be able to vote at a poll there on 
Friday. 
Voters will be asked whether they approve the borrowing 
of up to $2.12 million - -  to be repaid by the taxpayers of 
Terrace and adjacent electoral areas of the regional district 
to construct a second sheet of ice and leisure sheet ad- 
jacent o the Terrace arena. 
The last municipal referendum here ~ i~ June of 1992 
- -  drew just under 1,200 people who voted 906-276 in 
months, and a resident of your voting area for at least 30 favour of the library expansion project. 
days l;hat s changed, Johnson saysof the local residency Terrace and less than one per cent of eligible voters in the 
, , _  , ,, , That represented about 12 peg cent of eligible yours in 
requirement. " It  used to be you could move in today and regional district. 
No more c 
leaving it i 
can be pal 
bin and yc 
the deposi 
goes direc 
your choic 
Terra, 
465( 
We belong eo_.ypu.: 
Serving Members And Their Families 
, Go 
CARLSON WAGONLIT 
TRAVEL (Operated by 
FIRST CHOICE TRAVEL) 
is pleased to announce 
that SILVANA RIGSBY 
has joined our tea m. 
SILVANA has eight years 
experience in the travel 
industr~ She moved 
from Prince Rupert two 
years ago. SILVANA has 
SILVANA RIGSBY enjoyed an active 
lifestyle, including coaching Sr. Boys Volleyball, 
playing Rugby, mountain biking, as well as extensive 
travel abroad. SILVANA is wife (to Justin) and morn 
(to new daughter Emma). Call SILVANA at CARLSON 
WAGONLIT (FIRST CHOICE TRAVEL) to book your 
next trip-business or ~leasure. Give her the 
opportunity to bid on your group traveling together, 
she is very qualified to help you. 
' ~ /~SF IRST  CHOICE TRAVEL ~ ,] T~ 4736 Lakelse Ave. 
635-2277 
Phone 
fraud 
alert 
issued 
LOCAL BUSINESSES 
should be wary of a new 
telephone long distance 
fraud scheme, which could 
add up to thousands of dol- 
lars onto their long distance 
bills. 
A group operating in New 
York City is offering long 
distance calls to their 
'customers' to anywhere in 
the world, for as long as 
they wish to talk. They 
charge approximately $15 
for this service. 
To provide this service, 
they call the main listed 
number of a business 
using stolen long distance 
calling card numbers 
hoping to reach the recep- 
tionist. 
They then pose as a tele- 
phone company technicians 
- -  in the case of Terrace 
that is B.C. Tel - -  and ask 
to access an outside line to 
complete some repairs. 
In order to do the repairs, 
the fake repair person asks 
the receptionist to dial '9', 
then '0'. This gives him ac- 
cess to an outside line, and 
dialing '0' connects him to 
an operator. Once in contact 
with the operator, the caller 
is free to place a call any- 
where in the world. 
These calls will show up 
on a company's bill as oper- 
ator assisted calls placed 
from the main number. B.C. 
Tel representativessay they 
have seen charges of several 
thousand ollars due to this 
fraud. 
A Terrace company 
received one of the fraudu- 
lent phone calls last Wed- 
nesday. The company repre- 
sentative, who did not wish 
to be identified, said the cal- 
ler sounded like a legitimate 
B.C. Tel repair person. 
"He asked us to hit nine, 
zero, then release," she 
said. She also claimed he 
was hard to understand, but 
very clear about which num- 
bers he wanted her to punch. 
B.C. Tel representative 
Rick Ablett said any legiti- 
mate telephone company 
technician would not need 
to make such a request in 
order to complete repairsl 
If you have any doubts 
about an alleged telephone 
repair person, call B.C. Tel 
at 811-2323. 
~:~1 iNcLuDING FREIGHT AND PDI (:! 
i . PER MONTH 36 MONTH SMARTLEASE " "~:'~'~#i<'i~>~ 
PONTIAC 
996 SUNFI RE C OU 
W = S UNF IRE  COMPARES 
i 
• 2.2 L Sequential.Port Fuel Injected Engine 
• &Speed Transmission with Overdrive 
• Progressive Ride Suspension 
• Front Air Dam 
• Most Standard Engine Torque in its Class 
• 4-Wheel Anti.Lock Brakes 
• Dual Air Bags 
• "Safety Cage" Construction 
. Styling Leader 
• AM/FM Stereo 
• Complete Gauge Package 
. Extra on Civic, Neon, Escort 
• PASSLock Theft Deterrent System 
• Delay Entry/Exit Interior Lighting 
. Battery Run.Down Protection 
• Most Standard Safety Features in its Class 
• Not Available on Civic, Neon, Escort i " / 
I 
It, 
,.k 
, . i  ¸  
i ~ ii~/ / i~ ~i~ 
• ON LY AT YOURILC 
PONTIAC 
' Price for vehicle equipped as described, t Based on a 36 month lease ioi Vehlcie equil3p~d as described: Down paymentiOf $2;8i3 first months payment and a refundable Security deposit of $300 are required. Total obligation Is 
$10,661. Some mileage conditions apply. Other financing options are evai!able, 1" Llcence; insurance and taxes are not Included, Dealer may sell/lease for less, Offers apply to qualified retail customers only. See DeaTer for details, 
i=t l , ,~  : . . . .  PROUD $PONSORS 
WHERE YOUR BC . . . .  
THE PONTIAC 
,oAo • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  35  6941 BEGINS DEALERS " D58 3 : , ,  
| , . . . . 
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OMMUNITY SECTION B CRIS LEYI ,UF 638-7283 
-MUSINGS ' 
REG HORNE 
. T rac ing  
my roots  
S 
INCE MY last story about 
how l found a distant relative 
of my grandmother De La 
Haye, who had traced that 
family name back to 1700, several people 
have asked me if my family history re- 
search has progressed any further. I am 
pleased to say that it has. 
Like everyone else, I have eight great- 
grandparents so there was lots more to do. 
After the above mentioned success, I 
turned my attention to grandma De La 
Baye's husband's side of the family. I 
was able to find the name of  his mother 
and her parents on a census form the 
Channel Islands. 
Unfortunately, the census listed their 
place of birth as "England.:' None the 
less, l was heartened by the fact that 
Coyde is an unusual name, except, as I 
discovered, in Devon. In this small 
county, there are hundreds of Coydes. I 
had no idea which ones were my an- 
cestor& 
Last summer, I joined' the Channel is- 
lands Family History Society, They pub- 
lished a bi*monthly magazine and in it 
• theY publish the n~nes:_bf:memberS ahd 
the family names which those m.e.mbers 
are researching. 
Shortly ~fter my name appeared, I
received a letter from a man in Guernsey 
who had done some work on the Coyde 
name. As he lived in the town where my 
grandmother had been born, I was op- 
timistic and replied to him with the details 
I had of my Coydes. 
Several weeks later, he wrote back to 
say that my Coydes were in fact his 
Coydes. My great-grandmother was his 
great-grandfather's sister. And yes, he had 
our Coydes traced back to 1696. So far he 
has only provided me with information 
back to 1756 but I have written to him re- 
questing the rest, so the search is hopeful. 
Meanwhile, I decided to pursue 
grandma De La Haye's mother's side of 
the family, the Villains. Once again, a 
census gave their names but listed their 
place of birth only as "'France.'" 
I was at a standstill until I received a let- 
ter from a woman in Jersey who had read 
my name in the Family History Journal. 
She was a Villain. I quickly replied to her 
letter. 
To our mutual surprise, I am sure, it 
turned out that we were related on both 
sides of my grandmother's family. She is 
both a De La Haye and a Villain, as I am. 
Correspondence with her is still in an ear- 
ly stage, but I am hopeful it will bring 
more information about the Villains. In 
the meantime, I told her that we have a 
mutual cousin who lives on the same 
street as she does; I wonder if they know 
each other, 
In spite of all of this activity, I am still 
left with one more great-grandparent from 
the Channel Islands to track down and 
there is always the other side of my fam- 
,ily. They come from London, England, 
where the boundaries change sb regularly 
it is almost impossible to find someone, 
even if they don't move around. Un- 
fortunately, I know these people were 
very mobile. 
As always, my wife continues to stay 
one step ahead of me. She is now working 
on her seventh generation ancestors. She 
has found them all except for James 
Alexander Stewart from Scotland. l ie 
remains elusive, as does William Brown 
(sixth most common last name in En- 
gland). She has two William Brown's 
who live on the same street, are the same 
age, and both have a wife named Mary. 
Of  course, the original documents on this 
family are stored in the William Brown 
Street Library. 
Dr. Reg ttorne is a me~, .er of the U.ni. [ 
versify of Northern Br~tlsh Columbia, 
I t, acmty of Natural Resources and En. vironmental Studies based in Terrace. 
• • . ,  . 
They marched through snow ' 
IF YOU dosed your eyes, it [ ~ ~, l'i"!~/ 
sounded like any other 
Remembrance Day parade 
--marching feet, bag pipes, 
children's voices and barked 
commands. But the annual 
parade and ceremony this 
year marked the snowiest 
Remembrance Day in 
memory, 
Despite the blowing snow 
and five-foot high piles of the 
white stuff along maln street, 
the parade marched on, with 
a full contingent of represen- 
tatives from the legion,. 
RCMP, war veterans, air 
cadets, firefighters, scouts 
and more. But the bravery 
award should go to the Ter- 
race Pipes and Drums mem- 
bers, stepping through deep 
drifts with their bare knees 
and dress shoes. 
/ ' / .  
• L • !  
Q 
Christmas is for childre:n 
LAST YEAR nearly 300 children 
in Terrace might not have had 
Christmas if it weren't for the 
generosity of the city's residents. 
The Children's Christmas Tree 
Campaign is a joint campaign be- 
tween IOnart, the Terrace Co-op 
and the Terrace Anti-Poverty 
Society. Because of this 
campaign, 295 children were 
given Christmas gifts last year. 
The anti-poverty society gives 
the two stores the children's 
tomes, ages, sex and size..This 
information in then put on tags 
which are tied to branches in 
Christmas trees on the two stores. 
Shoppers choose a name, buy a 
gift, and return the gift to the tree. 
Christmas is a difficult time for 
the poor, says Helga Kenny of the 
anti-poverty society, and she says 
this year might be even worse. 
"I expect his will be a fairly 
grim Christmas for a lot of 
people," says Kenny. 
She is referring to upcoming 
welfare cuts which she says will 
result in an even larger number of 
people needing extra help this 
December. 
The cutoff date for parents or 
caregivers to sign up their chil- 
dren's names is December 8. This 
information is kept confldeatia[, 
stresses Kenny. 
When asked how she 
to add to that" 
Out of the 295 names the anti- 
poverty society received last year, 
they only questioned the needi- 
ness of one family. 
"So the abase rate is not an is- 
sue," says Kenny. 
Trees with the children's names 
will go up in Kmart and the Ter- 
race Co-op this week. Would-be 
Santas hould bring back gifts to 
the stores by December 11. 
Ed Burney, who is in charge of 
the Christmas tree at the Terrace 
Co-op, says it's the names of the 
younger children who tend to dis- 
appear first off the tree. But he 
reminds shoppers that teenagers 
deserve Christmas presents too. 
Many families who sign up 
with the anti-poverty society have 
children of a Variety of ages. 
"Nothing would be worse than 
having your younger brothers and 
sisters get presents, while you get 
nothing," says Burney. 
However, none of the children 
who are signed up with Terrace 
anti-poverty will go without 
presents. 
Last year the staffat he Terrace 
Co-op cleared 30.40 names off 
the tree themselves, ays Burney. 
And Kmart has a similar policy. 
" I f  there are any names left on 
the tree by the deadline, Kmart 
wgi buy them presents," says 
determines whether or no t parents Kenny. 
really need help:over• the hell- The anti-vovertv society will 
da.ys! Xenny _pys•'• she ac~pts  deliver the glf~ fr0m~De-c.-'lS-22: 
wua~ p~pse tell he r at.ra~,value, and!s in need0f volunteer Santas 
. T eople hay.e so2many ob~ " :.to helpotlt. I f  yoncan:give them 
sucles re race oauy, 1 son t want• a hand, call Helga at 635-4631. 
HELGIA KENNY of the 'Terrace Anti-Poverty Society checks n 
child's name on the •children's Christmas tree In the Terrace Co- 
op. The tree lists the names of Tewace children from families 
who are having financial difficulties this Christmas. "The trees 
went up this week at the Co-op and In Kmmt. If you cheese's 
name Off one of the trees, be sure t ° bring a gift back bYD~; ~1,; ,~:. ~ 
t 
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MUSIC 
A THE NORTH WEST SINGERS 
hold an Advent concert on Nov. 25 at 
the Evangelical Free Church, 3302 
Sparks Ave. at 8 p.m. Tickets are $10 
for adults and $8 for seniors and stu- 
dents and are available at Erwin's 
Jewellers. 
• THE TERRACE CONCERT 
SOCIETY presents Marie-Andree 
Ostiguy on Friday, Dec. 1 at 8 p.m. at 
the REM Lee Theatre. Tickets are $15 
for adults, $12 for seniors and students 
and are available at Erwin's Jewellers in 
the Skeena Mall. 
.::i 
• THE TERRACE SYMPHONY 
holds a concert on Saturday, Dec. 2 at 8 
p.m. rat the REM Lee Theatre. The 
symphony will play Mozart's piano 
concerto in F Major featuring Steffen 
Wergner of Kitimat, as well as a variety 
of favourite Christmas pieces. Tickets 
are $8 for adults, $5 for students and 
seniors. 
• KARAOKE NIGHT is every Thurs- 
day and Sunday at George's Pub in the 
Northern Motor Inn, every Sunday and 
Monday at Hanky Panky's and every 
Friday at the Thornhill Pub. 
THEATRE 
• CALEDONIA presents Lionel Bart's 
musical Oliver Dec. 8-9 at the REM 
Lee Theatre. There are three shows, in- 
cluding a 1 p.m. Saturday matinee. 
Tickets are $5 for students and seniors 
and $10 for adults and are available 
from students and at Sight and Sound• 
MOV ES 
• Jim Carrey is back in the pet busi- 
ness. He stars in ACE VENTURA2 
WHEN NATURE CALLS at 7 and 
9:15 p.m., and continues on into next 
week. For inner.city fun, Eddie Murphy 
and Angola Bassett star in VAMPIRE 
IN BROOKLYN at 7:15 and 9:30 p.m. 
Starting Friday 
• ACE VENTt~,A 2 - -  WHEN NA- 
TURE CALLS continues at 7 and 9:15 
p.m. And at 7:15 and 9:30 p.m., Nicole 
Kidman and Matt Dillon star in TO 
DIE FOR. 
Make the 'Scene! Call 638-7283 or fax 
to 638-8432 to add your event to the 
Standard's free entertainment listings. 
The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for the 
following week's paper. 
ETCETERA 
t TERRACE AND DISTRICT 
CHOICES Program holds its Christ- 
mas party for clients, parents and rela- 
tive on Nov. 25 at the Thornhill Com- 
munity Centre, Doors open at 5 and 
supper is at 6. Tickets are $10 foi" adults 
and $4 for children aged 6-12. Bring a 
decoration for the tree and musicians 
are welcome to bring their instruments. 
A THE TERRACE ART ASSOCIA- 
TION presents a showing of paintings 
by members of the Kitimat Art Club for 
the month of November at the Terrace 
Art Gai!ery. The gallery is open Wed- 
nesday to Friday, from 12-3 p.m. and 
Friday evenings from 6:30-8:30 p.m. 
Saturday hours are 12-4 p.m. and Sun- 
day the gallery is open from 1-4 p.m. 
7 ImuksJ'or sticking Wilh us !' 
+/+,+ 
Christmas Made Easy 
We have a huge selection of 
Christmas Craft Supplies. 
Wooden Ornaments ................ , ........ 99¢ 
Paint hem any way you want,, 
Flower & Berry Bunches...Sta ting at .65¢ 
Card Rope .................................... $4 ,50  
9 ft, Gold, Silver or Red 
Glass Christmas Balls..(6 per box)S10.95 
Ribbon ...... ,. ................................. 10¢/m. 
Fancy Lace ................................. 35¢/yd. 
I Roadtough1/18Scale 
I o,,tC, 
I ",{~v "~ :4' , ~  57 Chev, VW Vans, 
[ ~ ~ i  Mercedes Benz 
[November 16 18 
l_C "e':k 't °"++++ 
"Your Low Price Zone" 
Skeena Mall Nex toOvem+itea'st aII Entrance 635.1422 
Wednesda% November 15 Tuesday, November 21 ORDER OF THE ROYAL PURPLE ALZHEIMER AND DEMENTIA CANCER SUPPORT GROUP meets 
CANADIAN WOMEN IN TIMBER CANADIAN NATIONAL IN- meets the 2rid and 4th Monday of support group meets at 1 p.m. on the every second Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at 
hold their Xmus bazaar at the Coast STITUTE FOR THE BLIND will every month at 7:30 p.m. at the Elks last Monday of the months at the Ter- 3302 Sparks. 
Inn of the West banquet room firom 7- hold a one day workshop on indepen- Hail. Call 635-5121 for more into. race Mental Health Centre. Call 638- 
10 p.m. Crafts, jewelry, clothing, dunce for people with a visual impair- 3325 for more info. DAIKO J I  SOTOZEN CENTRE 
housewares and more are featured, mont. The workshop goes from 10 a.m. BIRTHRIGHT volunteers meet the 
hosts Zazen meditation every Tuesday 
to 4 p•m. at the Church of Christ Call 1st Monday of each month at 8 p.m. in TUESDAYS evening at 7 pm at the centre. For info 
Thursday 1 November 16 563-1702 for more info. their second floor office at the Tillicum TERRACE & KITIMAT SINGLES phone 635-3455. 
A]~:~MB" ~'"D'~SUPPO'RTIGR-~O-U~"-"PkCi~C ~;~'~'~"  . . . .  , . ,  Twin Tlmatre. Call Linda at635-6849 meet  for coffee every Tuesday at 7 m'i;q .~ i . . . . . . . .  , 
r~!ewimrwgomya[gtai~rt.~,~is'~:~"~ :x~w ~vau~xu ~t~tlV,At,  orBettvat635~5394forinf6 ..... . , , ,  v^. , _ , _  ..,,,_. , . . . . . . . . . . .  • >~ ,:. ,~ ..... : : ..... , :~ ~:: , .', , ~: o :~ ,,, ~ . - ,  : , . . . . . .  ' ' --~ , - -  • r.-'-• ,-u, aio,umto puonc o~e,e~su,t or . . . .  
s~.~6.1 .~. f rem:2-4  p.n~+:~at:th~Happy ~: ,conuni t iee m~iat : .8~ p,m. on 3811.  . . . .  :: : ~.' , i ! ' '~ ':: .632.35a,7,/ . : :~,:,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ ,  . _ ..... . . . . .  ; ,~,.~ ..... 2 .: : -, 
WeatveewAv New mumbo ~, ~ne ~errace ~'tanaara offers the Gang Centre. Formore info~liEh~en . . . . .  " . ............... rsare wel: .... BIG BROTHERS & 13|~ Sisters lioid":: . . . . . . . .  "" " : :  : ~,.=" ,, . .  I; 
at 635-9415 come ' . .-~ , tvnat s tip community calendar as a 
• • a board meeting the thvrd Monday of I 'A I  CHI  FOR SENIORS is held public service to its readers and corn- [ 
every month at 3237 Kalum St. at 7:30 Tuesdays and Thursdays at 8:45 a.m. at reunify organizations. 
TWINS CLUB meets at 7:30 p.m. at B.C. SCHIZOPHRENIA SOCIETY p.m. They're looking for volunteers the Happy Gang Centre. For more info This column is intended for non- 
the  Knox United Church at 4907 meets at 7:30 p.m. at 3302 Sparks St. and board members. Contact Lois at call Jean at 635-3159. proj'u organizations and those events 
Lazelle. For more info call Cathy at Call 638-2202 for more info. 635'4232 for more info. for which there is no admission ' 
635-9669. TERRACE TOASTMASTERS meet charge. 
Saturday, November 25 ARE YOU HAVING trouble seeing the first and third Tuesday of each Items will run two weeks before each 
TERRACE INDEPENDENT TERRACE HOUSING REGISTRY your grandchildren? Call Marge at month at 7:30 p.m. at the Coast Inn of event. 
MUSIC EDUCATION SOCIETY presents a tenant workshop from 1-3 635-7421 for info. the West. Learn public speaking in a We ask that items be submitted by 5 
and the Terrace Arts Council :hold a p.m. at 3312 Sparks St. at the Car- positive and encouraging environment, p.m. on the Thursday before the issue 
choral/vocal workshop by Fabiana punters Hail. Call and register in ad- MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital Auxil, New members and guests are welcome, in which it is to appear. 
Katz-Eser from Vancouver. The work- vance. 635-4044. iary meets the third Monday of each For more info call Linda Tanner at Submissions should be typed or 
shop runs from Nov. 16-18. For more month in the board room at 8 p.m. 638-1856. 
info, call Sue at 638-0509 or Jose at TERRACE HOUSING REGISTRY Everyone is welcome, printed neatly. 
635-9275. presents a landlord workshop from 7-9 
p.m. at 3312 Sparks St. at the Car- - -  
Friday t November 17 punters Hall. Call and register in ad- 
THE TERRACE 7TH DAY" Ad- vance. 635-4044. 
ventist Chumh presents a gospel music i' 
concert at 7 p.m. at the church. ST. MATrHEW'S ANGLICAN i: 
CHURCH holds its annual tea and i 
Saturdayt November 18 bazaar from 2-4 p.m. at 4506 Lakelse 
THE TERRACE 7rH DAY Ad- Ave. 
ventist Church grand opening is today 
at 3 p.m. Government officials will be Thursday t November 30 
on hand for a ribbon cutting ceremony. THE VEGETARIAN TEEN - -  
This will be followed by an open house Community nutritionist Julie Ip present 
at3:30 p.m. a program for teens and parents on 
healthy vegetarian eating at  7 p.m. at 
TOTEM SADDLE CLUB holds its the public library, The program is free, 
annual Awards banquet and dance at 7 but please register in advance. Call 
p.m. at the Cactus Flower Dance Holly at the library at 638-8177. 
Studio. Tickets are available at North- I 
em Horse Supply• Phone Judy at 635- WEEKLY  MEET INGS 
5539 for more info. 
MONDAYS ~ i  . . . . ~ . ~ _ . ~ ~ . . ~  ....... 
TERRACE DIABETES SUPPORT MOTHER'S TIME OFF Morns ~ + 
GROUP holds its next meeting in the are invited to drop in, meet other 
women's resource centre at 2 p.m. For morns, do a craft, or just enjoy a break +~+ ~:~ 
more info call Gun at 635-3094 or while your children play close by with ~ ~ ~  .. 
Kathy at 638-8323. experienced care givers. They are open ........ ~ / + ~  ......... + . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :~= . . . . . .  ?~:!: ~::: 
Mun., Wed., Thurs,, and Frl. from 10- :::: :: +:::+ ::++ i: :i i+~::+ +++ ii~ i:i: ::+i ::ii+ ~.~:~++ 
CANADIAN BOMEBUILDERS As- 11:30 a.m. at the Knox United Church. : ::::: : . . . . .  .... , ++ 
see,, holds a four hour stucco applica- For more info call 635-4147 during 
don seminar at the Inn of the West. To progrsm hours. .... ~+i i+ i !~~ 
register call Ken Ramus at 638-0781. ~ : : ~  .............. ...................... ~:::::+: ::::: .............. ,'~+-~~:~ 
SKEENA SQUARE DANCERS meet 
B.C. SENIOR GAMES Zone 10 hold every Monday at the Carpenter's Hall 
their AGM with a potluck dinner to at 7 p.m. Beginners are invited to learn 
follow at the 50 Plus Centre in IGttmat. a traditional dance with anew flavour. 
Meeting startsat 2 p.m: Singles or couples welcome. For more 
info call Carol at 635,2122 or June at 
Sunday, November 19 635-1570. 
THE NISGA'A TRIBAL COUNCIL 
holds its monthly meeting at 1 p.m. at SKEENA VALLEY FALL FAIR As- 
the St. Matthewa Centre - -  upstaks. A sociation meets the second Monday of 
mini bake sale will follow the meeting, every month st 8 p.m. at Thornhill Jr. 
All members encouraged toattend. Secondary inthe library. 
Monday, November 20 KERMODE BEARS DANCE 
THE SALVATION ARMY will be GROUP meets every Monday and 
accepted applications for its Christmas Thursday night from 7-8 p.m. at the 
hampers from Nov. 20-24 at the Food Kermode Friendship Centre. Anyone 
Bank of the Churches on Walsh. interested in dancing please come out. 
They'll be open 1-3 p.m. each day and Elders are needed for drumming. For 
from 7-9 p.m. on the Monday and more info please call Bonita at 635- 
Ttmahy. 767O. 
Tis the season 
to be harried 
By Mary Ann K. Aaderson 
AS A delighted newcomer to both Terrace and the 
North West Singers, I wish to say a few words about 
Advent, Christmas, and the choir's upcoming con- 
cert. 
With the frosty daytime air, and recent blowing 
snow, it really feels like winter is just around the 
corner. And with winter comes Christmas. 
A few people I have chatted with lately have asked 
me not to mention 'it,' 'it' being Christmas or more 
than likely, the dreaded preparations which precede 
the holiday. I suppose for some the upcoming time of 
year is not only a season to be merry, but also a sea- 
son to be harriedl 
When does the season really begin? These days in 
my busy life it is often the decorations in the stores 
and the accompanying dingle-dingle music which 
they pipe over their loudspeakers which first gets me 
thinking about Christmas. And it seems that this hap- 
pens sooner every yearl 
This was certainly not always the case for me. Ad- 
vent marks the imminent coming of Christmas. It 
used to be a period of reflection and penitence, much = 
like Lent is in preparation for Easter. 
In my youth we used to light one candle on a 
wreath made of fir and pine on each of the four Sun- 
days approaching Christmas Eve. I remember snug- 
gling close to my mother each evening to sing old 
Dutch Christmas Carols, and being mesmerized by 
the flickering candlelight on the mantel piece. 
In countries where Advent is not formally 
celebrated, the coming of Christmas music can be 
said to have a similar effect as the Advent process of 
preparation. It can bring the reverence, the peace or 
excitement of the coming of a special celebration, the 
re-telling of the Christmas tory from so many dif- 
ferent perspectives. 
This year, the Noah West Singers, under the im- 
pressive direction of Marilyn Bmdie, have been 
working hard to put together an Advent concert in 
Terrace for your enjoyment. The main work to be 
featured is the Magnificat in G by Johann Pachelbel, 
who lived from 1653 to 1706. 
This particular work was only discovered in the 
1980"s in the archives of an East German state li- 
brary. Imagine finding a piece of music which has 
lain dormant, dusty and unsung for 250 yearsl It 
makes it all the more exciting to perform. 
There will be many other pieces celebrating Christ- 
mas music as the lullaby, for those who need a little 
soothingl With the help of a few additional generous 
musicians, namely Becky Bloski, Anne Silsbe, and 
Edwin Kwong on voice, Rachel Reay and Robin Hol- 
leR on flute, Mike We~ on French horn, and Ellen 
Boston on harpsichord, the program is an impressive 
display of community talent. The Master of 
Ceremonies will.be Dennis Tupman. ~ z~ ,~:~.,,:.:,,.~..:v: 
~Come and counter the forces which makes thns a 
Harried Season, and let themusicsing! 
The con6ert is scheduled for November 25, 1995 at 
the Evangelical Free Church, 3302 Sparks Ave, at 
8:00 pro. Cost is $10 for adults, $8 for seniors and 
students. TickeL~ are available at Erwin Jewellers, 
Skeena Mall. 
Mincemeat arts and shortbread cookies will be 
served uring intermission. See you therel 
Helping people learn to learn. 
LOOK ~LUJL~ LEARN 
Best Western 
Ali inOni  Offer 
i : i 
Fresh B.C. Sahnon dr 
N~w York Steak Dinker 
with D~ssert, aFull Breakfast 
"%. . ,  . ,.... 
and a W~d~rful Room 
for just 
............. 
' dO 
Per Person:: : .;:,~ ! ' - ' ; :  
Based on double occupak¢~ , . : 
,: . .  .~" 
Toll Free Direct ......... / 
The Best Western Sands 
"%... 
" -%.  ,. . . . . . . . . . .  . . ,  , , ,  
1-800-661-7887 
The Best Western Sands is located one half block from the 
beach and three blocks from world famous Stanley Park. 
There are 119 air-condiSoned rooms and suites. Free parking 
is provided for registered guests and a convenient Ai~orter 
stop• isacross the street. Pay per view movies and Super 
Nintendo in all rooms. ~4 weight room and sauna re 
available for relaxation, plus two lively bars and a great 
restaurant. With downtown shopping and GM Place close 
by, it's a perfect place for business orpleasure. 
1755 Davie Street 
• Vancouver, B.C. V6G lW5 
Effecllve 
October 10th, 1995 to March 18th, 1996 
, Close out dates may be in effect. 
This I?romotzon may not be used in conjunction with other 
alscounts ana may be terminated wlth0U! notice. 
e Price does not include tax or Fatuities, 
I 
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THE NORTH WEST SINGERS are performing at an Advent concert on November 
25 at the Evangelical Free Church, at 8:00 pro. Cost is $10 for adults, $8 for 
seniors and students. Tickets are available at Erwin Jewellers, at the Skeena Mall. 
"'4:~: ~',!' 5" ':~ " '  ' , ,'..'; 
~or  ~ lmOpp!nN~/~,~i  
It's hard enougfi,:tb f 'nd~:~' '~ i~ i :~~]  
~',.: ~:~ ~:~i:~'~ 'i~!i~ :~,~, V Gift... don t get, caught~:wa i tP~~~;  
. . " :~ ~- ' ~ " ~ : ; ~ ~ ' ~ ~ i : ~ , .  • , .: . . . . .  -:.~:  . . . . . . . . . . .  ~. '~ .  k~.!. .'.,
payaay wnen :ltcomeson s a l ~ ~ ~  
Ask about a Chr~st rna~Shop~~: . . .  ~ . :  
loan at: :~ ~.,~,.~,!~i\:!.!~! .:~, " :  ~ ~ ! i  
Terrace & DzSttict]~Ct.e~hL Un l~:~i~:  !i'.'i:.~i.;i!!:.'./ 
-~ v~;.,:~,~k ............... , ~ ~]~ 
Value and qualityT  ,]].¢ 
g at selection. /.,,,,,,,o 
2 ~J,')~ "/:. "] -" 
CHICKEH/AA 
WINGS E] J l i~1~ 
.~on,~o;',,o, Caion. ' I I X A  
*ucerneirk°;Lx E 
~,. ~':' ~:~.,, 
CATELLIpAsTA ! ~[ 
Asso~led va,ieties. 
" 900g 
~L .... ~ ......... ~ , :~:LX~,n~.  
I 
~ i ~ ~  ~.~.- i~  
• I I T I d ,1 :~!, [] W.T, LI :l 
SHOULDER~ m' A c o,, 3oy  
8a3kg/tb 
. . . . .  ~ " :7,',,~"-' :~ i," ~'. 
°""°'.99 
JUICE 
Frozen concentrate. 
McCaia. 
355 mL 
BEEF STANDING ~AA 
RIB STEAKS mrJU U 
LIMIT OF I .  
~ © ~  | J i lP"  crops - "' 
i;~, crops IE|m r .F -~ .,.,,. -~ ,'. I 
~'" " E~, '~  i: 
,,G:%~/v, ~;~ ~ .. 
,uc.,.. 14 9 YOGOURT Assorled varieties. 
750 g 
NATURE'S BLEND mm AA[  
Brad "i_ lll 
IlVml 
• 570  9 m.  [ 
TORTILLA ~ A  A I [CRAGM01~ 
CHIPS f]O]i~Ul/SOFT DRI| 
White Triangle or ~ r U  d~ I I~ 'o"od  varieties. Plus 
Yellow Round. ~ "  "~"  ~ I | deposit & enviro, lax or 
Town House. ~ I |Jewwhereapplicable. 
Doys  
- ~. ~ .T~'~.~ 
"" .991 °'s'" ""°°"'1499 r PAPAYAS I PIE [DIAPERS Product oF HawaiL / Jumbo. I From our Bakery. i" Assorted varieties Each J 8 Inch I UMUT OF ~ 
J 44 -72 's  
BONUS F - - -  
TRAVi  G Watch in.store for specially taggq 
incbd~ GS.T. Se~ne i~s may be su~e~ IoG U. ~r M~ hle~0tic 
LL MAJOR FC 
• Prov  
I 
CALL FOR 
Customer  Serv ice . . .635-7206 Manager  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  635-7280 
De l i . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . .635-1374 Bakery . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  635-1372 
Floral.................0...635,1371 Pharmacy . . . .  . . . . .  , . . . .635-1375 
Fax...,...,.......,.......635'4569 
HOURS 
Men.  • Fri .......................... 9"- 9.: 
Saturday.. . ,  ...... , ....... , ........ 9 ,6  
Sunday., . . . . . . . . . .  , , . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9 :.:6 ; 
i . . . .  j . . . . . .  i . i . . . .  "1 
T 
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PAINTINGS by members of the lat~mat Art Club are on display now at the Terrace Art Gallery, until 
the end Of the month. Many local landscapes are featured in addition to inldguing modern ~;rt, rio- 
rals and wildlife: 
Staying in touch with seniors 
As the Seniors' Counselor for Ter- 
race and District, I recently at- 
tended a training and information 
session for counselors in Kelowna, 
arranged by the minister of social 
services. 
Many current opics concerning 
seniors were discussed to keep 
either a busy signal or a wait for 
20 minutes to 1/2 hour before you 
hear, "Income Security Programs- 
How can I help you?" 
In the neat future callers enquir- 
ing about income programs will be 
greeted by an interactive voice 
response telephone system (IVR). 
counselors in touch 'with the This IVR system uses pre- 
changingtimes such as: new direc- recorded messages to provide I x JLJL~,,JLJL Ct~I l I~  t l .U  U l lk , ,  VV O..IILL3 ;i 
quick access to basic information . t0  be  stranded in December ' ~i 'i71:~ on income security progra s, 24 [ , I I 
hours a day, seven days a week for I ' . i 
s E N IoR'  5 NEW S 1 callers using a touch-tone tele- . . . . . .  I Mh~or'l~ne.up ' , Impect Wimlshield Wipezs I '  
AILEEN FRANK phone. You will have to listen I "CheckBattery&ChatgingSystem *ImpectBrakes " . ,.::,~,"I 
carefully to the message and push I .Change Oil/Filter .Ins)cot Exhaust System " "Y ' 
Check Fluid Levels * Check Drive Belts . . . .  ~ ,~ , , ; .~ i /  
the  but ton  fo r  the  i n fo rmat ion  you  I °Inspect all Hose, °Lube All Door Hinges'& Lo'eks ' ' r ]~  
. want .  " ' " 1 s Pressure Test Cooling Sysiem . Inspect ~d Rotate 'l~res :., ,r.--.fi, problem would be welcome to We "were told this new system : .Cheek Lights °Road'lbst - ",, ,'-' i :  ~'~'~" " ! l  
phone in for advice, will decrease the time to process i " '  ~<"': • 
Usually when counselors have a an Old Age Security pension from - TOYOTA TOYOTA : '!' ~;'~...:I 
problem from a client regarding 15 days to half a day and an ap- To ta ' : :  -: 
pensions we can seekhelp from a plication for Canada Pension Plan I Terrace Motors  ; 
government agent using an 800 benefits from 13 days to one day. I , ,  , yO, ,  " " ' : i  
number on the telephone. Anyone They say this new system will be I Canada s Oldest Toyota Dealership " " " ~1: "~ " I 
using this S00 number knows how easier for Seniors to use - -  we ; 4912Hwy. 16W.  1-800-313-6558 635.65518 a 
frustrating it is to make contact, wonder ifthatwill be true!? a= sm am sm - -  --- i am - .  am I - -  i i ma - -  m, - -  ~ am- -  m d 
"~ , r  " 
'1'//!] 'I'IIX 
:l~*I~ TERRACE FURNITURE MART i~:~::~_~ 
WILL  PAY  THE TAX FOR YOU.  For Your Pool And Snooker Enjoyment 
tions in health care, effects of 
aging on health, 'elder abuse, 
seniors, housing, communications 
skills andmore. 
There were also sessions regard- 
ing the rmancial programs for 
seniors and some recent changes. 
For example we were briefed on 
the income tax return forms for 
19~5.' 
Reveuue Canada has devised an 
easier way tO assist seniors-in fill- 
ing out their forms, particularly if
a senior over 70 years of age has 
experienced very little alterations 
in his income. Revenue Canada 
advised that anyone with a tax 
: . .  : ' . . -  . . . ' .  . . - :  ....... ' . . . .  ,L .: I 
:: : HOURS: : :~  ,:i~: ~! 
• ~: . . " : : ' : '  :.., .':. i : - '~? : ' : - . " : ,  '.:" .' .~  
• Non-smoking I 
• Memberships Available 
• Dress Code in Effect 
• Twenty-one Tables For Play 
• Clean, Comfortable And Friendly 
Atmosphere 
• Have lunch with us, pool is ½ price 
638-1"162 4664 Lake lse  Ave.,  Ter race  
NEXT TO THE BANK OF MONTREAL. 
Are you coming to 
Prince George this weeke[d? 
I I  IL Q?~ 
 rom ' 
%O) ~ U UU Special 
I ~Weekend Rate 
~ (per night) 
Approximate retail value s40.O0~* 
Collect AIR MILES 
when you stay with 
HOLIDAY INNS World Wide! 
OFFICIAL 
AIR MILES T" 
SPONSOR 
': ~ ] , : . , , ' :~3q!  
N 
444 George St., Prince George, B.C. 
1-800-HOLIDAY 
*Sub ject  to ava i lab i l i ty  **Based  on  2 ch i ld ren  eat ing f rom our  K ids Menu fo r  a weekend s tay .  
ALL i:l&(, ! lION l( 
ARE ON SALL! 
MAT~ES;ES Lj~I°/0 29" COLOUR T.' 
MATTRESSES VVOFF :S tereo  ~ S~~ 
~ • Remote Conlro,  ~ '~° 7 , .  
3 PIECE:. SOFA SET 177 
~ ~ J ~ l . O [  26 COLOU, T. 
I ~  ':'Z' q " i ' s rq  t • Loodedwith i~  =-  - -  ' 
. . . .  I Features. ~!~ ~ ~I I  
ECE BEDROOM SUITE   
,, mFq,  4 
rv~~. 
J i  ' Remote Control 
, Lood.d ~:~..~ F  H I I J I I , ,  
, Box [i~,~ I ~ 
~As~qg~o ~ 1 q 41 
ITURE MART 
RRACE, BC 
; . . . .  / i ,  : ' : . i ;  ' ~ . . . . .  ":. i '" 
55S!  ~. (=~i::: i: ~"°'°°'~ 
• , .... i, • • , '  i " . ' r ' "  , " i ~ '  
I 
. . . . .  i L 
RREFIGNTERS will be at a number of downtown locations this Friday and Satur- 
day, collected donations for the Muscular Dystrophy Association. Last year they 
raised Just over $7,000 here. 
Giving MS the boot 
FIREFIGHTERS will be as- that B.C. firefighters have projects sponsored by the 
king Terrace residents to 
help them give Muscular 
Dystrophy the boot this Fri- 
day and .Saturday. 
Staff from the Terrace, 
Thomhill and Airport fire 
departments will be collect- 
tag money in their bright 
yellow boots at a variety of 
downtown locations, includ- 
in8 the liquor store and 
shopping ma!s. 
~:,Lut  ~:~:,, year s campaign,: 
raised ' $7,164 and 
flrcflghtcrs hope to surpass 
that amount this year. 
"The people of the Ter- 
race area really get behind 
us every year during our 
boot drive, snd I know 
they'll be very generous 
again this year," said 
deputy chief Rick Owens. 
Last year B.C. firefightera 
raised a record $513,804 out 
of a Canadian total of $2.2 
million. Over the 39 years 
I 
Thank: 
You 
supported the work of the Muscular Dystrophy Asso- 
muscular dystrophy associa- clarion of Canada. 
lion, they have raised $5 Muscular dystrophy is a 
million out of a Canadian neuromuscular disorder 
total of over $25 million, characterized by wasting 
All money raised from the and progressive weakness of 
boot drive will got to fund the muscles that control 
research and equipment body movement. 
I Stay and shop for I 
[  62*thisXmas. I 
oCNSlTaS I::ed + = 
i!l! N i 
. . . . . .  , .  I . Friendly ha-he- , t I 
I 'SWnSave " ~ I  
I~or Inns mnvienlty Ic~ecl in four of BUs 
| most pq~Ir desQ~lcns, 
Victoria I [ ' ~ ~  fr~x2ds~d rlx~ Kamloops 
I Ct'~I~S, I~  ~ ,  ~ ~OCa] C~ & ff~, Kelowna 
• Co4xm ust be i:~:~mted Ul:~n dx~.h. Vancouver Airport [
1-S00-683-0298 
to Mamh 31,1996. At the Vancouver Airport only rato is 
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Royal ' "  ~'~ adian ':; ................. " "  ........ ~ ~' "~*~"~ ~ . . . . .  ~ '~-~'~ "-~'~': Can ]i?(;, 
:~~i ' i  ~ 1  ~ Legion Branch13 
I'RO tEMS 
I n fo rmat ion  su i tab le  for  
[:.i[ • General Contractors ' : 
• Masons & Bricklayers : : : :  ::;~ 
• Home Owners  ~ :i~ 
SAT., NOVEMBER 18 
1,5pm 
........ Coast  Inn o f  the  West. 
Call  Ken  Ramus  to Regis ter :  
_'.-. _ .... . . .  638 0781 
I/I 
iii;:i NEW('~HOME CanadlanHomeeullders ii 
 qay 3c :tte For Nails That Look 
I ike Thi:'.... When You Can Have 
N tiJs Fhat Look Like That. 
Natural, Flexible, Fiberglass Nails. 
Now Available at: 
i 46~2 L~ei le Avel :~ Open WeekdayS! 
Terrace 635,4997 
Dear Sh-: 
We have all from time to 
time grumbled about the 
service from Canada Post, 
as I lave done, especially 
when once a Priority Post 
letter took a ten days jour- 
ney from Prince George to 
Terrace. However, I must 
give c,edit, where credit is 
due. 
At 10:30 this morning I
received a letter firom En- 
gland which was Post 
marked Oct. 30th. That tt ar- 
rived here in just over three 
days is quite a feat in itself, 
hut there is more. The street 
name was not entirely cor- 
rect, there was No house 
number and No postal code 
on the envelope. 
So bouquets to our local 
Canada Post people instead 
of the usual complaints, for 
taking the time and trouble 
to make sure the letter 
reached the correct destina- 
don. 
Dorothy Alway 
Join FREEDOM CANADA 
Dedicated to re,ewal of Canada. 
Be ready for the next Federal elec- 
tion stand for: 
.Unity 
.Sovereignty 
• Uni,)etsel Health Care 
• Joba for Canadians In Canada 
Work for:. 
.Pollllcalreapectablllty 
• Right & left poli l l~l forces 
Joinln$ hands 
: .  1-800-566.4533 
F~ 1.403-459-6314 
e-mall Sp0Wem~compusm art.ca.ab 
ll~,l ov . . , lu~ Iu  ii~.,l[J l~ ,~ l J  I l lV i~  U ld l l  / t / ,UUU L :U l I¢ I IUy  L lh l l lg  IIILI,"/IIIUL)ITI,',] I.O t reat  a lger  [ rees  Pot  more  l l i tormat lon about our environmental 
kilometres of power lines across the province in the Prince Rupert area. This is part of an on- initiatives, or to provide us with your commeni!, 
free from troublesome vegetation. However, going provincial study to evaluate the effectiveness please call 1-800-663-0431 throughout B,C We:lit ~;': i ;llqJUL J . ) i~*  YV~i; ~ ' : ' " 
through innovative and environmentally friendly of this biological control method. And, when welcome your call, , ' """ " ~ : " '4" ~'~ : r  ' : ' 
vegetation control techniques, we've reduced the we do use chemical herbicides, we choose ..... : Whether we'rec0nserving electricity or producing . ~ 
use of chemicals by 90% over the past 10 years," biodegradat . . . . .  - 
In partnership with environmental research to the envir( £; 
groups, we're investigating chemicai4ree" ways ) We rethe 
to control recurring vegetation througlfthe;/;;;.(L,. :i ~ei :t, t i ~i ~"d 
= $ p . " ,p , " . " 1 < q " " . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ' ,+r.2.  q" .~='  "~ ; "~"  ~. ,  ": ] r 11 ] I. 
Ii~Ii I:~iti,i ,V: ; ,  
Contact ItS via e .mad at: envlronntent@bd~pd~;bc;ea ~6~;~- , ,=<, ~,~ v , .s~ 
r' ' - ' :" " /"  = i "  1." i" .'~ (I:-i~ ~;i)~' "::) I';;11 '=I¢<~" %I~IW~ =:<-;~.lilli!il~i~! 
"1 ? ~11~ : / ) " ' i : '  :cI(I~;>IDII:'I@::".:L"~;~i'I ~::!i),C:; !~'i~,~i;_~ !~f~.l ii~-i~!!, 
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.;":,..St, Matthew's Anglican Church 
IT. ]Mx,S alr'eady~ started. Christmas muzak 
incessaeiiy~: Mating ~in the not-so- 
background of re ta f f  6udeB'. Reminding, 
enticing, evoking. For some, annoying. 
} I i a l l  s~/~eaks"of thegreatest retail push of  
the year .  A mid:winter  festival o f  fami ly 
gatheriag, ~ Celebration, endings and begin- 
~.  ~).i. ,i:: 
For some it is even a religious festival, 
ChiisSn0s, the Nativity of the Lord Jesus. 
Yet a l lbf  the giftbuying, pageant making, 
partying,'hpme pteparatious-all of these ac- 
tivities have taken;on sucb a life of their 
own the i~uson for the celebration seems 
but an afterthought. 
Even for those of non-Christian religious 
persussion, the c0mmerciaF dimension 
would acem to swallow the faith inspired 
centre of the occasion. Yet it is fitting that 
the month proceeding Christmas Day is one 
of preparation. 
For many centuries the church has 
celebiited t]z~ .qeas0n before Christmas as a 
time of preparation, of waiting(A time of 
waiting, for. the coming of the Saviour o f  all 
~reation. 
Advent speaks of both coming and wait- 
ing. We remember that God has become 
one of us in the person of Jesus of 
Nazareth. We focus on this first advent and 
what it has meant and continues to mean. I t  
is also a t ime of focus upon the coming 
again, the advent of out Lord, into out per- 
sonal lives and also his advent at the end of 
time. - - " ..... . . . . .  
. The season points to the 'already' and the 
~ot  yet' in which we live our lives of faith. 
In short, advent highlights the fact that we 
are always waiting for that which 5as come 
Free 
L & G Renovations 
~ff* 
Take time.to listen ' 
for the Voice of God 
TSe Rev. Dean Houghton I (across from Totem Furniture) 
View Point 
and is to come.. 
Waiting is something most of us stxuggle 
with. In a technological age we demand 
solutions, products, answers and knowledge 
and expect hem to be instant. When we are 
forced to wait we cover up the waiting by 
'doing something'. 
Of course if there is to be a celebration 
we must make certain preparations. But one 
of the most ,~'rittcal preparations is too often 
set aside. Waiting is something to be expe- 
rienced, to be savoured, to be listened to. 
One. may be waiting for Christmas, a 
birthday, ajob;s marriage, healing, growth, 
Leven death. In my rounds in the hospital 
one of the biggest issues I encounter facing 
patients is waiting-waiting to know a diag- 
nosis, waiting for healing, waiting to get 
out or home. 
In all o f  these situations we need to ac- 
knowledge the waiting itself. These are 
times for prayer that involve holy listening, 
being still, looking for God, in tSe situation. 
It is when we taketime to listen for the 
movement of God, who speaks often in and 
through and with silence, that we come to 
know the fullness of joy when the waiting 
is over. 
Take time this coming Advent to wait, to 
listen for  the wee small voice of God 
speaking in the silence beneath all the noise 
• and activity around us. Then when the day 
of celebrating God's Incarnation, the birth 
of Jesus; comes, you may truly celebrate. 
REWARDING VOLUNTEER 
OPPORTUNITIES 
"VOLUNTEERS NEEDED IN 
EVERYAREA of Terrace to do 
emergency snow shovelling for 
Seniors and person with 
disabilities. 
Phone the Volunteer Bureau to 
register the volunteers for this 
service, 
CALL FREDA $CHMIDT 
Referral Coordinator 
TERRACE VOLUNTEER BUREAU 
I . l 
_= ' ~z 
BREAST 
HEALTH 
• A,monthly breast elf- 
. examination - 
* A yearly doctor's examination 
• A yearly mammogram for,
women aged 40 or over 
[] Increase your tax KNOWLEDGE/ 
[] CONVENIENTtimes & locations/ 
Starting soon/ adR BLOCK* 
For more information call:@ 
I 
635-5669 
• _ i - 
Northern Information Systems 
Computer  account ing  sys tem specia l ists  
~ ~  -Abacus  II Qual i f ied Installer: 
sales, training and  support 
ACCPAC Plus setup & support  
- Sof t rak  add-ons  for ACCPAC 
=~""~'" "  Networks  and communicat ions 
R.  Alan  Sande,  CMA (604)  635-1755 
SPECIALTY ROASTED COFFEE & DESERT BAR 
liYr, Warranty on Labour & Workmanship 
Bring a taste of us home vdda you. 
When you purchase the coffee of the 
M~ RIVIERA/SONG OF NORWAY 
~bm. Our~ofNO.~'s Mv.xlc~ 
is g/ac/at but he s~hls PJviE~ 
and ~unds g Cnbo San Lu~ rn~m 
M~t/& and P~erto Vallam ~ ,n, ,, ,r.~ , 
~11 hlflame jour ~en~, whl~ '~ ~[~ /111 I 
o~rfriend~,crew~dles~olv. | ]F-~'~']~ 
i~ memorl~ of a land filled ~rul~e o~v 
ltl/h lia/ll?t~, ny 
Callus for more details. Bemuse now 3~u can go anj~ere on Royal Caribbean, ~ny~ere. but wren. 
1-800-3-UNIGLOBE 
Book Your Cruise By November 30, 1995 to 
RECEII/E A 2 CATEGORY CABIN UPGRADE** 
and a Free Photo Album/ 
~ ~ml Ua~ad=  01~tX)~ Tra~d (In=rr~0mll I~ twJ,~z2qn,y ow~r~ m=r~ bm~ mmal ~e. 
j " . -  : 
: 
LIGHT TRUCK RADIAL 
PI95f/5R14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  89,58 7.50R16TBLS9W 8P....12L83 
27X8,50R14 OWL 6P....t94.84 LT215/85R16 9W 8P...128,50 
30X9,50R15 OWL 6P.A34.41 LT225f15RI6OWL 8P..132.09 
31X10,50R15 OWL 6P.,,,H5,97 LT23~5R16 OWL 10P,.,,13L03 
32XI1,50R15 OWL 6P..157,63 LT245/75R16 OWL 10P..,161,94 
33X12,50R15 OWL 6P..176,36 LT255/85R16 OWL 8P,.,135,56 
P205/75R15SLOWL .......... 93,19 LT265/75R16OWL 6P..J40,03 
P215/75R15SLOWL .......... 98,95 8,75R16,5 BW 8P..132.20 
P225/75R15SLOYd.....102,42 9,50R16,5 6W 8P...14125 
P235f15R15 SL 0V~..,,..,103,52 31XlO,5OR16,5 OWL 8P,.155,91 
P235flSR15 XL OWL,,,,...gL17 33X12,5OR16.5 OWL BP .,180,88 
LT235/75R16 0WL 6P..,,112,70 Manufectured by 
Brld|mdone/Flre~done 
LIGHT TRUCK RADIAL 
P195flgR14 SL ROWL,..IOSJ 2 31X1OSORB 4P ROWL.J82.62 
P205q~Rt4 SL ROWL,..111.29 31X11,5OR15 6P R0WLJ91,32 
PI95//SRI5 L ROWL...117,16 33X12,SOR156P ROWL216.96 
P205/75R15 SL ROWL,,.120,91 LT215/85R168PRBL...146.67 
P215flSRt5 SL ROWL.124 32 LT22~5R166P ROWLJ46.67 
LT215/75R15 6P ROWL.134,65 LT235~SRt96P RBL,...,.154.01 
P225/75R15 SL ROWL,.128 03 LT269f/SR16 6PROWL.176 07 
P235flgR15 SL ROWL,,.131,88 RBL.Ralsed Blad( Leners i ~  
LT235/BR15 6P ROWL .145.65 ROWURalsed Outhne White 
30X9 5oRr5 4P BOWL..,.166,03 Letlers 
Ask about Brldgestone's 
$10 INSTANT REBATE 
LIGHT TRUCK RADIAL 
ATX 11" STEELTEX Aft" 
~ P205/75R15 ATX 0WL...114,01 7,OOR15 8P ............ 130.19 
P215/'/SR15 ATX 0WL ....123,98 LT235/76R15 OWL 6P,..126.41 
P225/75R15 ATX 0WL.,126.03 7,5OR15 T8LS 8P .......... 151.O3 
i P235r/SR15 ATX 0WL..128,35 LT215/85R16 8P ............ 136,90 
P235/75R15 XL ATX 6W.12835 LT225r/5R16 8P ............ 15420 
5 ATX OWL ..,145,69 LT235/85R16 8P ............ 149.78 
P265/75R LT235/85R16 lOP .......... 155.70 
LT245/75R16 P OWL..165.99 
LT245/75R16 lOP .......... 166.06 
8.00R16.5 8P ............ 151.17 
8.75R16.5 8P ............ 156.28 
9,50R16.5 8P ............ 16807 
8,75R16.5 10P ............ 162,59 
,___  9.50R16.5 lOP ............ 179,17 
INSTALLATION 
INCLUDED 
:Z 
@ 
LIKE US, FOR MORE THAN OUR TIRES... 
like our exceptional staff and you'll like our expert brake, 
shock, strut and wheel altgnment s._ervic~.~, 
Tom Foord, Presidenl 
EARN DOUBLE CLUB Z POINTS 
ln addition to your regular 200 Club Z Points 
with every $10 purchased we're happy to offer 
"Double Club Z Bonus Points" 
on Personal Use tire purchases 
until October 21, 1995. 
'our usual Club Z Bonus is 1.000 points per tire with an additional 
1.OO0 Club Z Bonus Points when four tires are purchased at one time. 
.'L~'' 
-! 
Cmlso~oHour 
n~ts on the exclUng Vik~g 3. & 4. 
~a~., . . . .  .. Nmr Bua 
Me:dcan ~Ja, Four.n~t alm ~ ~.rom 
inclu~ Catalina lsl~. ~ ~ l i l  d'li * 
• ~c~/~s ~,4,t l  
~e~rtonl~da~,four-n~ht , i  .z t.~ 
Mond~ Cruise On~ 
ANYWHERE 
ROYAL CARIBBEAN, 
RTrT WRONG. 
NBBEAN CRUISES 
cml~ toany orour i ~ i 
ofo~r sple~hl~ .~@loro C~ 
~arlln~ rtom Jamaica, Ma~e,  ~ , , . 
du.~, the V~n l~d~,,or s u ~n~ r~ *
KoyalCan~can'sow~e~ | L~ 
s~re lslaod~ wi~ their Cruise Only 
uns~olled ~u~ 
BAJA/VIKING SERENADE 
-. ~FRIDAY; NOV. 24 10-8 P.M. 
SATURDAY, NOV.;25 !0- ,5 P.M. 
Come Lord J=us, come. Carpentry ~NoJ,'l" Flooring day, you can receive !0% offyour 
. " :'" . . Framing' )b ~ Carpeting & Unoleum : purchase of the beans. 
Finishing ~to0  Big or~" Ceramic Tile 
Patio Decks -- - - J ~ Fencing ~ Marble &S la te  L'='J=lz~-'~:l'v--=[*]m~'t=ze]m=mwX,.-,,..l=m.-.z~=[.z~,]w_,~a~i £! ,  __~HIL! Ik ~d ~ ~'~8.05~'~: Prefinished Harw°d Flors4600 Bl°ck' Lakeise 638"7877 i! 
i ' ' 
' PROFESSIONAL QUALITY V through the steep anddeep i 
PORTRAITS I peace with these groovy ~ .  ~~ Package otter features ;si,::!i:: . ., . 
• ,~., , ,~ l i ght - t ruck  treads. : 
" - -  [ ]  $2 O0 Sitting Fee Per Person 
T i ' I . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ , '  . . . . . . . . . . .  ::'~.-~m - ~ ~ '  -,:,,,..: " " 
HE,, zBARGAINI.AKELSEAVE..,TERRAcESHOP PACKAGE OFFER'. WIDETRACK DUELER H/T RADIAL ATXllr i 1-8x10", 1-5x7", 
"""" T~URSfNOv. 23 'O'.30" 8 P.~t..16ApproximateWALLET,,e,o,,~e,,,SIZE (2X1') BAJA A/T 682 & STEELTEX A/r :.i 
Fighting to save the bears 
b YOUNG white bear 
~tretehes over a slippery 
~06k, paw outstretched as 
far as possible, reaching for 
i tasty salmon. 
:He's the star of a f'dm 
!bout Princess Royal Island 
~thlch Tess Broussean plans 
b show to school children 
~roundthe province 
st  week she made her 
last stop in Ten ace at Park- 
Side ; Elementary before 
lenving on her one year trip. 
The  film, cailed lslancl of 
the Ghost Bear, was shot by 
Sue and Ted Turner over a 
two-year period on Princess 
Royal Island, seven hours 
south of Kitimat. 
At Parkside last week a 
group of grade 3 and 4 sta- 
.dents cheered as they 
~vntched the young white 
~ar catch his first fish, and 
~;quirmed in happy disgust 
its the camera zoomed in on 
Ida chewing the pink flesh. 
Shots of salmon jumping 
]ipstream elicited ooohs of 
~eSpect and a fat black bear 
~vho Shook as he waddled 
but o f  the water was met 
~vith giggles. 
""The kids really seem to 
]mjoy the f'dm," says Brous- 
geaU. 
; Brousseau is organizing a 
lme-woman fight to turn 
~'rincess Royal Island into a 
]~rotected park' And she's 
~oping ~ that if enough 
i;chool-aged children around 
]he province see the film, it 
~vill make a difference. 
' "I'm asking the children 
In each dass I visit to write 
|etters'to the minister, as- 
Idng the government to save 
,, 
A STUFFED Kermode bear and a black bear will be accompanying Tess Brous. 
seau on her year-long trip around the province, convincing scfiool.aged children 
to fight for Princess Royal Island. Brousseau head off to Prince Rupert this week, 
and plans to b'avel to Vancouver next week. She's also hoping to publish a book 
about the Island by Christmas. 
Princess Royal Island," 
says Brousseau. 
Princess Royal Island is 
home to numerous black 
bears, the famous Kermode 
bears, wolves, deer, salmon 
and more• Kermodes are ac- 
tually black beam with a 
double recessive gone which 
causes the white coat. 
Broussenu •emphasizes that 
fact to children, making sure 
they realize it is important 
that black bears must also 
be protected. 
Brousseau is financing 
this campaign, out of her 
own pocket, claimingi "I'm 
doing it because I'm making 
a deposit o the account of 
the human spirit." - 
She's also writing a book 
which she hopes to'have out 
by C'hristmas called 
Sanctuary of the While 
Spirit Bears. It will be a 
hardcover coffee-table 
hook, approximately 2/3 
photography. She estiamtes 
it will cost her approximate- 
ly $24-27,000 to have it 
printed, although she hopes 
to recoup her costs by sell- 
ing the book to libraries and 
schools. 
It's just another way to get 
her message across to more 
people, and more children. 
"The children are the key. 
They,re the future. They're 
the ones who can help save 
the island." 
.. <:::::::~. 
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ing loan that allows you to borrow 
~ ~ - ~ a r r a n g e d  limit, slrnply by writing 
~ p  y ~nt" orest only on the amount you 
borrow for the number of days used, and at substantially 
lower rates than retail credit cards. Credit limits of $.500 _ 
come with chequing aceountpackages or our J 
equity loan gives you more for Ihase 
larger purchases. 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
NORTHWEST 
46S0 I~zelle Ave., Terrace, BC ph. 6,35-7282 
We belong to you." 
t ha e r~d |t un ion  ad~antatt :  we a:T a profit .~r ln l ,  m~mbtr ow~l  in~tltuti~..w~ b loN~ lo yo~ 
I 
SLNGERS 
.... :,v, ;i!. '. 
, )0 P.M. ;r'' = I ~; ~ "~'~' 
i EVANGE FREE CHURCH 
,; ~ 3302 SPARKS AVE TERRACE , "  ":" 
T I  " , !0  ' .... . CKETS:, .~. .o0 ERXXr~ S JEWELLERS SKEENA ~ ~ 
: : .: $8100 sTUDENTS &SENIORS • ; /4  '~:(.:7!/:-::.:.,: 
~ . .  j . 
This year's thme;::~:; 
. ,: n a n  ilnaii|nmnmmuma|l|faN-mi-|||||al-Hm~l-ninamli|~o ~ " 
ooOroOooO,O, o,oooo .,o,  W, O,  ,,, rnos, oo,. Santa Claus Parade  
i It's that time of year againI The Annual Santa Claus Parade, proudly i / i l  
sponsored by L&C Management and the Terrace Standard. ;i "!/(2 ~i :i:/i: ~) 
Sunday, December 3rd, 700 p ,m i 
r • Join in the holiday spirit and help us celebrate this festive ,= 
j ~ You can place ~ '~ ! TO enter your float, service group or organization, just fillout t / /m!  
! ~ your own personal ~ a fo rm aaddro,,off~,*lh.=*=u,.=.,;~"oil,,~,,=,,-a-o'Ta-.,,-=c~,-a-~ - ,  . . . .  ""~.• .... ".~ . . . . .  : i /  
| ~ message for free by calling: | ; , r "~ . . . .  ...~,,~,,,~,y~,.~v,,.,.,~.,,m.~o~,tuu~ :. :;-; ~:..-i~.i/' . Z;= 
iL 1-800-995-6909ext. 2111 i E v e . ' . ' o n e  is " . . " " "  : : , "  
, , ,  . .  . . .  
~ ~ ' ' 1 ' :  ,", • NAME:: ' :" : :, ..... - ' " ' " ' ' ., " '. : 
/ I /  
,~ ,  r~,, ' "  I PHONE" RES '  ~ .~. ' i "  BUs" ~":; 
/ ~ '~2~" '~ "~ I I ~l\ I "?1/[- - -  / ii MAILING ADDRI=8S' ;i , .  :. : ( |  
l .~  ~ I 11,"91 I ~HI ~ l ; ' " ..... . - . . - . .  ' . , - .  " " 
: " : -  - • ' ' ' ' " . "  , . . . . . .  '..i . . . . . .  ~ ' ;  . . . .  ' , , ~ ,  , . . . .  ~; . . . . .  " ) . , '  ,mi 
I . ' : " : ;> ;  I "  GHTOF FLOAT: . ........ .:?:";";.,:.-";'~ :, ;7 m 
I : , ."-i-:.. i;;;.:".- •- ' . : : - -  ;:? I !/ i!:.-: ", '  NUMBER OF  PERSONS:"  ' " : ' :  : : / / / :  , ._m 
I A new dating column- called Voice Personals begins this week 1 I ; "  ,; ';: ' . . . .  ~. " " . . . . . .  -" 
I Skeena Marketplace Weekender. It's a safe, convenient way to rnee I "" WILL EM" 
I singles in your area. Just call 1-800-995-6909 extension 21 to place your I I ~'~'i~.,~.'~ 
I free print ad and our system will prompt you on how to record your free per- I " -~'='~' '  r 
I serial greeting and retrieve responses. I I PLEASE 
i CALL  NOW / 
; [ ]  ASE 
Ill i 
. EXT. x, , 
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Holland visitors return home 
RECENTLY I had to say 
goodbye to some summer 
visitors from Hol land 
who have made many 
good friend s in the area. 
Cor and Roe ly  Van- 
Groeninger came here 
from Nieuw-Vennep, 
Holland for a six month 
holiday in Canada. They 
were here visiting Roe- 
ly's sister - -  Rita Hoek- 
sara of Brauns Island. 
This was their third visit 
to Canada. . . . .  
Cor has been retired for 
the vast six years. He was 
formerly a travelling 
salesman, selling building 
supplies. Back in Holland 
Cor was also very .in- 
volved in helping to build 
three seniors' housing 
complexes. 
I1: I =1 ; i :4B~l  | :  I=1 :|=BE 
YVONNE MOEN 
The first time Cor and 
his wife travelled to Cant day, Wednesday and Friday 
ada wasa  gift from their mornings. 
children for a 40th Wed' 
Cor and Roely Van-Groeninger 
ding anniversary. During 
this and subsequent trips 
they travelled extensively 
around the province. 
They have seen Alaska, 
Hyder, Stewart, the lava 
beds, and gone for a hike 
on Trapper Mountain. 
This summer C or and 
Roely joined a group 
which travelled to 
Kemano by boaL 
However, they left for 
home on October • 13, 
leaving behind many new 
friends. We hope they 
will be back again soon 
for a visit. ,' 
through the winter by walk- 
ing in a dry, warm environ- 
ment. No more slipping on 
icy sidewalks, and clamber- 
ing through snow drifts. 
• It's a great idea for 
seniors, morns and babies or 
anyone else who wants to 
exercise. 
Walkers meet at the Kmart 
entrance at 8 am on Mon- 
For more information, call 
Oerti Gnmdmann at 635- 
4441 or Betty Campbell at 
635-5221. Come and join 
the group for a one hour 
walk, then have flee coffee 
at A&W. 
Next Friday morning why 
don't you take a,step in the 
fight direction and come by 
the Skcena Mall for some 
exercise. 
The Hearts in Motion 
Walking Club, sponsored by 
the Heart and Stroke Foun- 
dation, meets every Mon- 
day, Wednesday and Friday 
momins~ for some light ex- 
ercise at'8 a.m. ! 
By siniply puttiug one foot 
ih front of the other, yon can :: 
dramatically improve your 
health. A lack of physical 
activity has been identified 
as a major risk factor for 
heart diseaseand Strokes, 
Now you can keep fit 
Around 
Town 
Massacre 
remembered 
THE TERRACE Women's 
Resource Centre is distribut- 
ing white ribbons for people 
to show their support for 
ending violence against 
women. They're asking 
people to wear the n"obons 
the week of December 4-8. 
This week is significant, be'- 
cause it was during that time 
in 1989 that one man mur- 
dered 14 women in 
Montresi. 
The women's centre hopes 
the ribbons will remind men 
and women throughout he 
northwest that violence 
against women is all too 
commolL  
Over the last few years, 
Canadians have worn white 
ribbons to symbolize their 
support towards ending 
violence against women. 
The women's centre is of- 
fering the ribbons free of 
charge. You can call them at 
638-0228 to arrange Eobons 
for co-workers and family. 
Sign up 
for hampers 
THOSE IN need of little 
help over the holiday season 
can sign up for Christmas 
hampers at the Food Bank 
of the Churches next week. 
Registration will take 
place Nov. 20-24 between 
1-3 p.m. at the Waish St. 
food bank, and from 7-9 
p.m. on the Monday and 
Tuesday nights. 
Last year the Salvation 
Army distributed approxi- 
mately 4.50 hampers to 
neMy families. : 
FIREFIGHTER'S ANNUAL 
'~ ~,, ~;  ' 
. , •  Support he 
• . l~  Terrace, 
. "~ Thornhill 
" and  A i rpor t .  
F i ref ighters  i. 
in  their f ight  aga ins t  
MusCu lar  Dyst rophy . .  
When you  see  ' i , 
the boot  ~iva 
i 
Over Invoi¢ ,e 
Aeon 
We're Clearing Out Our '95's • Pd .es 
, " : • /:, ~:~.~,: 2(/ 
You Won't Believe'. 
• i 
• ~" .,I 0 /0  , 
• ag  - -  • *~, !  . 
.d 
,~ ,oo:, D D ~ . : > 
Come down and make your deal a' because . . . . . . .  
at these prices. . they won't i'a,¢.t bog! 
DEALER #5958 *ALl, PRICES NET OF REBATES. 
i : )  
, £ i 
: INS IDE: :  
g OhT'c' 
; 2 ' ' ' 
> :, 
! 
i 
;: ROB BROWN 
Be thankful 
W 
ITH THE combined forces of the Ca- 
nadian, Ameflcan and aboriginal 
market fisheries, the aboriginal 
sustenance fishery, and habitat 
destruction i veighing against hem, Skeena sport 
fish have a tough life. 
Yet the lot of our salmonids i not nearly as grim 
as that of their brethren on what once was the 
greatest almon river in the world. 
In the 1800's when the aboriginal peoples living 
along the Columbia River were its only fishers, 
anywhere form ten to twenty-five million fish 
returned to the river half of those Columbia 
chinook salmon and steelhead pushed hundreds of 
miles inland to the Snake River, a Skeena sized 
tffoutary that flows east of the Cascade Mountains. 
For the great waves of Columbia salmon the Four 
Horsemen of the Apocalypse are Harvest, 
Hatcheries, Hydro and lost Habitat. 
From the latter half of the last century to the first 
half of this one commercial fishing interests treated 
Columbia fish as an inexhaust~le r source. 
By 1930 the returns of wild fish to the river had 
plummeted tosomewhere b tween five and six mil- 
lion risk The need to do something was obvious. 
Artificial enhancement had been around for 
decades. Politicians prompted by wildlife managers 
scrambled to erect hatcheries on the Columbia 
tributaries. Sadly, the misquided notion that men 
could mitigate for losses of wild fish with hatchery 
salmon helped perpetuate the industrial status quo. 
By 1960 the wild salmon returns were down to 
three million as concerned hatchery personnel 
noted;i~ that ~the number of~/i~turning artificially~,:. 
rear~dad61ts Was dropping while the number jure- - 
nile fish released was growing. 
Fish mining was decimating Columbia salmon. 
Critical spawning and rearing habitat was being 
gobbled up by miners, loggers and, cattlemen, 
while the Army Corps of Engineers moved in to 
harness the hydro electric potential of the river. 
With pharsonic gusto the Corps built dam after 
dam, among them Grand Coulee, Dworshak and 
HeWs Canyon one of which had any provision for 
the passage of fish. 
Snake River salmonids now make the round trip 
through eight dams and a huge inland lake consist- 
ing of 300 continuous miles of reservoirs lying be- 
tween the Washington Coast and Idaho. 
The Columbia runs were diminished, but thanks 
to their resilience, greatly reduced ocean harvest, 
reduced limits for salmonids, and the availability 
good habitat in places like the wilderness areas in 
Idaho, the fish were nowhere near extinction, 
John Day, Little Goose, Lower Granite. and 
Lower Monumental changed all that. Doubling the 
number of dams between Lewiston and Bonneville 
was a crue! blow that obliterated some races of sal- 
mon and pushed others to the brink of extinction. 
The new dams had provisions for salmon headed 
up river but none for young salmon beaded for the 
sea. The effects of being hurled through turbines 
did serious harm to smolts. Salmon use the river 
current to hasten their passage to the ocean. 
Thanks to the dams the Columbia had been 
slowed increasing the down stream migration time 
ofsmolts five fold thereby exposing them to higher 
water temperatures forlong periods of time while 
extending the period of predation by other fish 
species that hrived in the slower water. 
Ninety percent of the man made attrition of sal- 
mon occurred uring this down stream igration. 
To decrease this mortality the Corps of Engineers 
instituted a program whereby smolts are trapped 
above the highest dam then barged to Bonneville 
where they are released below the lowest obstruc- 
tion. The Engineers, who have presided over this 
program for 20 years, proudly proclaim that 95 per 
cent of the smolts urvive, but are hard pressed to 
explain why there's an inverse relationship between 
barged smolts and returning adults. 
In their audacious plan the Corps failed to consid- 
er that the complex and delicate homing instincts 
and the overall health of smolts would be irreparab- 
ly damaged by the barging. 
In 1994 only 200,000 fish returned to the Colum- 
bia, less than 2% of historic abundance. 
The problem is acute. Snake River coho are ex- 
tinct. Snake river sockeye, chinook and steelhesd 
are all on the verge of oblivion. The only thing that 
will reverse the process is to get the river flowing 
again by spilling water over the dams at critical 
migration times. Ranchers and the Bonneville 
Power Authority have different ideas. 
For a while thins~s looked hopeful as fishers and 
friends of the environment used The Endangered 
Species Act as a lever. After the mid term election 
of a Republican Majority and their zany right wing 
consumptive agenda even that piece of legislation 
may be hobbled. 
Whenwe look at the Skeena, agreat free flowing 
fiver with conservation problems that can and will 
be overcome, we should think of what has befallen 
the Columbia nd the Snake, and be thankful. 
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Pee wee reps ruie the ice 
SKEENA CELLULOSE Pee -" 
Wee Raps are still on top of 
the heap in tri-city league 
! play. 
In a Nov. 3 game they 
defeated Kitimat 3-0, and the 
next day tied Kitimat 6-6. 
Friday night's shutout was 
courtesy of J J .  Boudreault. 
Kujo Gods led the offence 
with two goals and Brad 
L'Heureux added a single. 
On Saturday Kitimat came 
out strong and opened a quick 
3-0 lead before Terrace fought 
backto tie the score. 
The teams then traded goals 
until Kitimat f'mally earned 
their 6111 goal with three 
minutes leR. 
Terrace scorers were Gerrit 
Dempster and Gary Kerbat 
with two each, with Lance 
Armstrong and Shaun 
Terrace is still undefeated 
Furmanek each picking up 
single goals. 
The Terrace Inland Ken- 
worth Bantam Raps didn't fare 
as well that weekend. They 
were gunned down by Kitimat 
10-1 on Friday, and 6-3 on 
Saturday. 
Last week they left town 
Thursday for a tournament in 
Whitehorse. This is the first 
trip a Terrace team has made 
to Whitchorse, as far as Ter- 
race minor hockey records 
show. 
The Terrace Bantam Raps 
shared a charter bus with the 
Smithers' Bantam Raps team, 
meeting in Kitwanga and 
heading north from there. 
Many parents came along to 
Rotary whipped Kcn's Truck: 
ing 5-1, but Ken's Trucking 
got back into shape for a 7-4 
share the 16-20 hour bus fide. win over Farwest, 
Look for results from the In the atom house division 
tournament in next week's Lazelle Mini Storage was on 
Terrace Standard. the wrong end of a'4-5 score 
In other Terrace Minor with: Al l  Seasons. All West 
Hockey house team action: Trading squeezed a 5-4 win 
In the juvenile division, it over Kinsmen and Drifters 
was Terrace Chrysler over Clothing beat out Centennial 
Dediluke Surveying 6-3. 
h midget reps, Terrace 
Totem Ford lost to the Kitimat 
midget raps 2-4 on Nov. 3 but 
rallied fora 6-4 upset on Nov. 
4. 
In the bantam house division 
Lakelse Logging tied Remax 
2-2. Then Heaman Trucking 
Lions 4-2 . . . . . . . . .  ~ :, 
The Elks whipped R-40 Con- 
struction 8-4 in the novice 
division. Long's  Logging 
logged a 7 -2  .win over 
Wilkinson's and Tri-City 
Memo tied Doyle's Blazers 4- 
4. 
In the pre-noviee division 
roared over Remax 5-3. Royal Canadian Legion tied 
Bradford Logging squeaked Copperside Foods 1-1~ River 
out a 2'1 win over Fanvest in Industries tied up SpeeDee 
the pen wee house division. Printers 2-2. 
= Comics 
of the court. ,, 
THE HARLEM CROWNS 
drew more than 350 
spectators at the 
Caledonia gym last 
Thursday night for their 
all-star celebrity, game 
against the local 
teachers. Slam dunks, i 
autograph signings, ~ :a: 
shoot-off competition :f0r 
prizes including a Van.. i 
couver Grizzlies game 
ball were all a part of the 
night. And re feree  ' scot t  , 
Bromley ~{top right) got .. I 
special lessons on keep. I ing his laces tied from a 
couple of the Crowns. 
SHAMES M'I'N. GEARS UP 
Season pass sales brisk 
NEARLY 900 season passes skiers making purchases, he 
have been sold by the Shames said. 
Mountain Ski Corporation so Going into the weekend, 
far, making it the highest num- there's four feet of snow on 
bur ever, says corporation gen- the topof  the T-bar and eight 
erul manager Scott Siemens. inches at the mountain's base. 
"We're up 30 per cent over That's not yet enough for 
all other years," said Siemens 
of the total. "With any luck 
we'll break the 1,000 mark 
this year." 
Combine that with recent 
snowfalls on the mountain and 
Siemens is predicting a good 
start for the corporation's sixth 
year of operations, ~' 
A lot of the season passes 
were sold in the form of fam- 
ily packages and there's an en- 
couraging number of new 
corporation employees to be- 
gin packing but all it will take 
now is a couple of heavy 
snowfalls to provide what's 
needed, said Siemens. 
"We need five to six feet to 
begin packing and grooming 
the runs m ideally three feet 
of snow will produce one foot 
of packed snow," he added. 
:"We need a lot more snow 
Siemens suggesting that 
skiing could begin before the 
end of the month given a 
couple of heavy snowfalls. 
,We're pretty well ready to 
go. We'll need five days or so 
to properly groom and pack 
once we have enough snow," 
he said. 
But that hasn't stopped some 
of the more adventure.some 
skiers and snowboarders. 
Siemens reports that a good 
• number of people are already 
making the hike up  the 
mountain to f'md deep snow. 
He said thatthe food sales 
d( partment and rental conces. 
than other' ski areas to cover si, i:aregeared up and ready 
rocks and fill in creeks." for the first customers. " Scott Siemens 
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Sports Menu 
MINI .BASKETBALL  
Friday, November 17 
5:05 p.m. - Grizzlies v. Bulls; Magic v. Celtics 
6:30 p .m. - -  Sonics v. Rockets; Raptom v. Hornets 
VOLLEYBALL 
Saturday, November 25 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL girls volleyball teams 
play off at Skeena Jr. Secondary school in a 14- 
team tournament. 
Saturday, December 2
BOYS ELEMENTARY school volleyball teams 
compete at Thornhill Jr. Secondary School. 
HIKING 
Sunday, November 18 
FREDERICK POINT, Digby Island ('Prince Rupert) 
will be the destination for a hike 0f m0derate dlfflculty 
with muddy sections. It's the site of  WWII gun 
emplacements, ammunitions tores, power plant and 
look-out posts. Meet at the library at 10 a.m. Contact is 
Shannon at 798-2268. 
MEN'S  REC HOCKEY 
Tonight 
Oldtimers Division 
9 p.m. - -  Northern Motor Inn v. Terrace Timbermen 
10:30 p.m. - -  Convoy Supply v. Riverside Wiilnglem 
Sunday, November 19 
Recreational Division 
9:30 p.m. - -  Northern Inn v. Terrace Timbermen 
Tuesday, November 21 
Recreational Division 
9 p.m. - -  Skeena Hotel v. Precision Builders 
10:30 p.m. - -  All Seasons v. Coast Inn of the W~t  
C econd - ~ - "  * ' " " " ~  t - -  ,bTANDARD 
This message brought o you by the Second Sheet of Ice 
THREE TERRACE Skating Club volunteers were 
recognized for their contributions at the Carlboo 
Norl~ Central Region awards ceremony in October. 
Stephanle Miller received a special achievement 
award. Longtime Judge and skating club member 
Monlca Lessard received an award recognizing her 
volunteer contribution. And Lee-Anne Ballinger 
received an award for her amateur instruclion. 
Ice instructors saluted 
A GROUP of local amateur skating instructors got even 
sharper at the OcL 14-15 CanSkate seminar in Houston. 
Terrsce Skuting Club 
officials said the 
volunteers' dedication is 
what makes the local 
dub so successful. Sports Participating in the 
course were: assistant 
Nicole Lindsay, CanS- 
kate imtructor Deanna Scope 
Lambdght, CanSkate in- 
structor Chrlsta Lain- 
bright, CanSkate in- 
structor Stephanie Mil- 
Society and the Terrace Standard. let, CanSkate instructor Stephanie Huisman, assistant 
S K A T E  9 7  Sabren, Harvey, CanSkate imtmctor Khalie Eys, assistant 
Leah Male, CanSkate instructor Danielle Richey, assistant 
Nathanin Talstra, senior CanFigure instructor Jill Harvey, 
senior CanFigure instructor Kendrn Eys, senior CanFigure Facts say 'yes' instructor LesnneBallinger, seniorCanFigureinstructor 
Daniel Miller, junior CanFigure instructor Catherine 
Audet, senior CanFigure instructor Lee-Anna Huisman. 
IT'S TIME to review the facts about the second sheet of 
ice. 
The estimated Cost of the project will be $Z87 million 
and the potential borrowing amount is $2.12 million. The 
Rick and Paul King Foundation is committed to raising 
$750,000 and the POSSibility of a federal or provincial 
grant would reduce the mount  needed to be borrowed. 
The loan is to be amortized over 10 years. On e $150,000 
home in Terrace, that would equate to an assessment of 
$51.80 a year while in Thornhill it would be $51.26 a year. 
A B.C. 21 grant would reduce those taxes to $33.05 a 
year/n Terrace and $32.70 a year in Thornhill. 
The money to build the second sheet is not coming out of 
monies which the city or regional district now collect. This 
is new money to be made available through a successful 
referendum." 
The Skate 97 logo was developed to focus the com- 
munity on the 1997 Northern B.C. Winter Games, and to 
develop timelin~s for the second sheet's completion. 
But it is the multi-use applications that truly present Ter- 
race and Thornhill with long ierm opportunities. 
The new realities are that we can no longer build 
facilities that are a burden to the taxpayer. It is the revenue 
generating possibilities of non-ice venues, whether it is in 
sports as soccer, tennis, roller hockey, etc. or community 
events uch as tradeshows, concerts, conventions and the 
like that make this project a wise invcstmenL 
The leisure sheet surface is large enough to provide ban- 
quet space for seating 400 people. Terrace doesn't have a 
place large enough to accommodate a group that size. 
There is a serious need for more recreation for our kids 
ia communities. This project is both a prudent economic 
and a timely community investment. It needs your support. 
Vote yes on Nov. 18. 
I For there 'nformaiion contact Brian Downie at 635=~617 [ 
or write to the Second Sheet, of Ice Society, 
' P.O. Box 798, Ten'~e, B.C. V8G 4A1 
RRACE 
VOLUNTEER BUt .AU / 
638-1330 | 
(across from Totem Furniture) I
REWARDING | 
VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES ' 
,URGENTLY NEEDED 
,FRENCH SPEAKING volunteers Male and 
Femate needed to visit with SENIORS and lake 
Ihem on outings. Must have a car. 
,PORTUGUESE SPEAKING vdunteet Male and 
Fema/e needed to vdonleer at Mun Day 
Centre, 
' PHONE 638-1330 
DIVIDEND NOTICE 
NOTICE is hereby given ~at 
the Board of Directors of 
Pacific Northern Gas Ltd. 
has declared the following 
dividends on the issued and 
outstanding shares of the 
Corporation: 
6-314% PREFERRED 
SHARES: A seml-annua 
dividend of 84.375 cents per 
share payable on January 1, 
1996 to shareholders of 
record at the close of busi- 
ness on December 15, 
1995, and 
CLASS A and CLASS B 
COMMON SHARES: A 
quarterly dividend of 24 
cents per share payable on 
December 22, 1995 to 
shareholders of record at 
the close of business on 
December 8, 1995. 
By Order of the Board 
K.L. Wharton 
Assistant Secretary 
Vmoouver, B.O~ ~ 7, f995 
'96 Games  torch lit 
THE TORCI-I WAS lit last week to signal the countdown 
to the 1996 Northern B.C. Winter Games in Prince 
George. 
It's 100 days to the opening of  the games. 
City councillor Rich McDanlel was there for the occa- 
sion on behalf of the City of Terrace. 
Although itwas a chill minus 11 outside, McDaniel said 
the torch-lighting ceremony was inspiring. 
"A  year from now we'll be opening the 1997 Northern 
B.C. Winter Games in Terrace - -  hopefully in front Of the 
new second sheet of ice." 
We're Gonna Make You 
Want To Play~ 
4816 Hwy. 16 West (Next o Home Hardware) 
To Book Your Tee-Time Call 
[635-11eol 
LUCKY DOLLAR BIN(;O 
NOVEMBER 1995 PALACE NOVEMBER 1995 
5 
Patents C0alfi)n 
for~ 
Advancement 
o/Education 
iffertace 
12 
Terrace 
Community 
Band 
19 
Patents Coafition 
forthe 
Advancement 
olEdue~ 
'a Terrace 
26 
6 7 Terrace 
Minor Kermode 
Hockey Friendship 
Association Society 
13Terrace 14 
Minor Kermode 
Hockey Friendship 
Association Society 
20 Terrac e 21 
Minor Kermode 
Baseball Friendship 
Association Society 
27 Terrace 28  
Minor Kermode 
Hockey Friendship 
Association Society 
Patens Coali~ 
fot$e 
Advancement 
of Education 
bTenace 
1 
Community 
Volunteer 
Bureau 
8 
Terrace 
Blueback 
Swim Club 
15 
Terrace/Kitimat 
Shrine Club 
#18 
2 Terrace 
Pea~, 
Shames 
Mountain Ski 
Club 
i - - -  , ..... ~., , Paces Oaycare 
terrace Nisga'a meat 
Anti-Poverty Council-Terrace Terrace Skating 
9 Oldero, 10 Canadian 1t 
theRoyal Paraplegic i Ambassadol 
Purple Assoc. Parents For 
French Terrace Nisga'a Tribal TenaceH0s#e Anti-Poverty Council.Terrace Socicy 
16 Terrace 17 
Rlngetta Canadian 
Assoc. Paraplegic 
Terrace Nisga'a Tribal 
Anti-Poverty Council.Terrace 
3 Te~ace~r 
Cadel 
kSso¢. 
Terrace 
Anti-P0verty 
29 30 Terrace 
I.~eTheatre 
Terrace Peaks Soclety 
Gymnastics Terrace 
Anti-P0verty 
R Totum 
-Saddle C lub  
Kinette Club 
Sa t, Afternoon Games 
Evening Games 
Thurs., Frl., Sat. Late Night Games 
Doors 11:30 a.m. 
Doors 4:30 p.m. 
Doors 9:30 p.m. 
Terrace Skating 
,,1 Big,re=st: 25 ' °=0 
"r& Big Sister. Cud~ 
Terrace 
Youth Soccer 
Nisga'a Tribal Terrace S arch 
Council.Terrace & Rescue 
Games 12:45 
Games 6:15 
Games 10:00 p.m. 
Family Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon Last Wednesday ofthe month Is DOUBLE BINGO 
T,V, MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410Le ion Terrace 635.2411 
Classified Ads Can Solve All Your Sport Worries 
Don't fret sports fans. Now 
that the Cleveland Browns are 
moving to Baltimore, and the 
CFL Stallions are on their way 
elsewhere, and the Houston 
Oilers may be moving, and the 
Astros may he following, and the 
Jets are leaving Winnipeg, and 
the Birmingham Barracudas re 
threatening to fold, and Los riots are over, and ... Woahl surf's 
Angeles is still without NFL" up. Call, l-8-Knwabunga." 
football: we have a solution for Personal ads also seem to work 
all your worries, and this would be perfect for a 
As a service to all the plaee likeClcveland: 
communities involved, we here :~"Singlo, mid-western city, 
at High and Inside headquarters 
are offering marketing 
campaigns to attract major 
league sports franchises to 
YOUR town. 
Understanding that most of 
the money spent on attracting 
teams will be used to line 
prospective owners pockets with 
tax breaks and big parties and 
bribes, we have decided to take 
the fiscally responsible route to 
get he ball rolling. 
After months of research by 
our crack team, we have decided 
there is no cheaper way to do this 
than by filling out a classified ad. 
If Uncle Joe can get rid of 
his rusted out '67 Chev pick- 
up for a Chia Pet and a stack 
of National Ge'ographics 
(Burma edition) in the swaps 
column, then what's stopping 
a place like Nashville fronl 
doing the same to attract a 
professional sports franchise. 
It's all in the presentation. 
It could be the simple straight. 
forward ad, like: 
"Wanted: Country and 
Western music capital, well. 
versed in handling big celebrities 
(Elvis, Dolly Patton), seeks 
)rofessional sports team 
immediately. Open to all offers. 
Stanley Cup champion preferred, 
but any team will do. Please call 
collect...." 
Or, the ad could be a little 
more polished to fit the 
community, such as: 
"A hankerin' for action: Our 
dog died, the track's in the shop, 
the bars have closed and our 
lady's left us - come fix our Achy 
Breaky heart with some attention. 
Call, 1-800-G-ol-0pry." 
Nashville of course is not the 
only city in search of a 
professional sports team. We can 
stylize our ad for any place: like 
Los Angeles, which lost two NFL 
teams in one year. 
"Yo Sports Owner Dude: 
Don't believe in the hype. This 
town's gel room for you AND 
Arnold,, especially, now that he 
OJ thing's over, and tire mhd " 
slides have ceased and the brush 
fires have been doused and the 
by John Wawrow 
fairly-attractive, 
divorced, enjoys baseball and beer 
drinking,, seeks NFL team for 
cuddling, possibly long-term 
relationship, Call l-Damn- 
Modell." 
This format would also work 
for Larry Smith, CFL 
commissioner: 
"Desperately seeking stability: 
Misunderstood executive, eternal 
optimist, open to all. offers. Call 
now. I have much to give; (Do 
you have any rich uncles?)." 
Of course,Smith may soon be 
looking through t e classifieds for 
an ad such as this: 
"HAUL ALL JUNK: Man" 
with truck to haul rubbish, local 
moving or long distance." 
Winnipeg can use something 
like this: 
"Party/Hall rentals: Largo 
building, good location, slightly 
used, with big picture of Tire 
Queen on one wall, available for 
booking parties, conventions, 
sports team Open dates begin 
next June. N O Minnesotans, 
recently pleaseI" 
Stallions Owner Jim Speros 
could be soon well-served with an 
in memoriam ad: 
"STALLIONS :. Ba Itimore's 
best CFL franchise in history 
slippe d away in the middle of 
the night because of lack of 
interest. The Stallions were 
three years old. They would be 
sadly missed but we've turned 
our attention :16 the Browns 
and, well, you now how that gOeS." 
For a minimal fee - say, I0 per 
cent of concessions and parking - 
we can do this for you... AND 
MORE! Call us at High and 
Inside, your headquarters for 
classiBe¢i service. 
(Restrictions apply; members 
of the Glieberman family must 
pay cash up front.) 
Bikes, Bikes, Bikes! 
While Stock Lasts/ 
@ AIL S,  sons 
Source For Sports 
4555 Lakelse Ave. 635-2982 
,'i ' : ' } "'J % 
Presenting another timely offer f romA&W.  Our new Bacon Swiss Burger. A specially 
seasoned patty topped with sizzling real bacon and a slice of process Swiss cheese. 
Enjoy it together with regular A&W Fries and a regular A&W Root Beery, for only 
hurry down ~ ~ 1 ~ @  $4.99 plus tax. So to your nearest A&W today, 
because this offer is only available for a limited timei 
Shlce 1956 
4616 Keith Ave. Skeena Mall 
Terrace Terrace 
F ;'~ r ,  , 
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TION AD 
B 
50. WANTED TO 
RENT I ACTION AD RATES j ,o c .SFO. SALE , 638 7283 SINGLE LEVEL two bedroom 3 BDR. CONDO with new rug, ' . . . . .  " "~""  
ONTARIO CIGARE'rrEs $31 FOR SALE: 1984 Oldsmobile home centrally located in new paint, 1 full ,2 1/2 ORDER NOW for spring 1996, per carton or lessl Includes Fireuza Cruiser Stn. wagon. I I I  Horseshoe area, This home has bathrooms. Available for rent 
been upgraded in many areas, Nov.15, 1995. For non smoking your custom manufactured shipping and handling and 140,000 km, well maintained, 
priced at $112,000, Drive by and no pets. $ 750/month home, Floor plans and option G.S.T. Shipped air mail and new summer, winter radials. 
DEADLIME: FRIDAY 5 P.M. 4529 Soucle Ave. and :all 635- +deposit. Need good ref. Near lists and prices available. Call insured for your protection. Call Body good. Lots of life left in 
Display, Word Classified and Claesified Display 5338 for inform at,.or][ town and school. Phone 638- Gordon 638-1182. Golden Nuggets - 1-800-559- this car. ph. 635-3858 
( I f  a Holiday Monday Deadline Is Thursday et 5 p.m.) LOG HOME on quiet cul-de-sac 8410 ,. RESPONSIBLE ' FAMILY 1463. for your order form. AUCTION AUTO Sales: Everett 
looking for 3 Bedroom, house, PRE-FABRICATED utility and Harvey. Qualify used vehicles: in Kildala area. Extensively 4 BEDROOM, very clean very trailer or apartment to rent, By storage sheds, joey shacks, 1735 Queensway, ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a mat hol iday falls remodelled. Gas heat/hot water, cute, ranch-style house in New Prince 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadl ine Is Two gas fireplaces. Skylights. Remo. " $ -: 500/ruth. Rats. Nov. 30 Refences available, garages, and snoWroofs over George V2L. 1L9. Phone 562- 
Thureday at 5 p,m. for all d lsp layand claasifled ado. Spiral staircaseleading down to Required. Available immedlatly, non smokers, non drinkers, trailers. Phone Dirk Bakker 638- 6024 Fax 562-6028. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE, family room. Master bedroom 635-9069 - . Please replvto 635-3763 1768 eveninqs, '88 CHRYSLER Lebaren. Silver 
V/ANTED TO rent adequate ROUND SOLID oak pedestal' 2 door coupe. Loaded low km features stained glass window FOR RENTor lease 1000-6000 trailer space for responsibl  TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1S8 and adjoining sitting/dressing sq. ft. prlme~ Office o r  fetal 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid room (possible 4th bedroom). Space. " Reasonable and mobile home owner with a tablewith 6 arrow back chairs $ Like new. New brakes $ 4900 
by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in Large 4 piece bathroom plus negotiable reht, on mainstreet horse. Call 635-7993 if not 600.00 635-4737 o.b~o 638-0227 
ads please have your VISA or Mastercard number ready, half-bath. Workshop. Garage, (Lakelse Ave ), main ' floor - home please messene. SHRIMP 638.1050 Rupert 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS LEGALADVERTISING Phone 632-5102 tn vi~=w prime location '- suitable for caught 
20 words or less 11.90 per column inch retail and office. Ph. 638-0555. SHRIMP CHATHAM SOUND 
Seafood. Rupert caught. 638- I Insertion - $5,00 BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY ,~ FOR RENT Split level house on 
3 Insertions. $12.00 22,83 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. ~, ~ .  1050 
6 Insertions. $15.00 *Additional t $6.64 per column inch .~ ,~. j~ . ; ,  .~ ~,.~z~.~;.~ 
*Additional words 15¢ each OBITUARIES ~~' ,  ~ *  
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS $22.83 for 3 inches ~ .t.T-. I( - . , .~~. . . .u .  j~ 
$10,39 per column inch *Additional at $6.64 per column inch 
Churchill Drive, 3 bedrooms, 1979 F250 4x4 10,000 Ib winch 
built-in china cabinet, central SOUTH WESTERN couch / & heavy duty bumper, $1500, 
vac system, dishwasher, all Ioveseat- $1,000 Brand new 635-2219, 
condition. Also newPioneer Car 1980 GMC SUBURBAN well 
blinds, natural gas furnace & QUALITY, NEW, 3 bdrm. Full CD player with alpine 6X9's kept. Looks good-inside and 
CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE hot water, 2 gas fireplaces, basement home. 1 year lease. $450 and 31" stereo "IV $500 out, New transmission and fenced in back yard with patio. 
Plokup $2,00 Mall out $5,00 No pets, $1,000/month plus No pets. 1200/month available call 635-2327 brakes 235,000 kms, motor still 
Dec 1 st. Please phone 1-604- STUDDED WlNTERTIRES, set tight. 1 owner, $2400 OBO, For  reg iona l  coverage  p lace  your  ad In the weekend utilities and damage deposit. 988-8618 847-3666, 
edition of  the Skeena Marketplace. ~ 635-7569. of 4; 225.60 R 16. Also a 16 cu. 
FOR SALE: 3 +1 bedroom, 2 ft. freezer for $ 300~ Call: 845- 1961 4X4 Chew 0ne~ ton flat 
• 2009 (A f or Anna) - . , deck, 454 big block, hydraulic OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! NEW HOUSE bath. Comfortable family home, ~ ~ .": '- ' ;=-7" b'i'aRe'hookup, $600000 obo 
IAI%I= U H U Acres in . ca11635-5670. 10. Real Estate 180 Pets BENCH LOCATION furnished basement. 15 min. 
from Terrace. Unfurnished, prosperoousWest Texas, USA, 20 Mobile Homes 190 Livestock 1300 sq. ft, - on main utilities not included, $ 900per $ 9,995.00 $100.00 down: Fat. "1961,,~GMC Suburban, runs 
30 For Rent 200 Farmers Market floor month, Available Nov 15. Ref. 2-23SR75 TIRES 40% tread, moreinfo, call. 1-800-875-6568 good, some rust.. Asking 
required. • No pets. Call 635- $15.00 Window air conditioner $2,000, 1977 Okanagan 40 Commercial Space 210 Garage Sales 4 1 1 5 Temple 
For Rent 220 Lost and Found 2513 - - $75.00 Norco Micro Mountain TOSHIBA 366 SX Laptop - m0!orhome •sleeps, 6 asking 
50 Wanted to Rent  230 Personals  $189,000.00 LARGE FURNISHED sleep Bike E/C $100.00. Size 43 computer with " attractive $i•0,000:ca11632-7201 ~'-:~ ' " • 
60 For Rent Misc 240 Births Great Family Home room. FulIKitchen, shared bath, Nokia Cork Boots like new carrying case, Mondchrome •;.1987~FORDRangel;.4X4. Kng  
T.V, Working person only,. $120.00. Graber Car Top Bike Screen-3 1/2 Floppy diskdrive, C.~L) :.'cap:i'0ilii.back~`~ Good 
70 For Sa le  Misc 250 Card of  Thanks 635-7410 Vehicle Necessary. $ 425/mth Rack, $75,00, 638-7904. 80 MGS hard drive. In excellent condition $:::~:~4,500. :: O,B,O 
'80 Wanted Misc 260 In iemor ium " utilities inc, 635-3772 4x9 FT. Utility Trailer 15" condition, Call Willy Schneider Automatic 635-1343 evenings 
MODERN ONE bedroom wheels. 4000 kw. Homolite @635-6146or 635-2522 after.4pm. . 
85 To Give Away 270 Obituaries basement suite, driveway and Electric generator, 120, 30 Amp UTILITY TRAILER; r011 bars fat;;. 1986 FORD F450 ,S.D.: Heaw 
90Cars For Sale 280 Business Services ] ;O~ S~[ ,E  seperate enterance, utilities 220, 15~amp Model En 4000 fiJII size pickup; brandnew .one"ton,  12 fC H,D. Deckand 
100 Trucks For Sale 290 Bus Opportunities Incl. Suitable for 0he person. EDC , Asking $ 400. New pacific cottage wood stove, Trailer c/w H tch 460Cu, in F.I. 
110 A i rcra f t  300 Help Wanted ON THE BENCH $475.00 638-8345 condition home space sauna 845-7171. and Propane. P.S. P,B.~ New 
ROOM FOR RENT for working heater 230 volt: 23.9 amp single VENISON FOR sale: Buthered Battery, and,.;AIt, Tuned ;'~up. 
120 Recreation Vehicles 310 Careers ~:~ .................... " ' person Non-smokers, Non- ";Phase " model He55 "and to your order. CalhHouston: 1- Good Tiresand-Braker, Am/Fm 
i i .~ i  ..... .Cassette New:paint. Phone 130Motorcycles 320 Work Wanted . ; - .  ::~:~::.~:~::i Drinkers. Full Facilities 638- controls asking $300 • phone 604-845-2891. 
140 Snowmobiles 330 Notices : :~ ~ :' . . . . . . . . . . . .  8293 635-4809 WILDLIFE ART PRINTS: 635.4809 - - : ~ : 
~ ~  ROOM FOR RENT in town. 5 CAMP trailers: 3 bunk Grizzly, moose, Wolves, and !989.CHE.VY. ':Step Sldeplckup 
150 Boats and Marine 340 Legal Notices _~.:,, 635-7176 houses, sleeps 20 with facilities, many• mere wildlife subjects, ~,x 4, ~uHy Idaoed, Extras ,635- 
4543 160 Heavy~ Duty Equipment 170 Farm Machinery ~ ROOM FOR rent: $400/mth. Complete kitchen -trailer With Send for FREE' brocllurelof,; ~ .,": . . . . . .  - " - " ' 
includes hydro, phone, cable. # dining room and walk-in cooler latest Limited Edition i:Jrnt's by ,1990. JEEP..:-IYJ Excellent 
The ,Teirace,Standard reserves the right to classify ads under 4118 Anderson St. 12 4714 Davis. Call 638-8751 and facilities. Priced for quick award . winning wildlife artist condition only: 75,000 km 
appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine ~. storey with full basement, sale. Must be moved 842-5598, Guaranteed ' authenticity. Call $10,500 OBO call 635-1549 or 
• page location, 816 sq. ft. per floor = 1.632,+ 8 YEAR OLD General Electric McCaffrey Wildlife Art Studio 635-9341 leave a message 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it Is against the livin 8 area. 4+ bedrooms. "Encore" fridge.:almondcolor $ toll FREE at 1-800-511-8774 1991 .FORD Explorer.Standard 
provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis olchildren, Bathrooms 1. full, 1_ half, 1_ 325:00, Muffet' stove/oven 'XMAS : SHRIMP: Don't .'be 4X4, 6 seat belts, 100,000 Kin. 
'~:,~.:;:~:"i .madtal,..status and emp Joy~nt.,~l~en..~placlng~"F6~Etbhfi~,"?ads~ ,ensuite;,kitehen/eating,area,, -$325,00., 4 year. 01d.Admiral dis_ap~p~i~!e~.cOjd.ffrlp.RW~.~638=~b,$:tS,700.Q.B.O, 624,-59281.;., 
The,Terrace Standard reearVes' the ~ghtto-revl~e, ~dit,' classi~ o/', "has|'sliding~g las~'~br~Q°~ -,~ ,cy..clo~-L~JJtJ, "p~0g~ar~...Dr~e~ 3 . . . . . . .  ~, o, ~u;',~;. c,~',.~ c:~, ' ;~ ~,.(-~.~.~.:; ~.~ ..2.~.- =~_" 
reject any adventsement and to retain any answers directed to the deck, .fireplace ~ in'; I[~'ih' 8 ..Cycle, [nqlti, program., $;,50~1~" " BUY . . . . . .  OR"~S'E~E ' ' ~`~ =;l~." - tTr~z,d~.,~ V~e!66,1~jru',/v~u,~, rume CaJl!. '6~ ~ ~ ~,u .  
News Box.Reply Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid room, carport with storage, Call 635-9477 . I 8171 DLR #.9662: .. ' ," :~."' 
- for the adverlisement and box rental, new flooring, largebackyard 9UD6 CAT $8500.00, D6 or Tupperware  t 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up withln 10 days of with I0x10 shed w/concrete larger brushblade $2500.00, KAhE~,~,.~^"r-~c. ~ l speed. • Extended~.cab;' ' A/C, 
• expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing foundation. OC3 cat; Ioader,:bucket,.blade ,.~ =w~, ,,-=o . I c ru i se ,  ~v-8, pe#ect: Sled 
~' Ir~tmctions are received, Those answering Box Numbers are FOR SA.LE BY OWNERS $4800:00. New air compressor, 635  7810 Pac i f i c  | • " : " • hauler $16,995 Call 638-8171 
requested not to send original documents to avoid loss. $159,000 upright, 140 psi . working " I DLR 9662 . . . . .  
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the pressure $900,00,'Large Brinks 1992 JEEP . Cherokee 4X4, 
publisher within 30 days after the first publication. BY APPOINTMENT shop compressor $2200.00, " auto,. Leather InteriOr;, A/C, 
It Is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Lincoln welder on trailer :200 
Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement ONLY 638-0005 FOR SALE MISC. Cruise, ,power seats: $.. 22 995 
amps $2800.00, Uncoln welder i papasan chair $20, 2 bedside •Ca 1638-8171 DLR#,9662 as published shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for , ~ 300 amps $2000.00, Lincoln 
only one Incorrect Insertion for the portion of the advertising space 300 amps, 3 phase, cheapl 2 tables $20/pr. stool $5, crib 1993 FORD F-250 4X4 5 spd. 
w/molfress $40, bath, diaper 7.3 utre~ deiseL NC, tilt, Cruise, 
be°ccupiedno labilityby thein incorreCtany ve t°rgreater°mittedthanitemthe°nlY'amountand thatpaldtherefor suchShalt 20. MOBILE pail &Po~ $5, Patio table $4 Trades Welcomel-$ 22,995 Call 
advertising, HOMES chairs $20, barbecue $25, port- 638-8171 DLR# 9662" 
able water Cooled airconditi0n- 
10. REAL ESTATE 
Onan diesel lightplants 6kw 
$3000,00 each 2 gas lighptants 
6kw near new $1600,00 each. 2. 
* "WE PAY For Your Heat onan, diesel lightpJants'.61oN 1994 CHEV.,,,Extra Cab 4X4 
14X56, 1979 2 Bdr. excellent & Hot Water" $30dO,OO:each,:2.~gasler$]OO'singleb~:Jw/mottresslUkenew,~•tradeswelcome'$ 
condition $21 900. 14X64 2 bdr. .'3NE PROVIDE Mini lightplants 1 2 : i kw near ' new $150, b0ol~s 5C/soft c0ver 21,995 'Call - 638,8171, DLR# 
1976 for $ 19,500. Five 14X68 Blinds" $1600~00- each.- i -Othel '"  25c/hard cover, conning jars 9662 - . -~ 
M.H. 4 with asphalt roof, 3 bdr. ,'3NE PROVIDE Laundry lightplants froJ~ 2:kw , ,5  kw~ $1/dz. quart, Baby clothes, 90 FORD Heaw. Haft'power 
Fridge stove, excellent Room Facilities CJ5 Jeep C/w "snowblade diapers, blankets,, coats new steering, ~ pdwer il~rakes tilt, 
condiUon,'Free delivery. Phone *"WE ARE PROFESSIONAL $3800,00. 2 large Aluminum born to 1,5 yrs. Ph, 638-0678. Cruise, ,, A /C i "  ~'AutomeUo, 
1-306-694-6282 Moose Jaw AND LIVE ON SITE" boats, t-604-697-2474 or 697- Aluminum, wheels~ind r~innlng 
2720; boards, 80%: ,rubber, Very 
1160 SQ. ft. fully renovated 3 BY OWNER, 4+ br on 100x125 
bdrm. rancher on 60'x200' lot in Hilltop area. Reduced to 
fenced lot. New bathroom, new 128,900. Also adjacent. 50x125 
kitchen, b/1 dishwasher, n/g serviced lot with new 864 sq. ft. 
fireplace, wired & heated shop. shop/garage. Reduced to $ 1976-14X70 3-bedroom; new 
Asking $113,600. Call 638- 55,900 By appointment. 847- asphalt roof; six appliances; in VIEWPOINTAPT$. FOR SALE: 1 coffee table & 2 clean. 638-1994 
11G6. 5808. excellent condition; $21,500 632-4899 end tables. $ 250.00 O.B.O FOR SALE: 1985: GMC 
delivered. 1982-3. bedroom KULDOCOURTS. 635-9360. Suburban; ;fully loaded, well~ 
2000 SQ.FT, house plus G bd. IMMACUI.&TE 4 Bedrooms, 14X70 4 appliances; very good 632-2450 FOR SALE: .1992 ,GIIbraitor 2 maintained $6000.00 OBO for~ 
mobile home, 30X50 Quonset fully fenced, finished basement, condition. $24,500. delivered. Kifimat, B,C. bed. good condition, .~ Neutral 1966 MUSTANG 289 2+2 further into, 635-5617 
'93 GRAND Cherokee Larado; creek,hUt' 35 50acreSdeededln haY.acres,Year round146 largeN/G heat,kitchen,largedinlng,family patio,r°°m' cal : 1-604-698-7919 decor. China Cabinet, skylights, fastback. Auto, good shape, 4X4 6 . cylinder;, over-drive 
acre Ag: lease in Smithers carport, greenhouse, garden 1979 14' wide M.H. Asphalt soaker, tub, sunken livingroom, $6500.00 firm. D. Finley Box tinted . windows, :a/c~ cruise 
roof, 4 appliances. Excellent 5 appliances and window 126, Burns Lake, B.C. VOJIEO, 
" 'M E TI.II11 coverings. New 8X10 porch and . (604) 567-4052 or (604) 646- shed, laundry room, some shape $21,500. 1976 M,H. 14' P- - control dark green. Uke new,;i 5674 appliances. Included, Ph. 638- 1',, II I IZABE shed. Set up ,in park close to 1986 PONTIAC Sunbird, 4 door $23,000 O,B;O. 638-0227 } 
BEAUTIFUL LAKESHORE 0252 for aunt tn view wide, 4 appliances, central air A- ' ' -TM-NTS -"  P'~I~ E |lvery clean $18,900. Free schools, in ,Thornhiil, Asking auto. pw. steering., pw. brakes, FOR SALE: Maule M4, 210 C,I 
silver color, arq/fm cassett. 2366-TT 1000-SMOH wheels,~ 2573 sq. fl, 4 br, 3 storey home Terrace Acreage for sale 4.6 delivery. Phone anytime 306- $69,500 serious inquiries only, Askinq $1,500 call 638-0257 
12 miles east of Burns Lake. level acres, city services, 2 694-6262. Special Reduced 635-2214 skis, Lexan doors, etc. $23,0001 
Full basement, 7 appliances, bdrm home, Workshop with 2 1989 PONTIAC FIREFLY. 2- call 847-2978 1985 14X60 2 bedroom, 4 Commuting Rates : FOR SALE: One trap line at ~ ~  
garage, landscaped, great well, bdrm suite near completion, applicances, carpets good Kleanza Creek .# 13,000 door, 5 speed.' Excellent winter ~ 1 ~ i ~ ~  i 
boat dock, Swimming area 12 Offers/trades $225,000. Call condition, To be moved fall . (OA.C) Cal1632-3046after6pm. Car. $ 3,995 Call ~ 635-8171: 
mile east. 692-7061. 825-4335 after 6:00pm 1996. Intintagle, Private drive. $ 
LOT FoR sale $ 38,900 635- 25,000 1-604-692-3525 Limited Time Offer/: GUITARS AND'amps for see: DLR#9662 . 1990 EAGLE = ViSta : a l l  whee 
Trades welcome. Now dealing drive wagon, Perfect for snow, 
1961 1995 SRI 3 bd. double wide, In Takamlne... 811re Guitar Shop Excellent condition. 160,000 ~ i  
skylights, 3 appliances. Our 'Guests' will receive: 632-4102. Call tad.By, Fax 639- 
hwy- km, maintenance records, 14 FT. FIBREGLASS TRAVEL 
Completely set up in adult ,Mature Adult Oriented ~' 9879. reduced from $10,000 to $8,400 trailer $2500.00,638-7904, .1 
section of timberland ~0me Apartmen!Living [.IKE NEW best quality,futon 698-7422 -- " 8 1/2 SLUMBER QUEEN 1 
park. 635-7447 .Free Cable ~ (inst, lncl,) r bed/lounge with- cover. Asking • " Camper, 4 burner stove/oven, 3~ 
3 BDRM mobile home in Kitimal .Free Heat~Hot Water & .  $300 firm. (new $500) Phone FOR SALE: '76 Lincoln $500 way frldge, hot water & furnace, 
kitchen cupboard, built in stove Heated Stol:age ~ i ; " .635-6660 Even ngs only '74 Ford $ 500,; "76 Ford for $4200. OBO, 638-8922. 
and oven, gas heat and wood ' " 
stove. $16,500 call 632-7201 .Appliance§ &=New Veneiian, MAHOGANY COUNTERS, nart.~-~nn 
FOR YOU I BRAND NEW deluxe model Blinds, (incl. coin laUndry ~ .,, :Display'racks & wall mounted tables, various tabes , ,  al 
14X70 2 bdrm, Hauled and feclteso~lpremises), excellent conditions. Must Sell' 
Joyce Findlay Sheila Love blocked, Within 75 miles• of .References required.. $5,000 OBO. Phone 638-1162 
Burns Lake. $ 53,000 1-604- " Rob or Colin. ' . . . . .  
635-2697 6~5-3004 892-3991 Call Collect 1 -604-F0R APPOINTMENT T0 VIEW 632 ==2822 i ;~' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  "~ 'i ~ ~ . 
l cutting: Need beef sheep; pork J) , 
KERMODE PARK L u butchered? We can help. Cut & ' . .  i ' ~ ~  
~!~i~ i~::!!;~:~:~i.ii . Custom built five bedroom home manufactured home sales wrap wild game too. Book In 
~:~ii:~-:.~.~:~  :.; . : :". :!,::i~:~!:~:~;iii:~ designed for family enjoyment, featuring 14x71 & modular 
,~ ...... ::;,~:::~;;!!:j::!i!i~ Ground level entry into foyer then your amlmal(s) soon, At 1012 . . . .  :i: i?ii:~::~ homes. Across from weight ~? :  ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  s: Dungate Drive, Houston;, Call ~ . . . . . .  
~ . . . .  ::::., ... scales. 635-5350 or 635.3120, 845-2133 or 1-800-665.6992 ~ . ,~ 
~ ~ ~  Drop In & take a look, ~i~ 
through french doors into the large 40. CaM MERCIAL  . . . . . .  
family room, Upper floor features oak ~ . , j 
kitchen with island and an eating SPACE FOR RENT ONE JET STREAM OVEN with ~: ,~ 
Ii 
area. Formal dining room for family NEW 14X70 Mobile home in expanded ring, As seen on T.V..~.~:::~!;..~:;i~ :~'~ 
dinnera nd laler enJoy the warmth of Thornhlll. Large lot, 5 years FOR RENT, Retail or office Like new condition. $ 250,00 ;~,~• 
the natural gas fireplace in the living home warranty. Big patio built space. 524 sq. ft. air Please phone 635-6105 - "~: :~ ~d 
room. Jacuzzi tub and skylight in the for addition. Asking $118,000 all conditioned, Good location ONE PACKARD ! Bell ~ VX88 , ~iP ~ $181,900 ML$ main bath, custom blinds throughout escavatlon completed. 635- 4644 Lazelle Ave. available personal computer 640 kb with 
and a double garage, 1705 immediately ph. 635-3475, Victor Cavalheiro and Steve Butler work as a floppy disk drive 360kb normal 
UPSTAIRS OFFICE space for capacity . (48 ' TPI) c010ur team to help you. Together they have over 50 
rent -  635-5717 (days) 635- monitor standard-I(eyb0ard; 
7017 (after 7 pro), with DOS; W0rdPerfect 6,0, 
. ~.:!;~!;IU~ ;, Two story contemporary creates 
8;~.:..: ......... visual enjoyment in thls new three years of sales experience. Come irl today for 
bedroom executive home, Formal 1 BDM. cabin near Nelson for Write Righter, Studware for the all your personal/commercial Vehicle needs, 
living/dining combination provides rent, Nov 22/95 - Dec 11/95, $ ACT program; one Packard Bell " 
space for enteda]ning, Contemporary, 100 a week. 1-604-359-7010 ---"~., '~'- ,  ~ : i ' 
kitchen designed for people who like I.--=d~,COMMERC~ J. , i . ,  , , Te 
to cook and entsdain at the same lime iml  TRUCK M©==wan 
and french doors Int0 the den. Soaker ~ irace 
tub and walk-in closet in the master 
suite, skylight in the main bath,., " " ; • ' "  " " : TERRACE 635-4941:,: i :, :~' ': KITIMAT 632-4941 
. . . . .  OUT OF TOWN 'CUSTOMERS. Pt' PASE CALL 1,800-SMCEWAN* 
" '1 : ~ ~' " i  ~ " :1  ' " • "  " t i  
PB1200PLUS exterior modem; 
2 BEDROM apt,, Immaculate; 1 one IBM dot matrix proprlnter; i 
1/2 baths, hard wood kitchen one box of letter and one b~x'of | 
floors, balcony, fenced yard, statement size continuous I 
green house, $ 800,00 per FAMILY OF 5 looking for 3-4 paper. Ideal ' for--stu~ent'~i: Or  | 
month , Including utilities, bedroom house preferrably in beginner,: Aeklhgl price:, f0r~ 10t ' | 
62091p000 I~XC available Jsn 1, 1996 Bet, Req. town, References available, $800.00. Fo~/mof(~ldlorrnati0n, I 
838,0797 . . . .  Call 635-8467. col! 635.7089 I~a~,e rrtessa~el, ~! | 
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: RECREATION : 
~: VEH!CLES..~:: :' . " , " W'  
: 220: LOST AND - 
::::: ::FOUND : : ;:~ :: 
iL280. BUSINESS 
" :  .SERVICES ; : 
:270, OBITUARIES 
TRUCK CAMPER for sale. Fair 
condition $ 600 OBO 635-3239 
:::.: !i: :,i 70~. F J, R-M'7.-;7-~il ' 
iii: )MACHINERY;i:/~: ::..: :..: :-; ..::,; .;..:.:.:... , . ' '  
1988 GMC 5 ton, grain box and 
hoist, 366 motor, propane, 
$15,000. 4 horse trailer, new 
tires. $3500. 847-8259. 
BEAUTIFUL DALMATIAN 
puppies. Pure bred CKC 
1990 PHAZER II, LE, Iongtrack. registered, tatooed, dewormed, 
Electric start, ski skins, well inoculated, born Sept. 29. 
maintained. Excellent shape Quality family dogs. 604-842- 
$3800.00 abe. 1-604-692-4332 6492 
Eves. BEAUTIFUL POODLES and 
1995 FORMULA SL. paddles, pekinese pups. Ready to go. 
short track, cover. Very low $375. Please call: 845-7467 
mileage. Perfect condition, and leave a messacle. 
$5490.00 evenings 635-7400. 
1995 PHAZER ST Longtrack, 
low Km ,Power reeds, 
cover, S5900.00 1995 VMAX 
600ST Longtrack, pipes, cover, 
low Kin. $7200.00 ph.635-0905 
SINCERE, CARING, Male, 
40's, 6'7, 155. Professional, 
LOST: MALE Kitten 3 1/2 single dad, good sense of 
months old. 4400 block of Park. humor, enjoys most outdoor 
Long black hair with white and leisure activities. Looking 
stripe. Answers to "Kitty" 638- for a female companion. Write 
078 to box 182, Terrace B.C. VSG 
4A6 
SINGLES INTRODUCTIONI All 
nationalities for *friendship or 
EXECUTIVE LACE Escorts - marriage. We understand and 
available 24 hours - 635-1587. we care, strictly Confidential, 
Servicin~ Kitimat ill midn qht Tired of being al0ne? Call 1- 
HOT SINGLES TerracelAwaits 604-983-4880todayl ~ 
your call 1-900-451-3560 ext 
SINGLES INTRODUCTION! All 1285. $2.99 per minute. Must 
Nationalities for friendship or be 18 years. Procall 602-954- 
7420. marriage; We understand and 
we care, Strictly confidential. 
CKC REGISTERED Black Lab IF ALCOHOL is the problem, Tired of being alone? Calll- 
puppies. Fieldl trail background, many have found help with 604-983.4880 today. 
:$ 400 Call 842-6447 : ALCOHOLICS :ANONYMOUS " 
Phone 635,6533. PSYCHICS KNOW ALLt 
CKC REGISTERED Chocolate Love, money, future 1-900- 
Lab Puppies; Ready November I'M~LOOKING for a special 451-3530 ext. 1185, $3.99 per 
4; $500. Williams Lake,B.C. 1- woman isit  you? You will be 
2 YAMAHA 1991 Bravo 604-296-3698. between 35 ,45, slim,' very minute, Must be 18 years. Procal1602-954-7420. 
outdoor odentedjno children. 
Snowmobiles w/trailer $ 4, 500. PUREBRED STAFFORD You will enjoy walks in the PSYCHIC ANSWERS I 
Also 1989 Rigid Hull Zodiac Shire/Bull Terrier puppies 2 moonlight, quiet evenings at LWlinlI0aAtUTID#1111¢ANADA 
w/trailer, 25 HP Johnson O.B. months old; Shots and homel carfiping and hiklng, IHITANrANIWIIITAIK I.W!! ON ! ! $5,500 Phone" 624-5381 call dewormed, $100.00 call after sharing and caring. This special LO~ ~ GIIrlD 8am-5 pm • " :: 6:00Dm 635-5382 MONIY ~ ACCURAlrlE woman will perfer a quiet life in c~ttn ~ Psvcmcs SNOWMOBILE: 1994 Vmax READY ,TO go German the country.away from the ! -9OO-451-4055 
600 includes ski skins & cover. Sh.eppard cross l~upples have hec0o pace of the clty, and be =4HRI, $2.99/mln. el÷ 
1 1/4" track extra belts. Like oo.m parems, uall 635,7993.1 f Comfortable In either blue jeans 
new only 1100km asking $ not name ~ptease leave or lace; This lady should aso 
7,000 Leave Name & Phone # " messaae . . . .  have an interest in New Age 
@635-4889 SHOW QUALITY Australian philosophies o r  Wicca. She 
Terrier, male, 6 months, should be sincere, open and 
personality plus. call 846-9592 honest,i .sensual :and caring. 
evenincls Race or looks are unimportant, I 
SOUTH AFRICAN Pygmy go by the heart and the inner 
hedgehog. Male, 3 months old, beauty; I area 50 yearold white 
t8 HP Evinrude out board $70.00 with cage. St00 with male, 6' tall, 170 Ibs., brown 
motor c/w gas tank and 20lb. commercial hedgehog eyes, saltand pepper hair. I am 
conrtols. Two new pistoas & food. 1-604-692-3553. ': easy going, honest, sincere, 
THE TACK store. Everything comfortable n most social 
situations, social drinker and a rings just tuned up $ 400 Phone for the horse lover. Gifts, smoker (but trying to quit). I am 
635-4809 harness, saddlery. 4 kms.'out of well educated and I have a full 
Telkwa on Skillhorn Road 846- time job. Please reply in 
9863. 
confidence to File #112 Terrace 
Standard 
Rockhaven JEHOVAHS WITNESSES is 
"e-ne'n., Supplies there something about the 
Watchtower that makes you 
uneasy but don't know what it 
Suppliers of NutriMax is? If so, you are not alone. 
Dog ~ Cqt fOOd Phone 1-847-4354 for recorded 
We Deliver messaqe. 
SINCERE, CARING, male, 40's 
Oo¢ieeolse RobiSh~nnon 5'7", 155, professional, single 
6354084 ~ 635-6869 dad, good sense of humor, en- 
,Natural. joys most outdoor and leisure 
'!'Choice '..i:: . . . .  ~ activities. Looking for a female 
(:'_':; R0ckso}ldse~Ct'.~_~!a ,- ompanlon. Write b0x;;..-182,:.. 
,F-~'~ ..... ~m0rth'thecalLi/ :" !erra(~e B.C V8G 4A6. 
1978 GREW 250, 25 ft boat, 
new trailer completely rebuilt. 
Motor & leg, $20,000 invested. 
Asking $15,200 abe, call 635- 
5670. 
22 FOOT alum. jet boat 350 
Chew Hamilton jet 55 hrs. new 
$35,000. 1-604-474-3468. 
22 FT. REINELL ~ SEDAN 
cruiser. New fresh water, 
cooled 5 rite (305)Mercrulser 
with Alpha one leg, instaled July 
of 1993. ApproximaUy 200 
hours. Marine radio, 
hummingbird 600 sounder. New . 
~uminum fuel tanks. Bb'=~I iS' ~)n ' :  
g'alvanised tandem roadl i0hner i,:" 
t~aller. Asking $14,500js(owne[,~ : 
moving ul~) 632-5345 evenincls 
22' ALUMINUM Jet Boat, 350 
Chew Hamnllton Jet, 55 hours 
new, $35.000, 474.3468. 
45FT. TRICABIN cruiser. New 
spacious interior, full canvas 
over large teak deck. Twin 
diesels. Gives 12 knot cruise at 
7 g.p.h. Radar, D/S, GPS, VHS, 
sleeps up to 10 people. Bright 
and roomy. $89,900. 632-4321. 
NORTH COAST FISHING 
MACHINEI 20ft. Boston Whaler 
Revenge twin 100 HP Mariners, 
ruddy cabin, sleeps 2, lots of 
extras, includes tandem trailer 
$39,900 Call Jack 624-6743 or 
624-4831 eves. 
1984 KENWORTH logging 
truck. 400 cat inframe, 400 hr, 
new front dif. 15 spd. OD. 85% 
rubber; hea W cab guard. 1985 
par-par doglogger. Good 
condition. $25,500.00 firm. 1- 
604-699-8442. 
1989 CAT 225B. Heel boom log 
loader. New running gear. New 
stick cylinder, service records 
available, E/c. Contact Mark at 
Wajax Industries 638-1850. Or 
view at Wajax Industries, 3830 
Sharpies. 
DS 
:'230. PERSONALS 
LOOKING FOR love in the 
classifieds? Writer researching 
article. If you've ever placed or 
answered a personals ad, rd 
like to hear f rom you. 
Confidentiality assured. Box 
300, c/o Terrace Standard, 
4647 Lazelle, Terrace V8G 
158. 
ARE YOU SAFE? 
TERRACE TRANSITION HOUSE 
offers 24 hour safe shelter to 
women with or without children. 
You can carl. Even Just to talk. 
Battering is not o.kl 
It is not o.k. for someone 
tohit you 
or push you 
or yell at you 
or scare you . 
You can be safe. 
There are safe places. 
rERRACE TRANSIT ION 
HOUSE: 
635-6447 
24 HOURS A DAY 
THANKS: To the people that 
happened to be traviling on 
highway 37, Saturday the 4th ef 
November. I want to thank you 
for helping my infant son and 
myself from our oar accident. I1 
it weren't for assistance I 
honestly don't know how long 
we would have been there. 
Thanks again for stopping, and 
may God Bless you all. 
Sincerely, Mary & Jacob 
Compton 
THE FAMILY of Martin Eys 
would like to thank Dr. Van 
Uerd and Dr. Wang, the nurses 
or Mills Memorial Hospital. All of 
the friends and neighbors, 
especially Beth, Dave, and 
Martha and the volunteers from 
the Hospice Society, especially 
Jack & Dan. Thank you for all 
your su0gort. The Evs Family 
ATrENTION . . . . . . .  SMALiE~, ii
businesses, why pay high 
accounting fees for your 
bookkeeping needs? For 
confidential, professional 
bookkeeping service. Manual or 
Computer call 635-9592. 
DISCOVERY DAYCARE is now 
accepting full & part time 
enrollments. Call 635-9166 
DO YOU need a Iicenced Bar 
• Tender for your Xmas party, 
wedding, new years eve party. 
Reasonable rates, full table 
service available upon request. 
Call TarBenders to reserve your 
space now. 635-3763. 
FOURTH ANNUAL Christmas 
@pen House. Thursday, Friday 
Nov. 16-17, 2-Sp.m., 7-10p.m. 
Saturday, Nov.18, 10am-2pm. 
Christina Bruce and Eileen 
Taylor have a wide selection of 
Christmas decorations and gift 
items for your holiday giving. 
We welcome a new artisan, 
Annette Peterson from 
Hazelton, with her original 
design leather items, 4822 Loen 
Ave. Terrace Phone 638-1219 
or 635-5824 
I'VE LOST 621bs. I can help 
you. Phone and ask me howl 
Lisa 635-2183 
LIKE TO SAVE 20+% your 
gasoline/diesel, auto repairs, 
maintenance, cost to get better 
engine performance and 
distributorshlpl Inquire 635- 
6363 
 _3 zce  mco .m 
Qual i ty  & 
635-1587 
3 BELGIAN draft horses. Well 
trained with harness. $ 9,000 
for all. Firm. 1-604-694-3448 
300 BRED Heifers. Bred to 
Black Angus & Lime Bulls Preg. 
tested. Start calving Mar. 1 - 
May 10. $850.00 each Ph: All 
KJn~ 992-3048. 
BBQ PIGS: $ 2.00/lb. Beef by 
the side $1.30,qb 842-6450 24 Hours 
Halloween Thank You 
BEEF, LAMB and Pork for sale. 
Excellent quality. Call for prices. 
Hamblin Farms. Call: 845-2133 
or 1-800-665-6992 
EMUS EMUS EMUS, chicks of 
1995. Bonded pairs of 1994, 
blood sexed, reasonable priced. 
Also Akita DuDs. 694-3789. 
LLAMAS, LLAMAS, Uamas. 
The ultimatelivestock. Yearling 
males for sale. Make excellent 
packers for hikers, hunters, 
mushroom pickers and trekking 
companies. Ideal guardians for 
sheep In coyote country. Do 
you have a problem with 
coyotes kilHng sheep? Your' 
investment will pay off in no 
timel Excellent 4H prospect. 
Spin, weave or knit beautiful 
fibre into fashionable garments. 
Exciting investment opportunity. 
Invest in Llamas today. For 
more information call 
668C CLARKE Line skldder. Northwestern Uama Ranch. 
Good working condition. 847- Fhone/fax 604-638,0662. 
4529. 
ONE WlLKINS min stock 2 
Terrace Centennial Lions & 
Healthy Choices for Youth 
wish to express apprecia- 
tion to all of our sponsors 
(CN Rail-District & Employees, Skeena 
Cellulose, City of Terrace, Terrace 
Correctional Centre, O verwaitea, 
Safeway, Terrace Co-op) and helpers, 
Our 1st. annual Spookarama was a 
great success. A BIG THANK YOU to 
the:public who attended our events and 
MOBILE DIMENSION sawmill- 
ing ?Your logs to lumber." Your 
site or mine. Maximum cuts 
24'. Hourly rates. Book now for 
- •, !: / ; ~::L -7: '? 
• • 
• / : :ii!!? !!;:;i! 
................... ii V :!/i?':~ 
90,000 LB live heal log loader horse angle trailer. New rubber, see  you again on Halloween 1996. , 
for hire or for sale in excellent New mats, recent paint. 
shade Paul (604) 898 3346 winter cuttinq. o,,o,=, ro~, ~=~.. o~o- , ,o .o . .  Excellent condition Selling 
9UD6 CAT, $8,500. D6 OR price $4000 Call 567-9813 t ,~. .~,~,~-  t,~'~- dvz~t. '~t .  ~t .  -#~ -#~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
lar-er brushblade $ 2 500 Vender ~ _. " , .,.=.'=.,-:,.,.=..=.~...,.=,,~....:-~,,.,=...7.~,,,=...~6~.._~,,.m .~,,.L " . ~,=.Lt "~U,,.Lt" ~J,,.L~" t.~,,.L~" "~J,=Lt" u C Io ' 'ade" vaneernoor. It#t ellli##t llli~¢ i(~lil#i )((ll~¢ i((lll#i #(ll)#i ) ( ( l l ) ) i ~  m ~ m  r~ ~ r~ m ~ m r~ ~ r~ ~-~#((Ol##e,-mi((ll))#,~-m;;l;I))!~-i(lll))i=-H({ll¢1,)((I 
0C3 _at,. ader,, bucket, bl , SCOTISH HIGHLAND calves i l l  '~t  l~t  i~t  #~t  "~t  t~t  -~.,P .~ ,  t=~t  i~r t  i l l  l~r~ 
~4,uuu. mew air compressor r3~ ¢13500 n i , . - - .~  ~ .,.., . k~ -" ~ -- ~ . . . . .  
"- % I '  V • v .  I . . i= i l i=O i l~ligU, G, iI~IilL~ ~. , ,441~L~ 
upright 140 PSI working 250000 ' |))i , ~ ~ @ ~ ~ ~ ~ & Z  ressur . $ • . 1 female $7500.00, ~ .~ l  I))%,i¢l p e, $900 Large Brinks air .~ ~ • m ' p red Golden Pheasants ~ ~#"  
shop. compressor, , $2,200: $95.00 obo, on all. 1-604-694- i.J~k~' [ i~ i  I~  ~ii~J H I~!i~ I~ i~ I~"."li~l "~,~,t- 
uncoln wetaer on Ironer, zoo 3456 I))4 iltt ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,~t ~ ~ l  ~ ~ ~ ~ ll~ -%, 
amps.$2,800. Lincoln welder ~ '  -.~i-~' .- . . . .  ,~,.~.~t.,.~=,r 
VVlr~.=~ nun,s- paslure tar 20 ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  300 amps, $2,000 Lincoln 300 • ~ i  ~i~i .  
• ' head $1000 per month per "J.*.~' ,_j.=~ amps,3 phase, cheapl 20nan ' i 
diesel linhtnlants 6 I~ n,=~, head. Cummins Ranch South t))~., )((( J})# )((I 
Hazelton 842 5316 ~ "~ new, $:1 ,600  eachi Other ' " ' ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  = 
Ilghtplants from 2 kw-5 kw. CJ5 I))i H(I I)H .H{i 
Jeep c/w snowblade, $3,800. 2 .~-~ .~r~. 
large aluminum boats 1-604- 
697-2474 or 697-2720 
FOR SALE John Deere 440A RANGE FED happy pigs for 
Skldder and parts 1-604-832- sale. Ready to butcher. Cut to 
1902. your specifications. Phone 635- 
4670 or 638-0478. Also, young 
JOHN DEERE grapple skidder rouen ducks (pairs), Rabbits 
for hire. 1-604-692-3002. (polish and mini-rex). 
" " 
RRACE 
I~ '  VOLUNTEER 
r BUl~_.AU 
638.1330 
(across from Tot;.m Furniture} 
REWARDING 
VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES 
.URGENTLY NEEDED 
.FRENCH SPEAKING vo~mteers Mate and 
Female needed to visit ~th SENIORS ~ take 
on ouUngs. Must have a car. 
,PORTUGUESE SPEAKING volunteer Male aM 
Female needed to vdmteer at Adult Day 
Contre. 
' PHONE 638-1330 
R= 
* $10 O0 * f))¢o H(I ~ I))¢ tel PER ~,  AS I DRIVEWAY I))~ i((I ~i  ~ LOIN AS 
I))~o,¢1 
We'll  clean your drive way with a 1992 +;" 
f))i I¢1 I))i ,¢i 
Chev 4x4 with 8 ft. Western Plow 
LOST : Male Ginger kitten, 2 t.~L~ ~ 
years old. Orange and white I))4" #(~1 ~ ~ I))i H(( 
stripes. 1 front fang missing . .~;. ;~ (~:~ ~i~ l  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .~,r'~. 
Lost in the 4800 block of Scott ~.~: -~ I ~  ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ 
Ave. Answers to the name of t~4 0({I ~!~ ~:~ I))¢ *¢1 Gunther 635-6943 or 635-7859 .~'1; r t ~ ~  . .~"1~r', 
LOST: 2 sets of keys, One set 4 ~.i ,t~.~ 
has a large amount of keys with I~)~ '~( LIGHT COMMERCIAL PLOWING AVAILABLE EIVQUIRE FOR QUOTE I))=~"'~¢l 
a caoy s umbilical cord tie on it. " "~ :~ " '~ ' "  
Second0nehasayell0wpastc ~i  "~. t  ~ ' t  i~ . t  • i~ . t  .~,~.t. i ,~'.t • ~,~, i  , ~  .~,~,,- .=.~.=- ~,.~=..,..w~. 
. ~ .kt  BJ .b l= ~I=I~ ~J41.~ la J~.~ ~.I~.I.~ ~.I,~.I.~ "-.4a.~. ~I.~I,,.~ ~. I~.~-  ~. . I , , I~  ~.441.I.~ ~..I~.I.~ 
keyring with2 keys on It. Call I)#¢ *(0))¢ H(il))i t¢ll))¢ i((ll~)i lllll)#¢ H(ll))i i¢11))¢ Hlil)>t i¢tl)Li H~ii~ i¢ l i~ i(0)#¢ H4i 
842-5234 ask for dudle ~r l  ~r~ ~F~=r e ~r~p ~p~=r e ~r  e ~r  e ~ ~=r  t ~r  e #~ ~r~ o~=r e 
......... ':/::;:;/,2 .................................... .... 
- , :~-::  a : -~: - ,+ :  ~ ?c~.~:::~2:: :A  >71;c, ~\?: :c ; ; i  i 
RAINBOW BOBCAT & Snow 
Removal, 8" and 12" earth 
eauger, backhoe, leveling, 
backfilling and general clean- 
up. Reasonable rates. Call 638- 
0153 or 638-5805 (mobile). 
TERRA BOBCAT services 
backhoe, 12"-16"-24", Augers 
6"-9" -12"-18", Sweepers, 
concrete breaker, pallet forks, 
tracks, 5 ton dump, backfilling, 
levelling, clean up. 638-8638/ 
mobile 638-3808. 
UNCONTESTED DIVORCE 
service, resumes , typing. Call 
C.J.Secretarlal, after 4:30 pm or 
leave message opn machine 
638-8006 or fax 638-7912. 
NOW OPEN - The Floor Store 
in Burns Lake. Featuring 
Rollends or choose from a wide 
selection of Carpet and LinG 
samples. We also carry 
underlay adhesives, metal trim, 
and more. Locally owned and 
operated. Open Wed.- Sat., 
8:30- 6 692-3143 or 692-414t. 
MEAT PROCESSING. Uve- 
stock slaughter. Smoking sau- 
sage making, and' freezer 
packs. Beef and pork by the 
side. Ceritified butchers. Prince 
George to Prince Rupert, Bulk- 
lev Valley Meats 846-5691. 
I E& I  11 RENOVATIONS 
II Exterior & Interior Renovations I I  
I I  Additions &Alterations, etc. I I  
635-1645 
CARTER 
ROOFING & SIDING 
RESIDENTIAL 
& COMMERCIAL 
Serving the North West 
847-4.1161 
Dallas Carter. I 
Smithers, B.C. ] 
!!:7 ' 7' ,; 
PrinCe Rupert :;:i~ 627,7000 
DRY'FOP 
GUTTERS 
Specializing in 5" continuous 
aluminum gutters. 
Soffit/Fascia Installation 
SERVING 
TERRACE 
& KITIMAT 
Roofing and Sldlng 
Installation and Repairs 
Call Steve 638.0838 
'Round The Clock 
Freshness  
lhke Your Choice From a Wide 
Variety of Baked Goods, Soups, 
Chill, Sandwiches and More,,. 
Made Fresh Daily. Enjoy Your 
Choice with Our Famous Coffee. 
Two Locatlom To Serve 
Yo, Better  
I OPEN 24 HOURS ADAY i 
635 .2662 
4655 Lakelse, Terrace 
GKEENA MALL FOOD COURT 
MALL HOURS 
Ya='ve Alwa'~ 6at 11me rot 11m llorlom 
CHNT PELLET IER 
1976-1995 
I know your life on earth ~m troubled, 
0nly you could know the pain. 
You weren'l .afraid I o face temptalion 
You were no strange r to the raJnl 
Oh how we cried, the dayyou Id us, 
Gathered round your grave to ~eve, 
W~h I could see Ihe angels' faceS, 
When they hear your sweet voice sing. 
Son, yourwrk on ~ b done. 
Go in heavenashouUn ' :  : :. 
love for the hher and the son. 
The eelletier family would'like t0dncerdy 
th;mk eye,one for their supporl and pr~. 
ers during this difficult time. Your thought.. 
B~ur~ will not be forgotten. 
Robert, Elsie, Arnie,Kzisti, Kail'pn, 
Rochelle, ToRy, ~a, Cheryl, Martin, 
Lore~ 
i i 
RICHMOND (MOREN}, Mary I 
Mar. I, 1917-Od. 1,1995 I 
Mary was born in Ukraine, 
immigrating to Canada in 1924. She 
passed on in the Kamloops It~i~l 
aher a hng~y illn~. 
Mary carried forward happy 
memories of her thildhoed inAnyox 
and the many years in Terrace. She 
lived for 26 years in Burns Lake, 
where she raised her family Mth her 
husband Bill. In 1974, Summerhnd, 
B.C. became her homo until she 
moved Io Ihe Ponderosa Lodge, 
Kamloopsin May 1993. 
Thraughout her life Mary took 
many tasks and becama very 
accomplished. She hnd many hopFy 
memories of tho 7 Come il  C=fe, 
her memborship in the Order of the 
Royal Purple, PTA, as public librarian, 
of creating many lovely wedding 
cakes snd as a fall fair exhibitor. She 
became very skilled as a knifler, 
seamstress, splnner, weaver and in 
many other crafts. 
Mary was predeceased by her 
mother, sister Helena and her first 
husband Eric. gill passed on in lt94. 
She will be lovingly remembered 
hy daughters Ellen (Jim), Mamio and 
Both; sons Carl (Anne} and Lorne 
(Joan); 9 grandchildren and I great 
grand&u0hler. In the spring, Mary's 
ctemnins will be returned to Terrace 
at her equest. 
TANNING BUSINESS for sale 
- full clientele-retail sales-rental 
Income. Excellent opportunity 
for growth. Serious enquiries 
only 635-3071 (day) 635-2493 
(evenin~s). 
TANNING BUSINESS for sale- 
full cliental- retail sales/rental 
income. Excellent opportunity 
for growth. Serious enquiries 
only. 635-3071 (days) 635-2483 
(evenlnf:lSl 
RNANCIAL INDEPENDENCE. 
Better health, more time for 
yourself, it is all possible with 
our network marketing 
opportunity. Become part of a 
growing company that is 
making a difference. For a frea 
tape call 24 hours 1-800-714. 
7601. 
FOR RENT Riverside 
Grocdrles, Bottle Depot, cooler, 
gas, etc. 199B Queensway 
Drive. Phone Mr. de Melo 635- 
6565, 
FOR SALE: well established 
food service outlet with~very 
good clientele. Turn key 
operation. Selling only do to 
medical reasons. 838-1808 and 
leave a messafle, 
RESTAURANT FOR lease at 
Houston Motor Inn. Call" 
Houston: 1-604-845.7112, Ask 
for Gary. 
STONE JEWELLERY/ carving 
business. Suitable for ,ether 
home buslness';0t downtown 
location. Present Owners 
moving. Also selling lapidary'  
equipment and rough stone, 
604-847-9661, 
290; BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES: .• 
• " . , " ' " . L  
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, November 15, 1995 - B13 
I 
Excellent 
Oppor tun i ty  
Well eitoblished, very profit- 
able food franchise in Terrace 
for sale. (Owner reliring) 
Sales average $50 0O0 plus. 
annually. 
Interested ~rfies please 
' write to: File 116 c/o 
The Terrace Standard 
4647 Lazelle Ave. 
Ten'ace, B.C. V8G IS8. 
:All inquiries treated with the 
' :: strictest confidence. 
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL: Lose 
weight BEFORE Christmas this 
yeafl With safe, guaranteed 
Herbal/re products, Free Gift. 
Call CDT Health and Nutrition. 
1-604-698-7319. 
THE CHOICES Program invites 
applications for.. a Support 
Worker position working with 
mentally handicapped children 
and adults in a group home or 
community setting. Required: 
Grade 12, Criminal record 
search before commencing 
employment. Valid BC drivers 
licence, Ability to work 
effectively with a team, Willing 
to work shift work with a flexible 
time schedule.Willing to obtain 
within probationary period: 
Class 4 Driver's Ucence, Level 
1 first aid certificate, Oath of 
confidentiality, TB clearance 
test& tetanus shot, Non 
advei's!ye behaviour 
manage~entL : Report 
writhg/documentation. Starting 
wage •$ 12.07 an hour. 
Applications can be picked up 
at the Choices office- # 2-3215 
Eby Street, terrace, BC, Phone 
# 635-7863 
Building Mechanical 
Maintenance Person 
Smithers, B.C. 
B.C. Builtdthgs Corpo- 
ration has an immediate 
0 pe nin g~;&~0~a,;~.Bu ildln g 
Mechen ~ '~,:i~f~]~tenance 
Personqn Smithers, Primary 
duties include responding to 
minor, client requests'and 
working independently on a 
vadety of semi-skilled main- 
tenance and repair tasks, 
Duties also include the 
monitoring and repairing of 
building systems such as 
HVAC, plumbing, electrical, 
flre,'andsecurity; general 
repair work on buildings, 
fabr c; and structures 
implementing and monitor- 
ing ,'preventative main- 
tenance programs; ensuring 
contracted repairs and 
maintenance are delivered 
to Corporate standards; and 
other related duties. 
You should have grade 
12 or.equivalent with formal 
training in the building main- 
tenance field. A sound 
working knowledge of ell 
practices and procedures 
common to maintenance 
repairing and construction 
of building systems, Includ. 
ing HVAC, electrical, plumb. 
ing and electronic building 
controls is necessary, Must 
be able to work indepen- 
dently:or as pad of a team 
and have a high degree of 
interpersonal skills, diplom. 
acy and good judgement 
when dealing with clients 
and contractors: Must be in 
good i~hysical condition and 
possess a valid B.C. driv. 
.;er's Ilcencel Travel will be 
necessary, 
The salary will increase 
to $3,055.59 per month on 
Jan 1/96 and a comprehen- 
Sive •benefit package is 
included. If qualified, please 
'apply' In writing by 
November 22. 1995 to: 
British Columbia 
~ I  Building Corpo ration 
Regional Human 
~P Resources 
~,u ~275~ulnnStreet 
:~ ~ . Prince George, B.C. 
V2N 2X4 
Fax (604) 561-B636 
We encourage opplications |ram 
qualified women, men~ visible 
minorities;: aborMinal peoples, 
and persons with c]isabililbs. 
T E R R A C E  
With over 230 Restaurants 
Coast to Coast 
AREERS 
" ,; 300JHELP.  ::: 
: :WANTED - 
WANTED: EXPERIENCED EXPERIENCED IN cosmetics, 
grater operator. Reply to File jewelry, home decor sales? 
#145, c/o The Terrace Opportunity to double your 
Standard. earn/ntis. Call Kathy 635-3066. 
r- "1 
NORDIC FORD MERCURY SALES LTD. 
REQUIRES A LICENSED TECHNICIAN. EEC-IV OR V 
CERTIFICATION AND DIESEL EXPERIENCE AN 
ASSET. COMPETITIVE SALARY AND BENEFIT 
PACKAGE OFFERED. 
BURNS LAKE IS A BEAUTIFUL NORTHERN 
COMMUNITY WITH 3000 MILES OF FISHING 
APPLY TO: ROD McLEOD (DEALER PRINCIPAL) 
BOX 1299 
BURNS LAKE, B.C. VOJ 1E0 
PHONE (604} 692-7165 FAX(604) 692-3320 
HELP WANTED 
DISTRICT OF HOUSTON 
HEAVY DUTY MECHANIC 
Certified Heavy Duty Mechanic with welding and fabricating experience 
Class 5-,=lr licenca, experienced In all types of engine repairs and 
maintenance. 
This union position includes $22.6g per hour wlth Munldpal benefits. 
Written applications and resumes received In conflden~ by Friday, 
November 17,19g5. 
Ed Ferrem, Superintendent of Public Works 
District of Houston 
P.O. Box 370 
Houston, B.C. VOJ lZO 
Phone: 845-2238 Fax: 845-3429 
NATURAL RESOURCES PROGRAM INSTRUCTOR 
Terrace, B.C. 
Northwest Community College invites applications for 
the instruction of Data Collection in the Natural 
Resources Program between January 8 and May 6, 
1996. The salary will be in accordance with the 
College Agreement with BCGEU instructor scale. 
The sixty hour course is an introduction to the 
measurement and collection of data for various natural 
resource sectors with ~ an emphasis on the forestry 
sector. 
A bachelor's degree in Forestry or related discipline or 
an equivalent combinat ion 'o f  educat ion and 
experience; Demonstrated experience in the field of 
forest mensuration, experience with adult education 
and the ability to communicate effectively both orally 
,~,and written'are definite:assets. '~,~ ~ ,, ; ,. , : 
those:Sele~:tedfor-~h interqieW'~vil l  be ,conth'c~'dd.: 
Resumes should be sent by N0~/eml~er 24; 1995 to~ ....... ' 
Competit ion g5.O93B 
Manager, Human Resources 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4X2 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
.~:i:~;~ 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
Project Literacy Smithers and Northwest Community 
College are requesting proposals from experience fund rais- 
ers who are interested in assisting us with the development of 
our Uteracy Endowment Fund. 
This project will cover the entire region from Houston to 
Halda Gwaii and take place between Dec, 1, 1995 and May 1, 
1996, 
A project Information sheet can be obtained by contact- 
Ing Ross Hoffman st N.W.C.C., Smlthere by phone at 847 
4461 or fax 847-4568. 
Proposals will be accepted until Wednesday Nov. 22, 1995, 
HAIRSTYLIST 
Hairbusters in the Skeena Mall has immediate 
openings for a few full or part-time stylists. 
Excellent earnings potential. Clientele not 
necessary. Please apply with resume to: 
HAIRBUSTERS 
Skeena Mall, Terrace. 
Required 
Immediately 
The Worlds largest shoe 
company is expand ing  in 
Terrace! We requ i re  full and 
part-time employees who are 
honest, aggressive, motivated 
and career oriented to start 
immediately! 
If your are ready to move 
and ready to work  apply in 
Cpers .qntQ. : t .he  manager ,  :,,,. , ....... ,, 
, ? . ,  ? , , ;:: Buying, Selling, Looking for Services. 
Use the Terrace Standard Action Ads. 
We Results!! 
Over 8,0(}0 homes every Wednesday $5.00/issue prepaid 
$12.00/3 issues prepaid $15.00/6 issues prepaid 
(GST included, 20 wor d Classified) 
Clip, Mai l  or Fax... 
Classification 
1 2. 
5 FL- ; 
k ~A- ":~ ;, - :~  --.  
17. 18. '~ ~ ........ i9: " " ~iO::  : 
Additional Words :, - - -  . 
Please print your ad with one'word per box. Add 20' per'word over 20 words, B01d $2.00, box rental $60O 
Name 
Address ':: ~: , . ' , -  ' -: - 
Postal Code ~ Phone.. : " " " " 
Method of payment: 
O Cheque O Money Order Q Visa . . . . . . .  ' " .' " 
Fax  638-8432 or  Phone  638-7283 
PRINT CLEARLY AND USE DARK PEN 
FOR GOOD FAX REPRODUCTION 
Deadline Friday 5 pm prior to 
Wednesday pl~blication 
STA]. ¢DARD 
4647 Lazelle Ave, 638-7283 
FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY AVAILABLE 
IN KITIMAT, B.C. 
Western Canada's largest donut franchise is opening a new lOcation in 
Kitimat, B,C. This prime location offers an excellentearning potential for 
success-minded entrepreneurs, 
With 20 years of experience behind the organization, Robin's Donuts will 
provide the training and support needed top=:epare for a bright futurel 
For franchise information, Ca!l Ken Ranta, Franchise Sales, Robin's Foods Inc. 
(807) 623-4453; ~':. ~:/.: .::•::'•: '~: : •':: : :' :~ :' :~i 
Skeena Mall 
I 
WANTED 
VOLUNTEER BOARD MEMBERS 
The Terrace Child Development Centre is dedicated to he/ping 
children with special needs and their families by providing ther- 
apy, education and support. The position requires time, energy 
and commiltment. 
Time: One meeting per month (usually last Monday/month) 
Ene_q.~: We have four or more fund raising acfvilles per year- 
how you help is up to you. 
Committment: We require a six month commiltment [ January- 
June 1996) where you may choose to run again at our Annual 
General Meeting. 
For an information package call Margot at 635-9388 from 
8:30 a.m.- 4:30 p.m. or Monique at 635-5112 after 4:00 p.m. 
INTERCONNECT 
OFFERS D IFFERENT 
JOB SEEKING OPTIONS 
Phone us to see if we may be of 
assistance to you. 
Phone 
6 
POSITION AVAILABLE for live 
out nanny in pleasant home. 
Non smokers, ref. required. 
Vehicle available, experienced 
preferred, 635-2415. 
REQUIRED FULL and p/t 
lifeguards. Please bring resume 
to Mt. Lavton Hotspflnqs. 
SALES/PROGRAMING REP 
for Personal Cable T.V.,$ 800 
to $ 200 per week. Must have 
own vehicle. Call Colleen 635; 
0123 
WE ARE looking for persons 
who have the ability to call on 
our present customers and to 
establish new ones. Income in 
direct proportion with person's 
ability. Call Kathy for your 
personal interview. 636-3066. 
YOU CAN start a new career at 
any age. We'll provide 
opportunity, you provide desire 
and good work habits, Call 
Kathy 635-3066. 
CRUISE SHIP JOB~/~n 
$300/$900 weekly, Year round 
positionsl Hlflng both 
men/women. Free room and 
board. Will train. Call, 7 days 1- 
" 504-641-7778 ext: 565 c.45 
INSTALLER FOR Satilite t.v. 
must have truck or van. Earn $ 
750 to $1,200 per week. Call 
Steve 1-800-809-4422 
THE CHOICES Program invites 
applications for a Casual/On 
Call Support Worker position in 
an adult group home. 
Experience , required: 
Experience and knowledge in 
working with people with 
extremely challenging 
behavlour, Requl?ed 
certificates', Non.violent crisis 
Intervention,Non-Assertive 
Behavlour Techniques, Gentle 
Teaching or other similar 
training & experience. Others 
required: Grade 12, Criminal ..~ 
record search 'before 
~ S£H00L DISTRICT #88 (TEIU~ACE) 
3211 Kenney Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3E9. . . . . . . . . . .  ',: ........ : 
• Tel: (604)635-4931, . . . . . . . . .  :',,',,:: '.~,:i:,~.~v~ 
Fax: (604) 638-4409:"~ ~ ' " ,,,,'k:,~ :.,,,~i 
SPECIAL SERVICE 
ASSISTANT SUBSTITUTE 
School District #88 (Terrace) is now accepting 
applications for persons who wish to work dne on 
one with special needs children as a Special  
Services Ass is tant  Subst i tute .  Applicants . . . .  • 
should have: 
• an Early Childhood Education Certificate " 
• Human Services Worker Certificate': "" : ,  ' :  ; ' 
Community Seivice Worker Certificate : / . : :  i ~ :: 
Social Service Worker Certificate., :~  ': ' :  . 
or other " in the Human Service~i, • one year program 
field from an accredited Provincialjnstitute:. ' '  
plus • two courses in working withchi ldr~ri~itff i , ! : ' . . :  
special needs which may be.in~luded;i~'~'bne:~::'.. 
, ..~-'~..~ :? 
of the abov e programs. ::: %:: :~.:~i:::!:!~ i , ~i :iii~: : i.~: 
Please submit  your resume to: -"..:i:L::: 
" Mr, Andrew Scruton:-~, .:, : i  
Director of Instruction (Student Support iSe~ices) ' : " 
School District #88 (Terrace)!;:.: i(~,,: 
3211 Kenney Street,' Terracet B.C. V8G 3E9 
ACCOU 
Applications are invited for the position oi!:i 
Acco6ntant. 
The ,Accounlant is responsiblefor mainfgnbnce OF " 
accounting records; coordination!of.:0'c~o~n~?~y,;:: -. 
able, payroll and general ledgei adivities;:prepa.i 
ration of accounts analysis andbudgeling re~fiS., 
The ideal candidate will have comphted t~e thiPd 
year of a recognized;accounting program(CMA, 
CGA) and be actvely pursuing i completion. 
Experience 'With ~ co~nplex; accounting: systems; 
spreadsheet and other hers~nal com.ptJter ~f~are 
and good organization, communi~:ahon and :inti3r- 
personal skills are required.:: : ~ : ::;: 
The salary ancJ benefit pa.ckage will reflect the 
responsibility of lhe posltion::This ~ posiiion: is 
excluded from Union membershin. - " :"-~ 
A criminal recordsch~k wiJJl~ 
confirmahod of appointment,-~ 
commencing employment, Valid .... ~, .. 
BC drivers Ilcence, Willing to : _..= - -. " . . . .  .-L_ ; 
Interested • * : shou ld  Far . la rd ,  obtain within probationary appl icat ions a resume.. 
period: class 4 drivers licence, and. references,': 10y mail ::orl fax, before November, 
level1 f i rs taM eediflcate,:TB 28ih to: . . . . .  . . . .  , : ' ; , : , : i ;  
test clearance & teranus shot, 
Oath of confidentiality. Please I 
submit resumes to Cecile I Boshm at  Choices Office- #2- : 
3216 Eby~ Stmet,:Tertace, BC ~ J II 
::uplan applicatlonat the ~J I 
Chotce°r pl ks Office. Phone /It 636-~i'1 I 
7863':~':°~ ..... ',"~: ::.:. :a, ::~-/, . .'.: ~.i~i, I',L ~' /••  ?• : i• i ,  ii ~ : .~'/,i•~!~!~" i 
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CTION Db 
skin IOpen Channel Readings -Aura 
cts. land Body Alignments . ~ 
call m Physlcal/Emotional/MentaUSplritual 
Guidance - Past/Present/Future - ; 
Tarot Questions Answered. A sate Bdtlah Columble . .~ 
@ PEck(ned ofefltJlh Colum b~ ~ ~  
MInls1~ ofHeallh and ORIFLAME, EUROPEAN MIrd~tPI Respotllible forSefllon 
• ,, ,,~,,,,,,,,,..,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,, Natural based OIV1SIONOF 
care/cosmetics - New Product • 
i l  Look ing  fo r  il For a new catalogue PUBUCATIONREQUEST 
Dianne 638-1349 RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
~t Chi ld  Care?  ,q PRO.UFE education available NOTICE rs heraby given that an 
and Confidential Service by Dr. BC ~ applicaUon will ba made Io the Director 
~l Skeena child care support ~ to general public, videos; Laurel Gregg. of Vital Ststls,cs for a change of name, " ' • 
program ca~ help you make the I,( pamphlets, lending library, pursuant to tha prov[stons ofthe "Name "] " 
right choice for your child. For~ dealing with human life issues 3611 Cottonwood636.771a Environment ~'~y~e: 
information o  choosing care and M such as abortion and '='=,All A f fa i r  To  Remember"  
avaifab/e opUons, call ~4 euthanasia. Student enquiries APPLICATION FOR A PERMIT NAME OFAPPLICANTIN FULl.: 
welcome. Call 635-3646. ~ UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF Andrew Patdck Bright For"  ~r~ occas io~ that: evePyor~e wiZ l  be 
COCO at 638-1113, !! THEWASTEMANAGEMENTACT ADDRESS:4605TuckAva.. speal¢ ing o f  w i th  fon~ rr=emor iesye~rs  
Afree service provided by the t~ THE CHURCH of Jesus Christ ~ (Effluent) CITY:Terrace, B.C. f rom now,  caZZ us fo r  aZl. your  . ,~artendf.ng 
H Terrace Women's Resource Centre )4 of Latter-Day Saints, the POSTALCODE:V8G2G3 ~eeds today!  
~I and funded by the Mthlstry of t~ Mormons. Fact or Fiction, FileNo. PE-13638 PHONE: 604-638-7751 
N Women'sEqustity. H Shadow or Reality. Phone 847- CORRECTION THIS APPLICATION isto be as fo l lows :  "WEDDINGS-SHOWERS-ANNIVERSARIES 
filed wlth the Regional Waste .CORPORATE PARTIES.BANQUETS ====================='~"****v~'v'n"~v'**v~'~'~ 5758 for recorded messaqe, thelnfollowingthls eek'SerrorsKmarthaveflyer Manager at 3726 Alfred Ave. TO CHANGE MY NAME FROM: 
~) '~. ~, ,  
00), British Columbia V0J ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ , ~  ~ The 'belt' 3-Book Library GIVEN NAMES: Andrew Patrick 
Sets featured on page 11 are 2NO. TO: 
not available in all stores. "Any person who may be SURNAME: Davis 
Fdday, November24th We apologize for any adversely affected by the GIVENNAUES:AndrewPatrlck 
10 am • 9 pm inconvenience this may have discharge or storage of the DATED THIS 7th DAY OF November, 
' - " °  635-3763 EMPLOYMENT Saturday, November25 th caused, waste may within 30 days , 
Kmert Canada Limited. from the last date of posting 
9am.4pm under section 3 (a) or 
OPPORTUNITY  Terracelnn.D011yVardsnR0onl :~ubllcatton. service or 
CUSTOMER SERVICE Proceeds of table rentalto display under section 4, write _ _ 
REPRESENTATWE CASUAL HEARTFUND ~ ' to the manager stating how 
PART-TIME POSITION Tables available for ent. Contact: ~)K~ \ [{SAN HOUSE SOCLET¥ he is affected." - . ,  =, . : , ,  . . . . ,  
All-West Glass Terrace location ShlrlDy Chelan ~"~,~ '~='"'~==" PREAMBLE - The purpose 
is seeking appliccnl~ wi~ 635-5724 635-7721 ~ ,,,~""=~J'~,~ of this application Is to seek ,,, 
excellent communicallon skills a permit which authorizes - - 
and rek=il sales, I~pin9 & c°m" NOTICE OF the discharge of septic tank " "~ ' "  ~. . .  ~8~i~t~ C [O ! [ i~  ~: i !  ~ I '  sh  p pu~erexpedence. Please'drop St. Matthew's sludgaintoexfiltrationplt. I(~ Bi ' s  Guitar o 
off resumes ah ' SEMI  
Ang l i can  Church  1. We BIL/NOR "t311icum ' .~ ,  "b~ ~--" - -~ LargsselEtionofpcrlsandacce,sorhs I~ 
• t Guilars from; Ta~omins and S~mick 
AII.WestGlassTerraceL~. 4514LakelseAva. ANNUAL Lodge Ltd. of Nass Camp, J~r','~. ( ', ~"K ~/~"  ~ Well equipped shop for firse class repolrs I~ B.C. VOJ 3JO hereby apply • Amplifiers from; Samlck and Dean Markley 
47ttAKeilkAve.,Termce, B.C. Ph. 635.901g GENERAL for a permit to discharge ~ 
Attention: Doug Peters Emergencies: a38-1472 effluent from septic tank ~"~ ~!~:' . . . . . .  '?~![~ and inslallations 
Pastor: The Rev. Dean Houghton MEETING serving the Nass Valley ~,s',,~.,¢,,¢,~ :~;;,s,-o,~ Cal l  Bi l l  at (604) 632-4102 
Deac0n: The Rsv. Jim Cain located at Nass Camp to ~ i~.~!~ k.... / ~::~: 
Come Worship With us November 29, 1995 ground and give notice of " " ' : :~ : "  ================================== 
Sundays 10:00 a.m. at 7:30 p.m. application to all persons A I IB CA Ih ' [~ZZZZZZZZZZ=ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ~ 
Holy Eucharist Terrace Public Library affected. ; ,, ~ w It STATEMENTS ~::~ 
2. The land upon which the ~ F inanc ia l  Ser ,v ices  J:~ 
20 YEARS inventory control/ Sunday School &Nursery Meeting Room treatment works will be 
available Members and Public Welcome located is Block B DL 1723. I " Asphalt RooFs I I H • Bookkeeping • Financial Statements H 
shipping/ receiving. Heavy Wednesdays 7:00 p.m Short Video Presentation 3. The discharge will be ~I' Payroll Service . • lncomc Taxes ~I 
equipment operator certificate, p t Carpent ry  J ~,~ • Government Forms& Remittances [~j IFA level 3/ will relocate. Gord to Follow Meetin 9. located at Block B DL 1723 
[,~ Prepared by 5th level ~ 
632-5925. KNOX UNITED Cassiar4. The rateDistriCt'of discharge will FREE ESTIMATES/NO OBL IGAT ION ~l Certified ManagementAccouatant ~ 
COMEDY ENTERTAINMENT. be: 
Parties, events, juggling, mag ic ,  CHURCH f~"~Pro~ceofSr~hColum.. Phone 635 6891 ,, L IndaM=,Psha l I .Ca l IB3B.7B78 M MInLttwofHe~hand Maximum daily 220m3/d " ~ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ~ 
music with a zany character. 15 4907 Lazelle Ave. ~ MinL,~ Re~on.~U. ~,e~o~ (cubic metres/day) " . . . . . .  
years International experience CreeD, OF ~. 
will travel. Reasonable rates. 635-6014 WT,~.STA'ns'nce Average daily (based on ~ TOTAL  ENTERTAINMENTt  opera,rig pe,od) 05 m3/d 
RoCler 692-7277 (Burns Lake). PUBUCATION REQUEST (Cubic metres/day). n M DRAFT ING New 18" RCA Mini Dish EXPERIENCED . 10:30 am Sunday RE: CHANGE OF NAME The operating period during Superior Quality Picture & Sound 
LOADER/OPERATOR for snow School  NOTICE is hereby givefl that an which the effluent will be COMPUTER DRAFTING 
removal or logging. Good andWorsh i  p applicati0nwiIIbamadatotheDlrector discharge is up to 3 Res ident ia l  -SmallCommercial S[A VlS,ON of Vital Statistics for a change of name, 
References . ask. for dei'ry @ pursuant to the provislons ofths 'Name times/monthly. 3OYeere Experience I ~ ~i~lL  TA]I'ELI.IIIP TY$]I'E~$ 
~!:,  E~'byme: !, 5, Thacharacteristics of the 638.8310 ~ . . (Fax) 635-1247 1 , ~ 6 ~  FORPRICINGANDPROGRAMING 635-3783: ' ~ ~- : . . . .  Minister  ~ .... ::  • .,,,, , ~ ~..~._.~. CONTACTKARAM .i 
FULL":~PHASE~;; Mechanical ;:, The Rev. MiChaelHare, : ,-,--effluent(~. .., scharg~d, , ,.~ sh~l .be. ' ~ j .,~;Gerard H. M chaud .~:::.~., ~ i' ~ 1 
Logging :Contractor,- has a I: . ... .. : . NAME OFAPPLICANT N FULL: eqmvden~:to r 5etter~than ;4~36 Park Ave.~ TerraCes " ',~"--'m",Jq.~ ' at (604) 635-4457 
~qu/pment required to produce "Y,~ha Maria Qu~gley ....... typida of sei~t C 1anl~ lddge. 
ADDRESS : NO.Box 125. 6. The type of treatment to 
15-20 loads/day stump to THORNHILL  CITY: l~wanga B.C. be applied is dewatering In "" '" ' NORTHERN ~ / ~ .............. Ii 
dump, •looking for winter work. POSTALCODE:VOJ2A0 exfiltration pits. J ~  
Excellent references. Contact COMMUNITY PHONE:604-849-8416 - t , = ~  
604-672-5500. Fax 604-672- =follows: ' 7, Dated this 25th day of ~.~ TELESCOPES 
672-9944. ~ CHURCH October, 1995. BIL/NOR L~ LEONAKLEIN 
JOY-YESll dIRT-NO! TO CHANGE MY NAME FROM: "l]Uicum Lodge Ltd. , Owner: Brian MeN air 635-5097 
SURNAME: Quigley Telephone No. 633-2434 
Thorough efficient, trushvorthy, Sunday SeMce 1_0:45 GIVEN NAMES: Katfina Marie. Contact Person W.J. Young. TELESCOPES, BINOCULARS, ACCESSORIES Fine Designer Fashions Petiteto Rus 
I do windows. Call Joy at 638- TO: PRIVATE TUTORING, STAR PARTIES .Home ParUes ,Hostess Discounts 
2095. At The Thornhill SURNAME:Amo~d A copy of this application Site 38, Comp 33, RR #2 Terrace. B.C. V8G 3Z9 .Catalogue Orders ,Fullor Part-lima 
PAINTER WORK wanted call Commtm|ty Hail GIVEN NAMES: Katrina Marie Phone/Pax: 604-635-1854 Pager #: 638-3005 635-3783 DATED THIS 7th DAY OF November, was posted at the site in ,Bridal Shows Employment 0pportuntlcs 
1995A.D. accordance with the Waste 
WOOD STRIP - CANOE Teens & Adults Bible Classes 9:30 Management Regulations on m ..... "r ~------~_.~_.. ~ ~..o ...~,,..Z~ 
available. Complete packages. ~da) / ,  CooIClub 9:30 October 26/95. I -~ :-T q C/l,b ~'[[er 
boats.FiberglaSSpolyesterrepairor epoxi-resin.°n small ~ i~i ,0rages2.]2 ill i " ." i[.: ,~!=) cOl~p"t~er~r~MtZor POP(=. I~ I~ IP IM~TI IES I1~(=. 
2. 2406 W'I',0 aim Avenue, Sa~k,~ocn, S~lTkalo'~wan S?l. 5Z4 (306) 653.751t 
REPAIRER 'S  L IEN ACT ~3L%"-~ .-.nF~rm-4tr~ri~ JOHN & HEATHER AUSTIN " 
ASk about oak trims. 638-1701.BARB, S Mid-week Bible;i:[: stual. TakeRepairer,snOticeLienthatAct,pursuant a Li kbelt to Se tiOnModel 2LS5800of the ~ ~7~:"-~~" " [i',= ~ -" "i[~:;] 4815 Scott Avenue DISTRIeUTOR 
Terrace. BC V8G 2135 (60,4) 635-2365 
CLEANING ~otle,., Ca,ers ....... : Serial Number 15425 will be sold by private sale at Poppers/Popcorn/Spices/Candy Corn/Coconut O,1 
C,~;;~,e~,~i;r,~M[Ui~;ilSi:!!~. Finning Ltd.. 4621 Keith Road. Terrace. B.C. on 
SERVICE ~,,o,.,o,,,~,,=~ ,,~th~f,,,. .... November 23. 1995 to realize the indebtedness of . . . . .  ~E,~.. 
: .  ';:' ...... Cecil Mercer in the sum of $44,649.45. The unit A¥( ) I  1 " Ooyouneedoprdeziond P.sto=.onF.o0k~ : :,; :,, : : i; "t-orbed)be.. ~,:..~ 
depen~oble, reioblelgdytodeonsmall AssistantPast0rg0bBri~0nT/ may be viewed at Finning Ltd. yard in Terrace. ,..,, 
Phone 635-5058 Offers may be submitted in writing to H. Abreu ,q>feasuFe.~~ 
to mid size eflkes? Finning Ltd., Terrace, B.C. Highest of any offer not Llnda Bangay 
• FREE ES11~IES • necessarily accepted, ~u~ h%D6PENDENT R6PRES[NIAr,~ -Lingerie -Massage Oils 
.Kamasutra Products 
-Bubble Bath -and more ~,~_/ FEW OPENINGS FOR HOUSE CLONING 635-9138 so,d privltoly through ou|e p.~.. '~]t 
TELEPHONE HOSTESS DISCOUNTS ,~j'~ 
6 3 5 - 6 1 9 7  CALL  FOR TENDERS CALL . . . . . . . .  LANA638-8098 ~ '~ , 
Your Welcome MEEN-SGA-NIST Housing Sociely invites confractors to bid for ~ 
the renovations end repairs required to implement Ihis project on CLASS ICAL  GUITAR LESSONS F HE SOAP EXCHANGE 
3 unib. Each unit will require separate bids, Adu l t  Bal let Classes (k~..,,,.V You can save 50% and fllore by using I 
Necessary documents may be obtained at the Sociely office, ~ our top-quality cleanlng'~roductsl I 
727-2nd Ave. West or phone Ken Harris at 624-5669 for (FlynnSchool of Ballet) '100% blodegradableVGreatforSeptiol:anks / 
informalion if required, inquiries 635-1674 'Money-back guaranteed l 
9a,m.lnspecti°n of units will be Thursday, November 16,th, 1995- Tanla or Harold ' 'All Containers Re-used & Recycled ' | 
Opening of sealed bids will he at Ibe Sociely Board Room, (members of Time Soc.) For free delivery or pick up Call 635-7861~ 
Wagon Hostesses 
NORMA MAY'S for Terrace, B.C. 
COLLECTABLES from Telkwa 
moved to Scrooge's are:  
Secondhand store in Topley. 
Opening Tuesday Nov. 7, 10:00 
am under Norms May's Elaine 635-30/8  
CollectlbleS,used. Tue -Sat.Antiques'10:ooNeWam & Franclne 635-2688 Prince Rupert, B.C. at 1:] 5 p.m. November 23/1995. 
6:00pro 696-3675 as of Nov. 9 Conlract will be awarded an ar before November 27, 1995. ' ' ' " ' • ~,': -- 
Tanls Nel a 635..6459 -1605 ~,  Harmony Clowns  .Eliminating D.J.toul sme,e Odor-Miser Our products are orgRnlc 
CORRECTION Iff " " "  " "  - -  - - -  - - - '11 638-8608 #~.  based and environmentally friendly 
~.~Jake  & Jacquie Terpstra ~, , , :~ ,  :Residentl~,l. Industrial- Commercial- Marine- Auto 
Ready Floor Parkay Gil l lan 635-3044 I REGIONAL SOL ID  WASTE I ,,~ 3987 Kerby Street, Terrace, B.C. ~.~q'~f~=~ Free Estimates. One call away for fresh.air.Serving 
Flooring Advertised at "Gyzmo" and !'Pebbles" "~"  the great Northwest from Prince Rupert o Slithers 
$21.68 If you have II MANAGEMENT PLAN I BIRTHOAYPARTIES-PICNICS-SPEClALEVENTS _~7/'l~// JanSunberg , Phone:635-1112 
Should be $25.88. moved to Terrace 1 1 3514 C,ore Ave. Fax: 635-1193 BALLOONDECORATINGFORWEODING$&MEETINGS 9. Terrace, B.C., V8G 3M4 
We apologize for any or have just had a PUBLIC MEETINGS ..... 
inconvenience,~.ace~ new baby, or are I Concerned about increasing costs associated m ~ FALL/WINTER 1995 t3  _.__ 
VOICE 
Lk  
~-.m getting married, _" with waste management? Want to know about : ~ :~ HomePartles .} t '  PIA/NO OR e ' t  
" ~ ~ ( ~ '  iustn iveon~.ofus m the recommended drop-off recycling and m r ~  Hostess Discounts - Gifts ( (~ LESSONS loo% Cotton ~r"  - -  3207 Munroe = composting system for the Hazeltons, Terrace, = Kitmat. ~ (Infant ? Adult) EUi T-11gg[nson, exp'd teacher, 
• %acall j Thornhill and Which landfills will be ~ T.I.M.E, 
closed or upgraded? Will a new landfill be Bonnie.Mercer 
~C " !~ 1"~ ~. Ing  ~ located in your area? These are the types of m (,iJs 0dr 635-1900 Phone:638-1665 
• • )r  " questions we will address at a public meeting in: m ,,,o s,,v,=ln, N=, v,,,,,y m,,,a.,,,, ,, (Saturday lessons available In Kldmat) 
': I too,co, 
FOlY  'IATION WednesdaY,vardenNOvember 22, 7:00 p.m. _ .~a~rz  ~ CJ-Dczklo i usiness Terrace. ac VBG 4C2 
This Foundation is committed to financially supporting Dolly Room-Terrace  Inn q-~niE~" ~ Service Fax 638-5459 
community recreation projects and programs including Adirondack Style / ~eook-k-eepi, g, DesktopPubi/shing, Computer T aining, ........ • 
Resumes, Etc. I KITIMAT-STIKINE REGIONAL DISTRICT OF ,1 I 3'$2" Katum La,a(so,)DriVea38.03,gTe.ace, sc vso 4.0~ ~ ~, .... w._,o .... .~,,o.. i ...... . the addition of Second a Sheet of ice. 
For information call 635-6948 or write to everything Including (and DOS end Me C 
Rick and Paul King Foundation, ~""  635"7251 • 
P.O, Box 203, Terrace, BC, V8G 4A6. m I 
The Rick and Paul King foundation lsa registered non- i ~ ] -800-663-3208 7. 
profit society and Is registered, as a charity with Revenue 
Canada. IL  m m m  m m  m m m  m m  m m m  mmm 
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Minolfa Business Equipment 
Ohms 'N' Watts 
#4 5002 Pohle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4S1 
ph: (604) 638-8390 
MINOLTA fax: (604)635-9] 27 
BUSINESS EQUIPMENT • COPIERS • FAX MACHINES 
AI  DLAN I~F~-F~ j 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS LTD., 
. Marine Radios 
. Telephone Systems 
Repeater Systems 
# 4- 5002 Pohle 638-0261 
f•• ,• ,  P'hone for experiencedand Speedy Service -'~ :-   UWRY & 
SoMces  
638 8530 ' Appian.s m Restau~t &
Re.eshmont Anytime 
Agent~ fol: a ~,~ . ~ - ~ J  uPs.c~p~ -,'-~r,P_lr,.g ~ 
Bonded Carder  , , . . . .  =,,-o v=, A.nTwhere' ~ ; ,  ,' ~~/~ ) '  
,~ ~ l~m. l .~  '~ " , - , , , , , . , . , /  , ......... '~ ' ~ . . ~ ~  
%J ('~,~ Desktop Publishing by Lee Burkitt 
2 ~ ~ Phone 638-0877 
/ / /  | Business Image Design • Sin011 Volume Publishing 
/ ~ .  J ' _ Computer Tutoring _ 
TRAFLO 
.... %:: : : ELECTRICAL 
~::'~i:~: :..,i~ :'; ~!:~:~i~ 
:%, SERVICES 
CAM SIMON ~%~ :%~,~ 
RESIDENTIAL & COM~ ERCIAL 
(604) 638-1566 RENOVATION, REPAIRS 
FAX (604) 638-8820 24 HR. SERVICE 
Hotel & Restaurant Hospitality 
_/ ~=dl~Equ ip  ment 
Three T Industries 
~ ~ [ ] i ~ l  P -  4603-A Graham Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1A5 
"We can  "T"  anyth ing  up"  
James Thomsen Telephone 604-638-1017 
Fax 604-638-1012 
. . . . . .  ....: 
VI¢, TOR R HA WE$ 
OPTOMETRIST 
638-8055 
• #1 - 4748 Lakelse, Terrace 
Also with locations in Smithers and Houston ) 
I O"  L ~ ' :  
25  Years  Exper ience  
In Doing Kitchens, Bathrooms, Countertops, Backsplashes, 
Patios, Floors, Family Rooms, Fireplaces, Steps, Walls, & Entries 
Residential & Commercial Repairs 
Spec/a/iz/ng /n: 
Marble, Glass Blocks and Tile . . . . . .  
Providing Friendly Professional Help to the Homeowner 
Gary Christiansen ~,o.~x:635-9280 
TION ADS 
II1' II 
~ BCYCNA 
BRIT ISH 
COLUMBIA  
AND YUKON 
COMMUNITY  
NEWSPAPERS 
ASSOCIAT ION 
I 
::. ":::iii :ii:~(;.i/~i:!::i?::i•i::~'/~:!i•i :i ~:~.i(!:~!;~ib::?:i~/!ili;~(/;!ib :¸¸  
• ~ . ...... /i! ~, .~ i • 
$250 These ads appear in approximately 100 community newspapers in B.C.and Yukon for 25 and reach more than 3 million readers, words 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR THE BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222 $5,00 each additional word 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
REPORT POACHERBI Pri- 
vate Investigation/research 
group • seeks information 
about poaching, baiting & Ille- 
gal bear parts trade. Up to 
$2000 offered for info leading 
to arrest/conviction. Confi- 
dentiality/anonymity assured. 
1-800-889-1597. 
AUTO EDUCATION 
TRUCKSI TRUCKSI Trucksl 
Choose from $2,000,000 light 
duty truck inventory. We beat 
the competition. Call collect 
Fleet/Lease Dept. Brad, Rob, 
or Tony. 594-2277. D#5370. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
OWN YOUR own Travel 
AUCTIONS Agency • Investment 
CPA CANADIAN Public Auc- $14,995. Full training and on- 
tion Ltd, Unreserved Truck & going support. Full-time/Part. 
Equipment Auction, Men. time. Many travel benefits. 
Nov. 20, 1995, 8a.m. Selling Limited availability. T.P.I. 
on behalf of the Cities of Cal- Canada Inc., 1-600.799,9910 
gary and Red Deer,: AGT 
Limited, TransAIta Utilities 
Corporation, Alberta Trans- 
portation and other con- 
signors. Partial listing: (2)Cat 
D6H's; Cat DTH; '92 J.D.. 
624E; J.D. 644E; '90 J.D. 
892 D,LC; Cat 212 4x4; '94 
Hitachi EX 200-3; Cat 235B; 
• dozers, loaders backhoes, 
'95 Western Star; (7) ,94 
Kenworth W900's; (8) '89 
Fraightliners; crane and grav- 
el trucks; trailers, etc. CPA 
can sell your equipment on a 
commission, guarantee or 
outright purchase basle. For 
further information please call 
CPA - Canadian Public Auc; 
tion Ltd., 1605 - 34 Ave. S.E., 
Calgary, AS, 1(403)269- 
6600. 
AUTO 
ENGINES REBUILT from 
$795. Engine rsmanufacture. 
from $995. 6months to pay. 
6yr 120,000km limited war- 
ranty. Bond Mechanical ... 
building engines for 28 years. 
872-0641, 8a.m.-8p.m,, 7 
days. 
or 1 (204)987.3322 Winnipeg. 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS. 
Government assistance pro- 
grams Information available: 
For your new or existing busi- 
ness: Take advantage of the 
government grants and 
loans, Call 1-800-505-8866~ 
START YOUR own Cruise 
Travel Business. Licensing 
fee from: $4950. Includes: 1 
week cruise, training; soft- 
ware & much more. Details: 
David 1-800-SHIP (7447). 
NEWEST BUSINESS Oppor- 
tunity. Products for the envi- 
ronment. Income potential 
$5,040. per week, For more 
information or presentation 
locations call: Non Bidewell 
(604)961-2524 Surrey~ B.C. 
BUSINESS 
PERSONALS 
ARE YOU Game for excite- 
ment? Intimate photos and 
fantaslesl Free, discreet Info 
call toll,free: 1 .800-93-  
KAREN or write: Karen, Box 
670-GB, Kelowna, B.C. V1Y 
7P2. Adultsl 
COUNSELLOR TRAINING 
Institute of Vancouver offers 
correspondence courses for 
the csdiflcate of Counselling 
Studies to begin November 
30. Fora brochure phone 
Toll-free 1-800-665.7044, 
FOR SALE MISC. PERSONAL : : 
WOOD HEATED Hot Tubs. B.C. DATE Connection.: " 
All year round use, noplumb- Straight men &' women~ 
Ing or electrical required. ExL630, Gay & BI-curl0us i 
Priced to sell. (604)962.4665. : men Ext.632, Lesbians& e l - . /  
50 TO 1300 GALLON Poly- curious Ext.633. i;B00-45ii . ;  
3540 $2.95/mln 18+i:T-torie;-- : ethylene Tanks. Food grade, , ! 
transport or stationary. Best PSYCHICMASTERSCana, ~ : 
A NEW Career? Trained prices in British Columbia; da's rno~t gifted caring psy! /, 
apartment/condominium : Priced tosell. (604)835,2397. chics L 
managers needed.a areas HELP WANTED wealth :career lucky!ndm: i . : :  
. . . . . . . . .  b Ely . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ...... ..... We can tra n you right nowl ~ ers. s and persona :1 ,  , 
. . . . .  EW RKERS WANTED ..... ~ ~ :: Free job placement assls- . . . . . . . . . .  . . , 900,451-3776. Inns!vie!on :
tance. FoP ;information/ MaKe $230 week!y~llpplng Crystal: :: 
~.^^h, .^^^, ,  ~o~ =,=~. ,  coupons at nomel uneques hoUrs 18+2 99 imn: ' '  :~;;: ;;~:: 
. . . . . . .  ~;,,. are mailed weeklyl Appllca- : , 
ouu-,~oo-ooo~. . . . . ,, V ISA/M~ .... Ion,  sena ong se r,am ~ 
dressed siamped envelope:.: credit, b ad 
Shop For •Less, 555 Admiral c es; dvorce. 100% guaran! . . 
Drive, London, Ontario. M5V teed. Free Info; 1-800,507;- 
4L6. . 1155. 24/hrs. :: :: 
FAST GROWING Cowlchan SINGLES INTRODUCTIONS:I ) : " 
Valley business requires: for friendship ormarliagei.AII ~ :: 
nationahtles Tired of being Full-time ticketed light iMUs- " • i 
alone? We understand and trial Agriculture mechanic, . . . . .  • .  ' 
Experience in f0raglng and we care, All ages, :Local ca l l : : ; '  
haying equlpmentnec~,ssary. (604) 983'4600Todayl: 
FOR SALE MISC. Wages based on experience. REAL E~TATE '~ : 
ECONOMICAL PRE-ENGI- Comprehensive benefit Pack - RECREATIONAL LAND In:. 
NEERED Steel Buildings. age available. Please apply SIC. forsaie byownerlSmall: 
Any size and style, Quonset, with full resume to: Cougar lots to large .acreages 
Straight Wall  and Rigid Pacific Equipment Ltd., 4650 Oceanfront ( !aksfront, i
Frame. Designed to fit your Trans Canada Highway, streams, ranchlandi~Teffns ' 
needs. For the best pricing R,R.No.7, Duncan, B.C. VRL availabs, Free falCataoguei 
and complete installation ser- 4W4. Application closes No- ~ Niho Land& Cattle C0r;npai ~ 
vices Call todsyl B C Metal' vembar20, 1995, : nyl (604) 521,72001 .ii~: ; :~ii : /  i 
Building 1-800-773.3977. MOBILE HOMES : ' i  SERVICES:,  : : :  : 
CANADIAN CEDAR Log Fall MOBILE HOMES, Why buy  WE TAKE The Fear0ut!:0f/I' I 
Savings Special. Order now used when you can: buy : ICBC, Majoi" ICBCInjury :~ . 
and save10% Imagine living new? Limited number o f  claims.Jcei:A. Wener, trial ~ 
in the warmth and beauty of 14x68' Three p ianst0  iawyerfor25yearsL'Callfies! I ' 
a Cedar Log Home. Phone: choose from $34,900. otfier : 1-800-665,1i38f  C0ntinJ :~ 
(604)782-8337, (604)556- slzesavailable. N0ble Homes gencyfeesl Simon, wenel:&:~! 
1800. (403) 447-2333 ' ad sr ~ . . . .  r . ~ " ~ : :F N : ~. N 
CERTIFICATE COURSES/ 
Learn Income Tax Prepara- 
tion or Basic Bookkeeping by 
correspondence, For free 
brochures, no obligation, 
contact U & R Tax Schools, 
1345 Pembina Hwy;, Win- 
nipeg, MBRST 2B6, 1-800- 
665-5144. Enquira about ex- 
clusive franchise territories. 
. . . . . . . . . .  " " ,~ , , ;~ .  ' ~ ~ I ~ .mm.~im " - -  I 
Your Word ad will appear in 
V' Terrace Standard 
v' Kitimat Northern Sentinel 
Smithers Interior News 
HoUston Today 
Vanderhoof Express 
i ¸ 
w.~: 
Prince George Free Press 
V' Ft. St. James Caledonia Courie-: 
Burns Lake Lakes District New., 
~f J  
• • . i~ ~: : . : 
i . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' : : " I I I I I I  I 
L 
"-i 
i ii!i i :  
~ Prince George Free Pre ~:~: ~'i~;~AerH.,Herald" 
v'.Williams I~ke Tr ibUne ili~i ; OO Mile Free Press . . . .  !~;;~i] 
l/~ Kamloops This week !i!ii!i!i!i! ilfi~ BarriereYellowhead Sh:lr 
Shuswap Market ..... 'i~'~;:! salmon Arm observer: "' 
~ Revelstoke Times/ReVie~i i~  i Q0esnel Cariboo Obse~er 
v' C earwater North Thompson Journal ,  :: ;i 
Bridge River' ~Li l l~t  News 
~' Ashcroft- Cache Creek Journali: : 
. . . . . . . . . .  ; • ~ • , , 
• i : : ~ . . . . .  : ! - -  =u :1  :m "a~; l [ , l .  z - Acceptecl over ~ the hone.  i 
N ....... m A l Tr An  i - (604)  
i i  
1 1 638-7283 
III I I I I I I I I . i - 
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Score Board Bowlers 
Men's Recreational 
Recreational Division 
October 28 
Nonn's Auto Refinishing8 
All Seasons Lightning 7 
October 31 
Coast Inn Blades 8 
All Sensons Lightning 8 
November 2 
Skeena Hotel Sharks 9 
November 4 
Precision Builders Blues 6 
Coast Inn of the West 7 
November 5 
All Seasons Lightning 8 
Precision Builders Blues11 
November 7 
Coast Inn of the West 10 
Norm's Auto 10 
November 9 
All Seasons Lightning 4 
Hockey 
Precision Builders BlUes3 
Skeena Hotel Sharks 4 
Precision Builders Blues5 
Back Eddy Bullies 2 
Norm's Auto 3 
Norm's'Auto 
All Seasons Lightning 
Nonn's Auto 
Back Eddy Bullies 
Back Eddy Bugles 5 
Precision Builders Blues9 
Skecna Hotel Sharks 3 
TEAM GP 
Coast Inn of the West 12 
Skeena Hotel 12 
Norm's Auto 13 
All Seasons 14 
Precision Builders 13 
Back Eddy Pub 12 
W L T GF GAPTS 
9 2 1 76 47 19 
7 5 0 78 64 14 
6 5 2 70 73 I4 
5 8 1 63 82 11 
4 6 3 74 69  11 
2 7 3 50 76 7 
Oldtimers Division 
November 8 
Terrace Timbermen 5 
No~Jzem Motor Inn Okies6 
Convoy Supply 
Subway 
TEAM GP W L T GF GAPTS 
NthMotorInnOldes 11 7 2 2 54 34 16 
Terrace Timbermen 9 5 2 2 32 26 12 
ConvoySuppiy 12 4 6 2 45 51 10 
Subway 12 0 6 6 30 50 6 
Ter race  Minor  Hockey  
Week ending Nov. 5 
Juvenile division 
Terrace Chrysler 6 
Mid=et reps 
Kitimat Reps 4 
Terrace Totem Ford 6 
Bantam home division 
Lakelse Logging 2 
Heaman Trucking 5 
Bantam reps 
Kitimat bantams 10 
Kitimat bnntsms 6 
Pee wee house division 
Bradford Log 2 
Rotary 5 
Ken's Trucking 7 
Poe wee reps 
Skeena Cellulose 3 
Skeena Cellulose 6 
Atom house division 
All Seasons ~ .5 
All West Trading 5 
Drifters Clothing 4 
Novice division 
Elks 8 
Long's Logging 7 
Tri-city Metro 4 
Pre-novice division 
Royal Canadian Legion 1 
River Industries 2 
Dediluke Surveying 3 
Terrace Totem Ford • 2 
Kitimat Midget Reps 4 
Remax 2 
Remax 3 
Ten. Inland Kenworth 1 
TemInland Kenworth 3 
Farwest 1.  
Ken's Trucking 1 
Farwest 4 
Kitimat pee wee reps 0 
Kitimat pee wee reps 6 
Lazclle Mini Storage 4 
Kinsmen 4 
Centennial Lions 2 
R-40 Construction 4 
Wilkinson's • 2 
Doyle's Blazers 4 
Coppersidc 1 
Speedee Printers 2 
t FLYNN SCHOOL OF BALLET 
3226A River Drive 
Something Di f ferent? 
Try Adult Ballet Classes taught by a regis- 
tered ballet eacher. Tuesday or Thursday 
evenings or Saturday mornings. 
Call 638.2077 for more info 
or come by and Check It 0ut! 
"We are happy to 
serve you ... better" 
Your Terrace & District Credit Union 
is open 
Ter race  & D is t r i c t  
CREDIT UNION 
4650 Lazelle Ave., Terrace Ph. 635.7282 
We belong Lo you." 
Serving Members  And Their  Families 
The Credit Union advantage/We are a profit sharing, 
member owned institution.L 
,,, We Belong To You 
I 
,cash in 
at Spiel 
MORE THAN $4,500 was claimed by the winnem of the 
3 annual Terrace Bowl-A-Spiel. 
4 The Terrace team of Ken Harder, Adrian Mumford, Ken 
Dahms and Lou Nagy took first place in 'A' Event and the 
5 $540 top prize money. 
0 Second place in 'A' and $400 went to the Amma Nets of 
Prince Rupert. Third and fourth place teams of Trimming 
and Bad Boys, both from Terrace, collected $240. 
In 'B' Event, Terrace's 3 Queens and a King - -  made up 
of Spring Daugherty, Mary Lindstrom, Anne Rauschen- 
berger nnd Dong Mumford ~ took fhst place prize money 
of $440. 
Second place Hot Shots of Prince Rupert picked up 
$300, while Ken Nigh Mechanical and the Wicked 
Witches each garnered $200. 
In 'C' Event, Terrace's A & W Bears - -  Ken Fickell, 
Ron Evam, Gabrielle Prevost, and Dell Bjomson ~ col- 
lected $340 for first. 
Rupert's NBBC was second for $340, while Terrace's 
Morton and Lopareaux teams took third and fourth, for 
$240 apiece. 
The team of Keith Toovey, Clinton Cage, Joan Macken- 
2 zie, and Roxanne Toovey was 'D' event for $280. 
3 Second in 'D' was Kadssen Ent. of Prince Rupert ook 
second and $200. Third and fourth prizes of $100 went to 
Kitimat's Tool Time and Smithers' Not Last. 
The team high three title went o the spiel-winning Mum- 
ford team, which hit 3,361 points. 
The team high single title went to Tom Payne, with 
1,246. Tom bowled with Dan Daigle, Ginctte Ashcroft and 
Joanne Fonseca. 
The men's higl~ three went to Doug Nagy with 955. The 
men's high single went to Dcl Bjomson with 388. 
The ladies high three went to Sherry Lopnshinsky, who 
scored 883. The ladies high single went to Susan Van 
Hulle, with 418. 
Some recent high scores at the Terrace Bowling Alley: 
Diane Francis: 420 (Sun. Oct. 22); Hector Dignard: 401 
(Thurs. Oct. 26); Susan Van Hulle: 418 (Fri. Oct. 27). 
Diabetes 
STOP the epidemic. 
ASS~t~H tal:;==l,:+.,.~..,~: 
1-800;BANTING 
~,sf Jonll*t*nll 
W.E.. EKtF, N.O ~tF, TA WA Z 
CREST HOTBL PRINCE RUPERT 
"WVVV 
The Ye l low Pages  sect ion  o f  the  
K i t imat /Teurace  & Area  D i rec tory  
i s , c los ing  soon .  
If you've expanded your business, taken on new . 
product lines or made other Improvements, now's the 
time to make sure your BE TEL Yellow Pages advertising 
is up to date. 
Consider the facts. We are found in 99% of 
B.C. homes and 860,000 British Columbians turn to 
the Yellow Pages everyday. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
So double check that all your businesses are 
included so your customers (:an find yoUieaSily. 
Remember, time is running out, Call Dominion 
Directory Company tollZfree at 1~800:268:6680; 
!Y ?/ !i :ii!iiiiii :¸  ¸¸+ :' ¸ ? :, i ~ i! il ~: !ii~!ii?:~?: ¸ : 
Yellow Pages :  
11 
KEN OOD 
I 
J R I m A ~  
COMPONENTS: 
KR.795AN Burrour 
KX.WS~ Double ~; 
DP.Rggs Rotary CC 
CRS-I~ Center & 
JL.SSS Speaker Sys 
OPTION 
SRC-SSS Rack 
/WSurround SyCem. 
Iris) 70Wx2, (Ce~ts) 
,OCby3CH st~m.~d 
DCCa Ra~mP~,~ 
re~di~ deck, Doi~ B 
3.way 3.spe~ systsn 
ONLY 
c 
AN Surround System • Stereo/surround 
power output: Front lOOWx2, Rear 20Wx2 
(FTC, 8 ohms). Separate power amplifier for 
Center IOOW, Subwoofer IOOW. Do/by Pro 
Logic Surround decoder. Dolby 3CH ster- 
eo • 2 video in/outputs* Dolby HX-Pro and 
B/C NR. CCRS • DPSS program tape 
search and Index Scan. 5-disc rotaryCD 
player with 4-disc change during play* 
Delete Random Play • Time Edit • 30 random 
preset FM/AM tuner • Preset Universal 
Remote Control. 4way 4-speaker system 
ONLY 
' 2499  oo 
KR-V-5570 
Audio-Video Receiver with Dolby Pro Logic. 5 chan. 
nel amplifier: stereo 60Wx2 [FTC, 8 ohms); surround 
50Wx2, 50W center 20Wx2 rear (FTC, 8 ohms) • Do/by 
Pro Logic surround ecoder. Center/rear level/delay 
adjustment • Dolby 3CH stereo • 2 video In/outputs • 20 
FM/AM random presets • Discrete amplifier Oulput stage 
5Disc Rotary CD Player. 5-dlso player with 4-disc 
change durlng play • Srd order noise shaping dual 1-bit 
DAC. CCRS automatic CD recording •Delete Random 
Play, 32-track memory •l O-key direct rack access • 
Multi-disc edit 
Double Cassette Deck. Dolby B NR. Tape to tape dub- 
bing (deck B recording) •Recording level control and level 
meters • Auto Tape Selector (deck A). Soft-touch mech- 
logic controls 
ONLy$1499 °° *Not exactly as shown 
I~ i~ I'd'mme Pia'/ONLY ~~ I/ verier' MuI"'°do relmt . LY  
o -4sz s27  $149 
P~able CD Player, g/g/tllAnt/. 
Shock ~d OH Damper. 1.bit O/A 
conveder. Rechargea~e. Multi. 
mode repeat. Bass Boost 6cult, 
Podable CD Player, O# damped 
shock tesMance, Bass Boost dr- 
cult. Rechargeabre, t.bit D/A con- 
KR-A3070 
Stereo Receiver, 50Wx2 (FTC, 8 ohms). 
Discrete am¢ifier output stage* Direct-access 
10.key tuning • 2OFM + 10 AM presets • 5 inputs 
• NB speakers 
SAU ..C= S269 °°  I I 
1 
DP.2060 
CD Player • High quality bit.stream 2nd.order 
noise shaping 1-bit DAC with 8-times everssm- 
piing digital filler and DPAC litter control* Edit. 
CCRS automatic CD recording, 20 track Music 
Calendar • Headphone output 
SA,,,,,= S i99  °° 
INJ SOUND SYSTEMS 
"' [ GIFT "'~"/¢# ~00d[ ~/.¢,~' Downtown IGRTIFIcATES 
FAX 638.1002 ..... 
